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ADVERTISEMENT

The scientific publications of the National Museum include two

series, known, respectively, as Proceedings and Bulletin.

The Proceedings series, begun in 1878, is intended primarily as a

medium for the publication of original papers, based on the collec-

tions of the National Museum, that set forth newly acquired facts

in biology, anthi'opology, and geology, with descriptions of new

forms and revisions of Umited groups. Copies of each paper, in

pamphlet form, are distributed as published to libraries and scien-

tific organizations and to specialists and others interested in the

different subjects. The dates at which these separate papers are

published are recorded in the table of contents of each of the volumes.

The series of Bulletins, the first of which was issued in 1875, con-

tains separate publications comprising monographs of large zoological

groups and other general systematic treatises (occasionally in several

volumes), faunal works, reports of expeditions, catalogs of type speci-

mens, special collections, and other material of similar nature. The

majority of the volumes are octavo in size, but a quarto size has been

adopted in a few instances in which large plates were regarded as

indispensable. In the Bulletin series appear volumes under the head-

ing Contributionsfrom the United States National Herbarium, in octavo

form, published by the National Museum since 1902, which contain

papers relating to the botanical collections of the Museum.
The present work forms No. 175 of the Bulletin series.

Alexander Wetmore,
Assistant Secretary, Smithsonian Institution.

Washington, D. C, April 23, 1940.
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VARIATIONS AND RELATIONSHIPS IN THE
SNAKES OF THE GENUS PITUOPHIS

By Olive Griffith Stull

INTRODUCTION

From its wide range and varied habitat, its conspicuous size and
pattern, and its abundance the genus Pituophis is popularly one of the

best-laiown genera of North American snakes. Throughout most of

North America these snakes are familiar—under the name of "bull

snakes," "pine snakes," or "gopher snakes" in the United States, in

Mexico as the "cencuate" or "alicante," and in Lower California as

the "corallilo." Nevertheless, it is doubtful whether any other North

American ophidian genus is in greater confusion with reference to the

taxonomic position of the included forms, and our knowledge of their

probable afl&nities.

An understanding of the phylogenetic relationships within a genus

can be attained only by a synthetic survey of all the included forms,

based upon a detailed analytical study of the structural variations of

each form in their relation to geograpliic distribution. No such con-

sideration of the genus as a whole has been undertaken. The work of

Van Denburgh and Slevin (Van Denburgh and Slevin, 1919, and

Van Denburgh, 1920) represents the only attempt to correlate varia-

tion with distribution, as a basis for the interpretation of affinities

between several forms of the genus. The deficiencies that must be

recognized in their conclusions are undoubtedly due to the insufiiciency

of the material studied and to the limitations imposed by the considera-

tion of a circumscribed geographic region.

The purpose of the present study is to define the taxonomic status

of the included forms on a structural and geographic basis, to deter-

mine their mutual affinities as far as is possible from the available

material, and to assemble the accumulated data concernmg them.

In the attempt to make the conclusions as complete and accurate

as possible, material has been borrowed from every available source.

In every specimen the scale and pattern features were examined in

detail. For every form the teeth were studied in a representative

series of specimens, and the hemipenes were dissected in several

individuals. Drawings to represent the color pattern of each form

have been made from typical specimens.
1
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About 1,200 specimens were examined. The number of specimens

in collections, however, is no criterion of the relative abundance of

these snakes, as the large size of the individuals has evidently made
the accumulation and preservation of large series of specimens seem

impractical. The lack of definite locality records has rendered useless

in the study of geographic variation a small percentage of the speci-

mens examined, and in several cases the localities recorded are obvi-

ously erroneous. The importance of detailed locality data, accom-

panied by physiographic and ecological records, cannot be stressed

too strongly. Such data will immeasurably increase the value of

specimens in modern taxonomic work. In several groups the mate-

rial available is admittedly inadequate, and a conclusive study of

variation in these forms must await the collection of larger series of

specimens.

Most of the extant types in America are in the collection of the

United States National Museum, and all these were examined.

Detailed descriptions of the types in the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle

de Paris were very kindly sent to me by M. F. Angel.

I am greatly indebted for assistance to several individuals and

institutions. In addition to the collection of specimens in the Museum
of Zoology of the University of Michigan, which served as a nucleus

for the work, I have had access to the collections of many museums
and universities and to the private collections of several individuals.

Often single specimens proved of unusual value; some by showing an

extreme variation, others by contributing a new locality record.

Every additional specimen, even though it possess no unusual features,

is an important contribution in swelling the numbers necessary for

accurate interpretation of individual, sexual, and geographic variation.
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him I dedicate tliis study as an expression of my appreciation.

NOTES ON THE ILLUSTRATIONS

On the graphs illustrating sexual variation (figs. 7-9) the numbers

on the abscissas represent the characters, while those on the ordinates

indicate the frequency. On all other graphs the locahties represented

are indicated on the abscissas by name or number. In the latter
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case, a key is given in the accompanying text. The numbers on the

ordinate in every case represent the characters. At the top of each

graph the number of specimens from each locaHty is given.

The color patterns were drawn free-hand, but scale by scale, from

typical specimens. When the pattern of the form illustrated is more

or less uniform throughout, a single drawmg of an area just anterior

to the middle of the body was made to represent the form, as in the

case of affinis. Wiien the patterns of the anterior and posterior parts

of the body are noticeably different, as in the case of dejjpei jani,

drawings were made from two regions of the same individual, one

taken about one-third of the distance from neck to vent, the other

about two-thirds of the distance. In a few cases, e. g., lineaticollis,

three drawings were made, one each of the anterior, middle, and

posterior parts of the body of a single individual.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE TEXT

Throughout this bulletin the following abbreviations are used

when reference is made to specimens or collections:

Ala. Mus.: Alabama Museum of Natural History, University, Ala.

A. M. N. H.: American Museum of Natural History, New York.

A. N. S. P.: Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

B. Y. U.: Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.

C. A. S.: California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco.

Carnegie: Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh.

Clemson: Clemson Agricultural College, Clemson College, S. C.

Conner: Charles R. Conner Museum of the State College of Washington,

Pullman, Wash.

Field: Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.

I. S. C: Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Ames, Iowa.

Klauber: Private collection of L. M. Klauber, San Diego, Calif.

K. S. A. C: Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kans.

Lewiston: Lewiston State Normal School, Lewiston, Idaho.

M. C. Z.: Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard University, Cambridge.

M. S. C: Montana State College, Bozeman, Mont.

M. V. Z.: Museum of Vertebrate Zoology of the University of California, Berke-

ley, CaUf.

Ottawa: Ottawa University, Ottawa, Kans.

San Diego: San Diego Society of Natural History, San Diego, Calif.

St. A. C: St. Ambrose College, Davenport, Iowa.

Stanford: Stanford University, Palo Alto, Calif.

U. Colo.: University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

U. III.: University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

U. Mich.: University of Michigan Museum of Zoology, Ann Arbor.

U. Okla.: University of Oklahoma Museum of Zoology, Norman, Okla.

U. Pa.: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

U. S. N. M.: United States National Museum, Washington.

U. Wyo.: University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo.
Viosca: Private collection of Percy Viosca, Jr., New Orleans, La.

Whitman: Whitman College, Walla Walla, Wash.

Yankton: Yankton College, Yankton, S. Dak.
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GenuB PITUOPHIS Holbrook

Coluber Linnaeus, Systema naturae, ed. 10, vol. 1, p. 216, 1758 (type, con-

strictor Linnaeus).

Pituophis Holbrook, North American herpetology, vol. 4, p. 7, 1842 (type.

Coluber melanoleucus Daudin).

Churchillia Baird and Girard, Reptiles, in Expedition to the Valley of the

Great Salt Lake of Utah (Stansbury), p. 350, 1852 (type, bellona Baird and

Girard)

.

Epiglottophis Cope, Amer. Nat., vol. 25, p. 157, 1891 [type, Spilotes deppei

(Dum^ril and Bibron)].

Description.—The genus Pituophis of Holbrook, established in

1842 upon the form Coluber melanoleucus of Daudin (1803, vol. 6,

p. 409), belongs to the family Colubridae. It may be diagnosed as

follows: Maxillary teeth solid, 14 to 18 in number, without a diastema,

the anterior ones sHghtly longer, and decreasing in size posteriorly;

mandibular teeth 16 to 22, the anterior ones slightly larger than the

posterior; head only shghtly distinct from the neck; eye large, pupil

round; scales keeled, with the exception of the several most ventral

rows on either side, and with apical pits ; maximum number of dorsal

scales varying from 27 to 37, but mostly 29, 31, or 33; anal plate entire;

caudals in two series; tail relatively short; hemipenes slightly bilobed

with calyces and spines, sulcus spermaticus simple.

The body is rather stout, being pronouncedly so in the four sub-

species of melanoleucus and in sayi sayi, somewhat so in sayi affinis,

and comparatively slender in the other forms of the genus, particu-

larly those of the deppei group

—

deppei, jani, and lineaticollis. The

head is only shghtly distinct from the neck. In the subspecies of

sayi and particularly in the subspecies of melanoleucus, the snout is

rather pointed, m correlation with the elongated rostral, and in these

forms the upper jaw protrudes considerably beyond the lower. In

forms with a low, broad rostral, such as vertebralis, the subspecies of

catenijer, and the three forms of the deppei group, the snout is blunt

and almost square, and protrudes only shghtly beyond the lower jaw.

The tail is relatively short, and forms as httle as 0.100 of the total

length in specimens of sayi, which form shows the smallest average

length for the genus—0.122 of the total length. The greatest propor-

tionate length attained in the genus is 0.185 of the total length in a

specimen of c. catenijer, and the greatest average length in any form

is 0.161 in c. annectens.

A single rostral and frontal are present (fig. 1). The rostral varies

in shape from very long and narrow in the subspecies of melanoleucus

(fig. 2), moderately long m sayi sayi, only slightly longer than broad

in sayi affinis (fig. 3) and occasional specimens of catenijer deserticola,

to as broad as, or slightly broader than, long in the other forms of

the genus (figs. 4 and 5). It penetrates from a slight fraction to all

the distance between the internasals. The mternasals, supraoculars,
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and parietals are paired; prefrontals two in the three forms of the

deppei group (fig. 5), four in all other forms of the genus (figs. 2-4);

loreal usually present in some forms, only occasionally in others;

nasals paired on either side, with the external nares between them;

preoculars normally 1 or 2, occasionally 3; postoculars normally 2 in

deppei and lineaticollis, normally 3 or 4 in all other forms of the

Figure I.—The normal arrangement of head scales in Pituophis: A, From above; B, from the side, az,

Azygos; fr, frontal; il, infralabial; in, internasal; to, loreal; na, nasal; pa, parietal; pf, prefrontal; po, post-

ocular; pr, preocular; ro, rostral; si, supralabial; so, supraocular.

genus, occasionally 2, 5, or 6; azygos between frontal and prefrontals

always absent in some forms, present or absent in others; azygos

between prefrontal and preocular on either side, or between other

head scales, occasionally present; supralabials 8 or 9 normally, most
often 9 in vertebralis, most often 8 in all other forms, occasionally 7

or 10; infralabials 10 to 15, usually 14 in mugitus and ruthveni, most
often 11 in deppei, normally 12 or 13 in all other forms; a single men-
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tal plate separating the first infralabials at the symphysis of the lower
jaw; anterior pair of chin shields longer and wider than the posterior

pair, in contact with each other, but separated from the mental by
the first pair of infralabials; posterior chin shields usually separated

by a few scales.

The scales are keeled, with the exception of the several lower rows
on either side. Apical pits are present in all forms. The dorsal

scales are arranged in a series of longitudinal alternating rows around

Figure 2.—Head of Pituophis melanoleucus melanoleucus: a, From the side; 6, from above.

the body, which number from 25 to 35 just posterior to the neck,

from 27 to 37 in the middle of the body, and from 19 to 25 just anterior

to the vent. The lower number of scale rows anterior and posterior

to the middle of the body results from the loss of certain definite scale

rows. The method of reduction will be discussed below. The ven-

tral surface of the body is covered by a single series of transverse

scutes, the ventrals, which vary in number from 205 to 262 in the

genus. Posterior to the ventral scutes, and just anterior to the vent,

is a single anal plate, semilunar in shape. Posterior to the vent are

the caudal scutes, which vary in number from 47 to 84 pairs.

The structure of the hemipenes is so constant throughout the genus

that the description of these organs in a typical specimen of any of
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the forms may serve to illustrate the organs for the entire genus (fig.

6). The hemipenes are slightly bilobed, with the sulcus spermaticus

simple and running diagonally across the organ to the tip of one of the

lobe?. The anterior two-thirds of the surface is smooth, except for

several shallow irregular longitudinal furrows and a large number of

minute spinules scattered irregularly over the posterior two-thirds of

this area. On the opposite side from the sulcus there is a noticeable

elongated ovoid prominence. The posterior third of the surface is

covered with irregular rows of calyces, each calyx bearing a terminal

spine. On either side of the sulcus in this region there is a narrow

Figure 3.—Head of Pituophis sayi affinis: a, From the side; 6, from above.

smooth border. In the accompanying drawing of the hemipenis of

sayi sayi (fig. 6), the organ has been dissected open, and the muscle
removed from the posterior end.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 16 to 22, decreasing
slightly in size posteriorly; maxillary teeth 14 to 18, sohd and without
a diastema, decreasing slightly in size posteriorly; palatines 7 to 12,

slightly smaller than the mandibular and maxillary teeth, but rela-

tively stouter; pterygoids 6 to 14, smaller than the palatines and de-
creasing in size posteriorly.

The fundamental type of pattern throughout the genus is spotting.

Most forms bear a median dorsal series of large dark, more or less

quadrangular spots on a light ground. In most cases thereMs one or
more additional alternating series of spots on either side. In lineati-
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collis only the posterior part of the dorsum bears the typical median
series, while the midregion bears two series of amiuli, and the anterior

part of the body is distinguished by the presence of two continuous

black stripes. In the four subspecies of melanoleucus the typical pattern

is variously modified by intensification or diminution of color in the

background or spots, or by the fusion of spots, rendering the anterior

background dark with the spots only slightly darker in ruthveni, the

anterior spots so blended with the background as to be indistinguish-

able in mugitus, and the dorsum uniformly black in lodingi. The

FlOUBE 4.—Head of Pituophis catenifer deserticola: a, From the side; 6, from above.

number of spots, when distinguishable, varies within a wide range in

the different forms, from 21 to 94 on the body, and from 5 to 36 on the

tail. The coloration of the belly varies from an immaculate white to

white heavily spotted with black throughout.

Range.—The range of this form extends from Guatemala to Canada

and includes most of Mexico and all the United States west of the

Mississippi, and, east of the Mississippi, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana,

Tennessee (?), and all the States of the Atlantic coast from Alabama

to southeastern New York.

Habits and habitat.—Of most of the forms of this genus, as indeed

of most reptiles, little or nothing is known of the habits or habitat.
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What detailed observations have been recorded are included in the

discussions of the several forms.

It is evident from the wide range of the genus that it must be little

restricted as to habitat. Although the various forms are each more

restricted than the genus as a whole

—

sayi, for example, bemg typi-

FiGUEE 5.—Head of PUuophis deppei jani: a, From the side;

b, from above.

Figure 6.—Dissected hemipenis

of PUuophis sayi sayi

cally a plains form, while deserticola is more or less restricted to desert

regions—many of the forms show a wide range of habitat. Thus, in

several cases the same subspecies is found with equal frequency in

desert lowlands and on mountainsides at an altitude of several thou-

sand feet. The eastern forms are generally believed to be confined to

the pine forests and sandy barrens of the Coastal Plain, but m. melano-

leucus appears to be equally common in the Allegheny Mountain
region.
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The food is varied, althougli quite uniform throughout the genus.

The major part consists of small mammals, especially such rodents as

pocket gophers, rats, mice, ground squirrels, and yoimg rabbits, but

also occasionally includes birds, eggs, lizards, and even other snakes.

The prey is constricted and swallowed whole, or, if it is small and

weak, may be taken alive without constriction.

Most of the forms are known to be oviparous, and the remaining

ones are undoubtedly so. At the time of deposition the eggs contain

oc\
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slight, or, on the other hand, a wide range of individual or sexual varia-

tion may be present throughout the range of the form, and neverthe-

less show only a slight correlation with geographic distribution, or

none at all. In the attempt to determine the relative value of scale

and pattern characters in indicating relationships, the relative con-

stancy of a character throughout the group is the best index to its

diagnostic importance.

In the genus Pituophis the amount of individual variation is very

great, and completely overshadows the geographic variations, which,

though in most forms slight, are nevertheless observable in many of

the characters. The apparent insignificance of the geographic

18

16
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forms to which they pertain. Individual and sexual variations are

summarized in the discussions of the several forms.

A study of sexual variation, to be significant and undistorted by

geographic variation, must include specimens in equal numbers for

either sex from a limited area. To illustrate sexual variation in the

genus PHuophis a comparative study was made of the scale characters

and numbers of spots in 72 specimens of Pituophis catenifer catenifer,

.120 .130 .140 .150 .160
-9 -9 -9 -9 -9

Figure 9.—Sexual variation in the ratio of tail length to total length in 72 specimens of Pituophis e. catenifer

from the vicinity of Palo Alto, Calif.

36 of each sex, chosen at random from the vicinity of Stanford Uni-

versity, Palo Alto, Calif. The results for all characters showing a

definite variation are presented diagrammatically in the accompanying

graphs (figs. 7-9).

Variation in number of scale rows.—The dorsal scales are arranged,

as stated above, in alternating longitudinal rows, which vary in
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number throughout the length of the body. The maximum number
for any given individual occurs slightly anterior to the middle of the

body, and the number decreases both anteriorly and posteriorly, the

minimum number of rows occurring just anterior to the vent. Thus,

to represent the scale rows of any individual a formula of three

numbers is used, e. g., 29-33-23. In such a formula the first number
represents the minimum number of rows in the anterior part of the

body, generally found a short distance posterior to the neck; the

second number represents the maximum number for the individual;

and the last, the minimum number in the posterior part of the body.

It is obvious that the reduction in the number of the scale rows must
indicate the loss of some of the rows. If on a typical specimen the

scale rows are counted at frequent intervals throughout the body
length, it will be found that generally two lateral rows (one on each

side) are dropped simultaneously, and if the sides of the body are

carefully examined the actual point where the loss occurs in each

case can be discovered, and the rows involved can be determined.

Thus, the formula of a typical specimen as given above, in order to

represent the true situation, should read 29-31-33-31-29-27-25-23.

For convenience, this formula is shortened to include only the maxi-

mum and anterior and posterior minimum numbers, the others being

understood. It will be noted that in occasional specimens one or

more numbers in the formula are even, rather than odd, as normally.

This peculiarity is due to an abnormality in the method of reduction,

by which either a single vertebral row is lost somewhere on the body,

or a single lateral row is lost in one reduction. For a given specimen

the maximum number of rows lost anteriorly is 6, posteriorly 12,

while the minimum number is none anteriorly and 5 posteriorly.

The amount of variation in the number of scale rows is very great,

not only within the genus as a whole but in many of the separate

forms as well. Thus, the range of variation in sayi, one of the most
variable forms, of from 25-28-23 to 35-37-27, is nearly as great as

the range of from 25-27-19 to 35-37-27 for the entire genus.

Ruthven (1908, p. 17) found that in Thamnophis the reduction in

the number of scale rows was due to the loss of definite rows through-

out the genus. His results may be expressed in the following diagram,

in which the upper row of figures represents the numbers of scale rows,

and the lower series the scale rows concerned in each change, the num-
ber being counted dorsaUy from the ventral series of scutes:

23 21 19 17 15

5 5 4 4

In Lampropeltis (Blanchard, 1921a, p. 9), Coronella, Vipera, Tropi-

donotus (Proctor, 1920, p. 357), Coluber, Masiicophis (Ortenburger,

1928, p. 8), Elaphe, Natrix, and other genera, it has been demonstrated
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that in each case the reduction is due to the loss of certain definite

scale rows, and although different rows are involved in the various

genera, the method is typical and constant in each genus.

The examination of a large number of specimens of Pituophis

reveals that in this genus also a typical system of reduction is normally,

although not invariably, followed. Thus, in the reduction from 33 to

31 scale rows the eighth row is normally lost almost simultaneously on

each side; in the reduction from 31 to 29, the seventh; and so on. The

same rows are lost anteriorly as posteriorly in each case, in comparable

reductions. A composite of the normal reductions that occur in the

genus taken as a whole may be expressed in the following numerical

diagram, in which the upper series of numbers represents the numbers

of scale rows, and the lower series the lateral rows lost on either side

in the corresponding reductions:

37 35 33 31 29 27 25 23 21 19988776655
The lower series of numbers represents the lateral rows involved in

reduction when counted from the ventral series each time, as is usually

done. If a hypothetical individual representing the entire range of

variation from 37 to 19 rows is considered, it will be seen that pro-

ceeding posteriorly from the region in which 37 rows are found, the

first row lost will be the ninth, the second the eighth, the third the

tenth, etc., the loss alternating from one side of the ninth row to the

other. This is shown in figure 10, in which the Roman numerals repre-

sent the actual number of each row, and the small Arabic numerals

on the scales represent the order in which the rows are lost. Expressed

numerically the actual number of each row lost is as follows:

37 35 33 31 29 27 25 23 21 19

9 8 10 7 11 6 12 5 13

As mentioned above, individual variations from this typical se-

quence occur. The commonest variation is the loss of the vertebral

row, or of a single lateral row, instead of two simultaneously, and in

either case results in an even number of rows around the body for some

distance. In a genus where the range of variation is as great as in

Pituophis, a greater degree of individual variation is to be expected

than in a genus such as Thamnophis or Coluber, where the range of

variation is much more limited and a much smaller number of scale

rows is involved.

From a comparison of the numerical diagrams above with that illus-

trating the method of reduction in Thamnophis, it is evident that the

series of rows involved in reduction in Pituophis overlaps and completes

the corresponding series for Thamnophis, and that the same rows are

lost in each comparable reduction in the two genera. Blanchard

(1921a, p. 10) has called attention to the similarity in the methods of
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scale reduction in Elaphe and Lampropeltis on the one hand, and in

Thamnophis and the allied genus Matrix on the other. The discovery

of a third genus corresponding in method with the two latter genera

is exceptionally interesting in its relation to the question of generic

relationships. However, only the study of many more genera can

determine the value of the method of scale reduction in indicating

intergeneric affinities.

In Pituophis, as in all the other forms studied, there is an evident

correlation between scale row formulae and sex. In every form of the

genus the formula is on the average higher in females than in males,

and in almost every case the abnormally high formulae that occa-

sionally occur are found in female specimens. This sexual variation

in the diameter of the body might be expected in correlation with the

egg-laying function of the females, and the undoubted retention of

large eggs for a considerable period.

The high formulae are generally found, furthermore, near the

probable center of origin for the form, and there is always a noticeable

tendency toward a general decrease in the number of scale rows away

from the center of distribution. Although there is no appreciable

difference in the diameter of individuals of approximately the same

size, but with different scale formulae, nevertheless the geographic

correlation between the decrease in scale rows and the decrease in

other scale characters occurring in some forms seems to indicate that

scale reduction, in these forms at least, is evidence of a general dwarfing

toward the periphery of the form. Thus, for example, in sayi and

other forms there is a fairly constant decrease in numbers of scale

rows and ventrals from south to north, and the average size of the

individuals seems to be greater from the southern than the northern

part of the range, while all the largest specimens examined are southern.

On the other hand, the forms possessing the smaller average formulae

for the genus are not always the smaller in general size and may, on

the contrary, be distinctly larger than forms with much higher average

formulae. This is true of the subspecies of melanoleucus, which,

although possessing comparatively low scale formulae, are the largest

forms of the genus. Furthermore, in the subspecies of melanoleucus

the individual scales are proportionately larger than in any other

forms. Thus the theory of dwarfing can be applied only to intra-

specific variation, and not to variation between different forms.

Variation in numbers of ventrals and caudals and in proportionate

tail length.—As stated above, the ventral surface is covered with a

series of large transverse scutes, the ventrals anterior to the vent in a

single series, and the caudals on the under surface of the tail in a

paired series. The number of scutes in these series varies within

definite limits in each form and has been generally recognized as of

primary importance as a systematic criterion. In this genus, how-
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ever, the range of individual variation is so great in these characters

that there is a wide overlap between most of the forms, and thus they

generally can be used as diagnostic specific criteria only in combination

with other less variable scale and pattern characters. For the genus

as a whole, the range of variation in ventrals is from 205 to 262, for

caudals from 47 to 84, while in c. deserticola alone the ventrals vary

from 214 to 259, and in only 25 specimens of d. deppei the caudals

vary from 52 to 79.

A sexual difference in the numbers of ventrals and caudals is

apparent in every form. The number of ventrals on the average, and

generally in the extremes as well, is higher in females than in males

(fig. 7), while the number of caudals is higher in males (fig. 8). These

sexual differences are doubtless correlated with the dissimilar repro-

ductive functions of the two sexes. Thus, the larger number of

ventrals, as well as the larger number of scale rows, in females is

correlated with the longer body necessary for the accommodation of

the eggs, while the larger number of caudals in males is correlated with

the use of this appendage as a clasping organ in copulation. The

variation in the number of caudals is relatively considerably greater

than that in the number of ventrals. Thus, the average difference

in the number of ventrals is from 1 to 10 in the genus, for caudals

from 2 to 12.

In every form for which the number of specimens available was

large enough to furnish conclusive evidence, there is a marked corre-

lation between the geographic variation apparent in the number of

scale rows and that observable in the ventrals and caudals. The

tendency is always toward decrease away from the center of distri-

bution for the form, furnishing further evidence for the theory that

there is a general trend toward dwarfing within most of the forms of

the genus. In the subspecies of melanoleucus the situation is appa-

rently different, but the series of specimens for these forms are too

small to warrant any conclusions being based upon them.

In general, when any distinct geographic variation in the pro-

portionate tail length is observable, it is the opposite of that evident

in the numbers of scale rows, ventrals, and caudals in the same form.

This is doubtless to be explained by the close correlation between

caudals and tail length and by the fact that, since geographic varia-

tion is so much more marked in ventrals than in caudals, a general

geographic decrease simultaneously in both would result in a general

increase in the ratio between tail length and total length. In every

form the average proportionate tail length is greater in males than

in females. In the genus as a whole the tail length varies from

0.100 to 0.185 of the total length.

Variation in numbers of labials and oculars.—The individual varia-

tion in the numbers of labials and oculars in most forms is very
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great. For the genus as a whole the range of variation in the number

of supralabials is 7 to 10, of infralabials 9 to 15, of preoculars 1 to

3, and of postoculars 2 to 6. In several of the forms represented by

large series of specimens, such as affinis, sayi, catenifer, and deserticola,

the range of variation in several of or all these characters is the same

as for the entire genus. In the more specialized forms, such as the

subspecies of melanoleucus and the three forms of the deppei group,

the variations seem to be more specific, but it must be noted that

in all these the series of specimens are too small to furnish conclusive

evidence. It is obvious, however, that in each form each of these

characters varies around a definite norm. For example, the number

of supralabials occurring most commonly is 8 in every form except

vertebralis, where 9 is the usual number. The number of infralabials

is most often 12 or 13, except in ruthveni and mugitus, where it is

commonly 14, and in deppei, where it is commonly 11. Similarly, the

number of preoculars is rarely or never more than one in the forms

of the deppei group and in the four subspecies of melanoleucus, and

is most commonly one in sayi and affinis, while in vertebralis and the

three subspecies of catenijer it is usually 2. In most of the forms

the most usual number of postoculars is 3, with 4 next in frequency,

and in some forms equally common, but in deppei and lineaticollis

the usual number is 2, and in jani 3, with 2 occurring more fre-

quently than 4. These tliree forms also differ from the rest of the

genus in the entrance of two supralabials into the orbit, instead of

one. These are usually the fourth and fifth, but are occasionally

the third and fourth (when the number of supralabials is 7), or the

fifth and sixth (when the number of supralabials is 9).

No fixed rule as to the method of reduction in the number of

labials can be discovered. Indeed, specimens are not infrequently

found in which the number of labials is the same on both sides of

the head, but obviously results from the fusion of different scales on

either side. In one specimen of m. melanoleucus, for example, with

7 supralabials on either side, the fusion of the second and third has

apparently occurred on the right side, while on the left side the

fifth and sixth have evidently been fused. Blanchard's general rule

for change in the number of labials in Lampropeltis (1921a, p. 14)

apparently has no application to either supralabials or infralabials

in Pituophis. It reads: "In reduction—when the number of labials

is odd a scute is lost behind, and when the number is even, one is lost

in front of the eye; in addition—when the number of labials is odd,

a scute is added in front of the eye, and when the number is even, a

scute is added behind the eye." In the change from 8 to 9 supra-

labials a scale is usually added in front of the eye, but the change

from 9 to 10 and from 7 to 8 may residt from the addition of a scale

either behind or in front of the eye. The changes in the infralabials
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are even more irregular and may involve any of the scales except

those that lie directly beneath the eye.

The existence of a sexual variation in the labials and oculars is

open to question, although a very slight one seems to occur in most
forms. In affinis, vertebralis, and the subspecies of catenifer the

average numbers of supralabials and infralabials and of preoculars

and postoculars are all higher in females than males, with the excep-

tion of the preoculars in c. deserticola, which are slightly higher in

males. In sayi, all except the preoculars are slightly higher in males,

which is equally true of d. deppei and lineaticollis. In d. jani, all

these characters, except preoculars, are higher in females. The small

number of specimens studied must be taken into account in the

consideration of the last three forms. The same thing, however,

cannot be said of sayi, which is represented by 255 specimens. In the

three subspecies of melanoleucus represented by specimens of both

sexes, supralabials are higher in females and infralabials higher in

males, while preoculars are one in both sexes, with the exception of

one female melanoleucus and one male mugitus, wliich have 2 on either

side. In lodingi and mugitus the postoculars are higher in females,

but in melanoleucus in males. Here again the small series of speci-

mens must be taken into account. On the whole, the sexual variation

in these characters seems to be of little significance.

The presence of any general tendencies in geographic variation in

these scales is equally doubtful. What slight tendencies are evident

in forms represented by adequate series of specimens are, however,

generally in harmony with the corresponding variational tendencies

in scale rows, ventrals, and caudals.

Variation in other head plates.—The number of prefrontals is one

of the most constant scale characters of the genus, and the two pre-

frontals of deppei, jani, and lineaticollis distinguish those three forms

from the rest of the genus. A single specimen of deppei shows four

prefrontals, however, while a very small percentage of specimens of

sayi, deserticola, and catenifer have only two prefrontals.

Another character of extreme constancy within the various forms

is the shape of the rostral plate. This, however, shows marked
interspecific dift'erences and is therefore of great taxonomic importance.

The rostral is invariably at least twice as long as broad in all the four

subspecies of melanoleucus; is nearly, but never fuUy, twice as long as

broad in sayi sayi; and is slightly longer than broad in sayi affinis.

In all other forms of the genus, except occasional specimens of catenijer

deserticola, it is invariably at least as broad as long.

The loreal is usually but not always present and is always longer

than high. It is not infrequently divided to form two or even three

small scales on one or both sides, in which cases the division is longi-

tudinal rather than vertical.
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The presence or absence of azygos plates is extremely variable.

None of the specimens of the subspecies of melanohucus shows an

azygos, but the few specimens available may not accurately represent

the true situation in these forms. In other forms one and occasionally

two or even three azygos plates are common between the frontal

and prefrontals. Occasionally an azygos appears between prefrontal

and preocular on either side, and in a few cases in other positions

between the head plates.

Variation in pattern.—The fundamental pattern throughout the

genus is a series of large, dark, median, dorsal blotches on a Hght

ground. Several additional alternating series of smaller spots are

generally present on each side. Marked modifications of this basic

pattern appear in the most highly specialized forms of the genus,

lineaticollis, on the southern periphery, and the subspecies of melano-

leucus, in the eastern part of the range. In lineaticollis, the typical

dorsal spots break up into two series of annuU in the midregion, which

fuse to form two continuous dorsal stripes on the anterior part of

the body. The various patterns typical of the subspecies of melano-

hucus may be derived readily from that of ruthveni, the ancestral

form of the group, by intensification or diminution of color and

fusion of spots, as described hereinafter under the separate forms.

In the forms of the melanoleucus group the number of spots, when

distinguishable, varies between 22 and 41 on the body and 5 and 10

on the tail. In the rest of the genus the number of spots varies

between 21 and 94 on the body and 7 and 36 on the tail. The num-

ber of spots is sufficiently constant within definite limits in each

form to serve as a diagnostic character of considerable importance.

In correlation with the higher number of caudals in males than in

females, the number of tail spots is slightly higher in males in every

form. No such correlation can be observed between the higher

number of ventrals in females and the number of body spots.

Except in deppei and to a slight extent in afinis and annectens, no

geographic variation in the number of spots is apparent. In these

three forms it is in harmony with variation in scale rows, ventrals,

and caudals m affinis, but in deppei and annectens the tendency is the

reverse of that observable in those characters. The geographic

variation noted in these forms is of doubtful significance.

Affinities.—A close relationship generally has been considered to

exist between Pituophis and the genus Arizona. The lack of apical

pits and of keels on the scales in Arizona indicates, however, that the

affinity between these two genera is not so great as generally beUeved.

The problem of genetic relationsliips between genera is quite

different from that of intrageneric affinities, and in the field of herpe-

tology much more thorough researches on the anatomy, embryology,

and variations within the genera in question are necessary for the
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Table 1.

—

Synopsis of the forms of the genus Pituophis—Continued

Form

Number of spots

Body Tail

Teeth

Mandi-
bular

Maxil-
lary

Pala-
tine

Ptery-
goid

Shape of rostral

Num-
ber of

speci-
mens
exam-
ined

affinis-

anneetens

catenifer

deppei.

deserticola

jani

lineaticoUis—

todingi -..

melanoUucus.

mugitus

Tuthveni.

sayi

Berlebratis.

Total.

33-68

55-92

44-94

32-44

43-74

21-25

9-19

14-36

12-31

9-16

11-22

7-10

Stripes anteriorly,

annuli in midre-

gion, spots pos-

teriorly.

Dorsum black

22-29
I

6-9

26-29
I

5-10

(Or indistinct.)

41

33-68

34-63

-20

10-18

'18-19

18-20

16-19

20-22

16-22

18-20

20-22

18

17

17-19

18

17-21

18-22

16-17

14-18

14-17

18

14-17

16-18

18

16

16-17

16-17

15

16-17

16-18

8-10

9-10

7-11

9-11

9-11

10

fr-12

10

9-12

9-10

9-11

9-11

10-14

8-14

7-14

8-14

7-13

12-14

15

8-10

6-8

7-10

9-13

11-14

Slightly longer than

broad.

As broad as long

do- — -

do— — -

do- --

do

do

Twice as long as broad.

do -
do. .-

.do.

Almost twice as long as

broad.

As broad as long

146

176

256

25

190

5

30

22

2

255

38

1,157

attainment of a valid understanding of intergeneric relationships.

The number of genera of Colubridae that have been studied in-

tensively is too small to warrant the drawing of any conclusions

concerning aflSnities between genera of that family,

KEY TO THE FORMS OF THE GENUS PITUOPHIS

a'. Eye in contact with 2 supralabials; only 2 prefrontals present normally.

¥. Dorsum lacking continuous stripes, but with a series of ovoid, quadrangular,

or saddle-shaped spots throughout; ventrals 211-235.

c^ Dorsal spots on body and tail more than 40; interspaces between spots

generally each less than 4 scales in length; posterior spots quadrangular

without a tendency to fuse at the sides (throughout Mexico to CaU-

fornia and Texas) deppei deppei (p, 25)

c'. Dorsal spots on body and tail less than 40; interspaces between spots

generally each 5 or more scales in length; posterior spots saddle-shaped

and tending to fuse at the sides (Miquihuana and Buenavista, Mexico)

deppei jani (p. 42)

&*. Anterior part of dorsum with 2 continuous black vertebral stripes, central

portion of body with 2 rows of ovoid annuli, and posterior dorsum with a

single row of spots; ventrals 236-249 (Guatemala to Guerrero, Mexico)

lineaticollis (p. 47)

o*. Eye in contact with one or no supralabials; 4 prefrontals present normally.

6*. Rostral at least twice as long as broad; dorsum black and white with less

than 40 spots, or brown and white with anterior spots indistinct, or

uniformly black; rarely more than 1 preocular; azygos never present

between frontal and prefrontals.
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d. Distinct spots on at least the posterior half of dorsum.

d^. Pied black and white with anterior spots distinct (New Jersey to eastern

Tennessee and South Carolina)

melanoleucus raelanoleucus (p. 51)

d^. Pied brown and white.

e'. Dorsum pied rusty brown and white; spots less than 40 when dis-

tinguishable; anterior spots indistinct or lacking; posterior spots

often red (Florida to southern Georgia)

melanoleucus mugitus (p. 66)

e^. Dorsum brown with chocolate-brown spots numbering more than 40;

anterior spots more or less distinct; posterior spots never red (Long-

leaf, La.) raelanoleucus ruthveni (p. 74)

c'. Spots entirely lacking except in young; uniformly black above, slate-gray

below (Mobile County, Ala.) melanoleucus lodingi (p. 79)

fc*. Rostral less than twice as long as broad; dorsum always with more than 40

distinct dark spots, never black and white with less than 40 spots, nor

brown and white with anterior spots indistinct, nor uniformly black;

frequently more than 1 preocular; azygos often present between frontal

and prefrontals,

c'. Rostral longer than broad; sum of ventrals and caudals added to number
of dorsal spots on body and tail rarely exceeding 360.

d^. Rostral nearly twice as long as broad; posterior spots not reddish; spots

generally quadrangular or bar-shaped (northern Mexico north to

southern Alberta, west to the Rocky Mountains, and east to Wis-

consin, Illinois, Indiana, and the Mississippi River) _sayi sayi (p. 91)

d^. Rostral only slightly longer than broad; anterior spots often distinctly

reddish or red-brown; spots often shghtly saddle-shaped (northern

Mexico, Arizona, New Mexico, and southwestern Colorado)

sayi afflnis (p. 123)

c^. Rostral rarely longer than broad; sum of ventrals and caudals added to

number of dorsal spots on body and tail rarely less than 360.

d'. Anterior dorsal spots black or reddish, central spots reddish, and pos-

terior spots black; spots usually saddle-shaped and tending to fuse at

the sides; anterior spots generally each 5 or more scales in length;

ventrals 236-262 (Lower California north to San Bernardino County,

Calif.) vertebralis (p. 82)

d". Spots uniformly brown or black throughout series, ovoid or quadrangu-

lar in shape; each spot rarely more and usually less than 4 scales in

length,

e*. Dorsal spots less than 90, or sum of ventrals and caudals less than 300,

or tail length divided by total length less than 0.135; anterior dorsal

spots not or only slightly fusing with smaller alternating lateral

spots and never fusing with one another.

/'. Ventrals generally less than 228 (average 220); when scale rows

are less than 31, ventrals are less than 215: light-colored scales

usually lacking each a central black spot (California south to

San Diego County, the western parts of Oregon and Washing-

ton, to southern British Columbia) ..catenifer catenifer (p. 140)

p. Ventrals generally more than 228 (average 236); when scale rows

are less than 31, ventrals are more than 215; light-colored scales

generally each with a central black spot, at least on the anterior

part of the body (eastern desert regions of southern California,

Nevada, Utah, and Idaho and the eastern parts of Oregon and

Washington) catenifer deserticola (p . 166)
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e2. Dorsal spots more than 90, or sum of ventrals and caudals more than

300, or tail length divided by total length more than 0.145; anterior

dorsal spots generally fusing with the smaller alternating lateral

spots, and often fusing with each other (Lower California and

southern California north to Monterey along the coast and inland

to San Bernardino County and Mohave Desert)

catenifer annectens (p. 185)

PITUOPHIS DEPPEI DEPPEI (Dumfiril and Bibron)

I'Jlaphis Deppei Dxjmekil, Mem. Acad. Inst. France, vol. 23, p. 453, 1853.—

DuMiRiL and Bibron, Erp6tologie gdn^rale, vol. 7, p. 268, 1854 (type in

Leiden Museum; type locality, Mexico).

Pituophis deppei Jan, Elenco sistematico degU Ofidi, p. 59, 1863; Iconographie

g^n^rale des ophidiens, livr. 22, pi. 2, fig. 2, 1867.

Pityophis Deppei Ducfes, La Naturaleza, ser. 1, vol. 1, p. 144, 1870; ibid., ser. 2,

vol. 1, p. 125, 1888; ibid., ser. 2, vol. 1, p. 286, 1889.

Pityophis catenifer deppei Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., vol. 16, p. 27, 1884.

Spilotes deppei Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 32, p. 72, 1887.

Pituophis pleurostictus var. deppei Bocourt, Mission scientifique au Mexique et

dans I'Am^rique Centrale, Reptiles, p. 668, pi. 42, figs. 3, 3a, 3b, 3d, 3f, 1888.

Pithyophis deppei Herrara, La Naturaleza, ser. 2, vol. 1, pp. 278, 281 ff., 1889.

Pitiophis deppei Herrara, ibid., p. 338, 1890.

Epiglottophis deppei Cope, Amer. Nat., vol. 25, p. 157, 1891.

Coluber deppei Boxjlenger, Catalogue of snakes in the British Museum, vol. 2,

p. 66, 1894.

Pituophis deppii GIjnther, Biologia Centrah-Americana, Reptilia, p. 124, 1894

(part)

.

Pityophis deppei Terron, Mem, Rev. Soc. Cient. "Antonio Alzate," vol. 39, p. 170,

1921.

Pituophis deppei deppei Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 250, p.

1, 1932.

—

Burt, Journ. Washington Acad. Sci., vol. 25, No. 8, p. 381, 1935.

—

DuNKLE and Smith, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 363, p. 7,

1937.

Elaphis pleurostictus Dum6ril, Mem. Acad. Inst. France, vol. 23, p. 453, 1853.

—

DuM^RiL and Bibron, Erp6tologie g^nerale, vol. 7, p. 244, 1854 (type in Paris

Museum; type locality, Montevideo [probably erroneous]).

Pituophis pleurostictus Jan, Elenco sistematico degH Ofidi, p. 59, 1863.

—

Bocourt,

Mission scientifique au Mexique et dans I'Am^rique Centrale, Reptiles,

p. 666, pi. 42, figs. 2-2d, 1888.

Epiglottophis pleurostictus Cope, Amer. Nat., vol. 30, pp. 1014, 1021, 1896; Rep.

U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 861, 1900.

Pituophis vertebralis (not of de Blainville) Gxjnther, Catalogue of the colubrine

snakes in. . . the British Museum, p. 86, 1858.

Pituophis deppei var. pholidostictus Jan, Elenco sistematico degli Ofidi, p. 59, 1863.

Pituophis mexicanus (not of Dumlril and Bibron), ibid., p. 59.

Original description.—Dum6ril and Bibron (1854, p. 268) describe

this form under the name "Elaphis Deppei" as follows:

Caracthres.—Une seule plaque anale, ainsi qu'une pr^oculaire; flancs non piquet^s.

Sommet de la rostrale assez distinctement rabattu sur le museau; une pr^oculaire,

deux postoculaires, quatrifeme et cinquieme sus-labiales touchant I'oeil. Scutelle

anale enti^re. Point de lignes noires sur la t^te, ni de bandes longitudinales sur

la nuque, ni de raie allant de I'oeil k Tangle de la bouche.
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Scaillure.—ficailles: 27 rangdes longitudinales au tronc, 8 ^ la queue. Scutel-

les: 2 gulaires, 233 gastrosteges, 1 anale non divis^e, 67 urosteges divis^es.

Dents.—Coloration: Les notes que Bibron avait sans doutes prises sur les

particularit6s du systeme dentaire et sur les couleurs n'ayant point et6 trouv^es

dans le petit nombre de feuillets manuscrits qu'il avait laiss6s sur le grand genre

filaphe, il nous est malheureusement impossible de completer ce qui manque k

cette description, puisque I'filaphe de Deppe a 616 rendu au Mus6e de Leyde qui

I'avait envoys en communication au Musee de Paris.

Dimensions.—La tete a en longueur une fois et deux tiers sa largeur prise vers

le milieu des tempes, largeur qui est triple de celle du museau, en avant des narines.

Les yeux ont leur diainetre longitudinal egal 5. la moiti6 de I'espace sus-inter-

orbitaire. Le tronc est d'environ un tiers plus et 58 fois aussi long qu'il est large

k sa partie moyenne. La queue entre ou moins pour un septieme dans la longueur

totale. Le sujet qui nous oflFre ces diverses proportions est long de 1™ 658 du
bout du pauseau a I'extr^mit^ de la queue, soit; Tete, long. O" 048. Queue,
long. O" 23.

Patrie.—Le Mus6e de Leyde, a qui appartient ce Serpent, I'a regu du Mexique.
Observations.—II nous a 6t<5 envoy6 en communication par M. Schlegel, sous le

nom de Coluber Deppei, adopt6 dans le Mus^e d'histoire naturelle de Berlin.

Systematic notes.—Although the name pleurostictus has priority

over the name deppei by page precedence, the descriptions of both

appearing within a few pages of each other in Dumeril and Bibron's

"Erpetologie Generale" (1854, pp. 244, 268), the name deppei has

been most generally used. It is accepted by Giinther (1894, p. 124),

who says; "I select the term deppii for this species in preference to

pleurostictus, because the locality for the latter specimen has been

erroneously given as 'Monte Video,' the difficulty of recognizing the

species having been thus unduly increased." It must therefore be

retained.

Cope, in 1891 (p. 157), proposed a new genus, Epiglottophis, includ-

ing deppei and lineaticollis and based on the character of the epiglottis.

Of this structure Cope says:

Dr. Chas. A. White describes the epiglottis of the pine-snakes (Pityophis),

and figures it as it appears in the P. sayi bellona, B. and G. He shows that instead

of having the horizontal form found in the higher Vertebrata it is a vertical lamina

standing erect in front of the rima glottidis. He states that he has found it in all

of the species of Pityophis, but that it is wanting in all other serpents which he

has examined. * * * j have found it well developed in the four species of

Pitj'ophis, and in the two Mexican snakes which I have enumerated under Spilotes;

the <S. deppei D. and B., and the S. lineaticollis Cope. It is, however, wanting in

Spilotes proper, and curiously in the Rhinechis elegans, which is otherwise a good
deal like Pityophis. It is not present in any other American snakes, harmless or

venomous. It appears to me to be a character of generic importance, so I propose

to separate the two Mexican snakes referred to from Spilotes on account of its

presence under the name of Epiglottophis, with E. deppei as the type.

It is to be expected that the forms included in "Epiglottophis,"

being true Pituophis, would show the structure of the epiglottis

typical of the other forms of Pituophis. Thus, Cope's genus has

never been accepted by other authors.
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Diagnosis.—This form may be distinguished from lineaticollis by

the smaller number of ventrals (211 to 233 rather than 236 to 249 in

lineaticollis) and by the pattern. The presence of quadrangular spots

throughout the entire length of the dorsum, and the complete lack of

dorsal stripes, characterize deppei, while lineaticollis bears two contin-

uous black dorsal stripes on the anterior part of the dorsum, a double

series of annuli posterior to these, and a single series of annuli on the

posterior half of the dorsum. P. d. deppei may be separated from its

closest relative, jani, by the larger number of, and smaller interspaces

between, the dorsal spots. In the former, the spots vary in number

from 43 to 59 on body and tail and are separated by interspaces gener-

ally each fewer than four scales in length. In the latter, the spots

vary from 29 to 35 in number on body and tail and are separated by

interspaces of at least five scales in length. In common with the

other members of the deppei group, jani and lineaticollis, deppei may

be distinguished readily from all other forms of the genus by the pre-

sence of two rather than four prefrontals, and the entrance into the

orbit of two supralabials on each side, rather than one.

Description.—Like the other members of the deppei group, this form

has a slender body and blunt snout. The tail length varies from 0.114

to 0.157 of the total length, tending to be less in females than in males.

The largest specimen examined was 1,790 mm. long.

The dorsal scale formula is most often 27-29-21, but it is rather

variable. The maximum number for the series studied varied from

27 to 31 ; the number at the neck, from 25 to 29 ; the number anterior

to the vent, from 19 to 23. The other scale characters are as follows:

Ventrals 211 to 233 (average 221.8); caudals 52 to 79 (average 61.5);

supralabials 7 to 9 (average 8.1) with the fourth and fifth usually, or

third and fourth or fifth and sixth occasionally, entering the eye;

infralabials 10 to 14, most often 11 (average 11.9); preoculars usually

1, rarely 2; postoculars 2 to 4; loreal present in about 50 percent of

the specimens; azygos lacking between frontal and prefrontals, but in

two (12 percent) specimens a small azygos present on each side between

prefrontal and preocular; rostral as broad as or broader than long,

penetrating from one-third to all the distance between the internasals

;

frontal undivided.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 20 to 22, decreasing

slightly in size posteriorly; maxillary teeth 18, decreasing slightly in

size posteriorly; palatines 9 to 11, subequal and slightly smaller than

the mandibular and maxillary teeth; pterygoids 8 to 14, smaller than

the palatines and decreasing slightly in size posteriorly.

The dorsum bears a series of large dark spots, generally quadrangu-

lar but occasionally saddle-shaped in the midregion. These are each

3 to 8 scales in length and 10 to 13 scales wide and are separated by

light interspaces rarely 4, and generally less than 4, scales in length.

136423—40 3
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On the tail the spots appear as black bars 2 or 3 scales each in length.

The spots number 32 to 44 on the body (average 36.9) and 9 to 16 on

the tail (average 12.7). They are black or dark brown anteriorly

and posteriorly, and brown, usually outlined with darker brown, in the

middle of the body. The ground color in alcoholic specimens is

yellowish white or buff, tending in some specimens to be almost orange

in the anterior interspaces. In most specimens, in at least the ante-

rior region, many of the light scales of the sides and interspaces bear

a small central dark spot. The belly is a yellowish white and lacks

spots anteriorly, or has small dark spots scattered irregularly at the

sides of the ventral scutes. Posteriorly and under the tail there is a

series of small dark spots on either side, which are 1 or 2 scutes each in

length and are separated by 1 to 4 scutes. Anterior to the vent and

on the under side of the taO additional small spots are scattered irre-

gularly between the lateral series. The head and throat are usually

pale, with dark lines between the supralabials and between the infra-

labials, and sometimes with small brownish spots appearing as far

anterior as the frontal and supraoculars. (Fig. 11.)

Variation.—As the number of specimens under consideration in the

study of this form is small, the results obtained in attempting to corre-

late variation with distribution must be accepted with caution. This

is especially true in regard to characters that show a marked sexual

variation, as unequal proportions of the sexes from given localities

would tend to distort the averages and extremes of variation for those

localities. Some geographic variation seems to be evident, however,

in several of the characters.

From southern to northern Mexico, there is a slight tendency

toward an increase in the dorsal scale formula, as shown by the graph

(fig. 12). This tendency continues to California, but from northern

Mexico to Texas there is, on the contrary, a decrease. It must be

remembered here, as in the discussion of all other characters of this

form, that the data of the Texas and Cahfomia specimens may be

very deceptive, as there were in the available collections only two

specimens from the former region, and one from the latter, which may
in either case represent an extreme of variation for the region in any

of or all the characters. The tendency of the ventrals (fig. 13), as

well as the caudals (fig. 14), to increase from south to north is negligi-

ble. The increase in the Texas specimens, however, is sufficiently

marked in both cases to make the sum of ventrals and caudals (fig. 15)

in both Texas specimens lie without the range of variation for the other

specimens of the series. The only specimen with 7 supralabials is

from the southern part of the range, and, although the average number
shows a slight decrease from south to north in Mexico, it is apparent

from a consideration of both extremes of variation and averages for

the entire series that any general trend that may be present is rather
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toward increase from south to north. The infralabials are more

variable, 11 being the commonest number, while 12 and 13 are almost

equally common. We find only one specimen, from Chihuahua,

Mexico, in which there is a decrease to 10, and one specimen each

from Tacambaro in Michoacan, Jamay in Jalisco, and San Marcos,

Tex., that have 14 infralabials on one or both sides. One specimen

only, from Chihuahua, Mexico, varies from the normal in having 2

prefrontals on each side instead of 1. The postoculars are more

variable, 2 being the commonest number, while nearly as large a

29-31-22

29-31-21

27-31-21

29-29-20

28-29-23

27-29-22

27-29-21

27-29-20

26-29-21

25-29-21

27-27-21

27-27-19
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The tail length varies as stated above from 0.114 to 0.157 of the

total length. The lowest extreme, found in a specimen from Guana-

juato, is considerably below the next higher number, and the average

for the form is 0.141. From the graph of this character (fig. 17) it will

be seen that it remains fairly constant throughout Mexico and is

considerably higher in the California and Texas specimens, indicating

a tendency toward an increase in these regions. It must be remem-
bered, however, that the California specimen and one of the Texas
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they range from 27-27-21 to 29-31-22, the formula tending to be

higher in females than in males, as in other forms of the genus. Ven-
trals vary from 211 to 225 (average 220.3) in males and from 215 to

233 (average 223.3) in females, while caudals average 62.6 in males

and 60.1 in females. The variation in proportionate tail length ranges

from 0.130 to 0.157 (average 0.145) in males and from 0.127 to 0.156

(average 0.136) in females. The average number of supralabials, in-
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Eange.—P. d. deppei is known to occur from Tehuantepec, in the

southern part of Oaxaca, Mexico, north to Real de Pinos, Calif., on the

west, and to San Marcos, Hays County, Tex., on the east. The
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Figure 15.—Geographic variation in number of ventrals plus caudals in Pituophis deppei deppei.

westernmost locality reported in Mexico is "Gulf of California,"

while the easternmost is "San Jose Acateno, Veracruz." The distribu-

tion is shown on the map (fig. 18).

Specimens of deppei have been examined from the following definite

localities:
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Mexico: Puebla, southeast of Puebla, Atlixco; Michoacan, Tacambaro; Mexico,

west of Atzocozlco, San Juan Teolihuacan; Jalisco, Atemajac, Guadalajara,

Jamay; Guanajuato, Guanajuato; San Luis Polosi, San Luis Potosi; Durango,

Ada Magdalena; Coahuila, Castanuelas; Chihuahua, Chihuahua.

Texas: Hays County, San Marcos.

California: Real de Finos.

The following additional localities for this form have been recorded:

Mexico: Veracruz, San Jose Acateno (Cope, 1887, p. 72; Giinther, 1894, p. 124);

Mexico, Mexico City (Giinther, 1. c; Boulenger, 1894, vol. 2, p. 67); Oaxaca,

Tehuantepec (Giinther, 1, c; Boulenger, 1. c); Jalisco, Bel6n (Dunkle and

Smith, 1937, p. 7); Aguascalienies, 10 miles east of Aguascalientes (Dunkle

and Smith, 1. c).
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Figure 16.—Geographic variation in number of dorsal spots on body in Pituophis deppei deppei-

Habits and habitat.—Very little has been recorded of the habits of

this form. Dug^s (1888, p. 126) gives the following account:

Este grande y hello ofidio habita el Valle de Mexico, donde es conocido con el

nombre de Zincuate 6 Cencuate y en Guanajuato y Guadalajara, donde le llaman

Alicante. La fuerza es muy grande, y al cogerlo se defiende con energia, mordiendo

cruelmente, pero ^ los poco dias de cautiverio es rarisimo que no se torne muy
manso. Cuando se enoja se lanza con furor sobre su enemigo con la boca abierta,

y produciendo un sordo rugido muy perceptible -k diez pasos de distancia: este

fen(5meno es debido d la vibracion, bajo la infiuencia del aire espirado, de una

Idmina cartilaginosa colocada perpendicularmente delante de la glotis: antes de

abalanzarse el cencoate dobla en tres partes la porci6n anterior de su cuerpo

contray^ndola con fuerza, aplasta su cabeza 6 imprime d su cola unas trepida-

ciones rdpidas. La secreci6n de las gUndulas caudales de Pit. Deppei es cremosa,

de un olor d6bil algo nauseabundo. Estos ofidios son muy amantes del aqua, y

gustan encaramarse en los drboles: se alimentan de ratas, ratones, avecillas,

pequenos tlacuaches y comen bien estos animales muertos; en cuanto &. su carne

propria es sabrosa y de fdcil degesti6n, recordando la de las anguilas. En el mes

de Junio la hembra contiene huevos con embriones ya bastante desarrollodos: no

he vista mds que un huevo puesto: era esferoidal y con didmetros de O"042 por

O™033, cascaron bianco ligeramente granoso y correoso.
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Herrera (1889, p. 282) describes the structure and use of the vocal

apparatus, which are the same as in other forms of the genus.

The following observations on the habitat of this form are given by

Herrera (1890, p. 338): "Se le encuentra mas comunmente cerca de

los depositos de agua sin corriente
;
pero tambien suele hallarse en las

montanas cubiertas de plantas -herbdceas, aunque no se le ve jamds en

los bosques de conlferas, ne en los pedregales, 6 en el interior de los

lagos."

Affinities.—The closest affinities of deppei are undoubtedly with

the two forms jani and lineaticollis, which may be included with it in

the deppei group. The former, although known from only two
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FiQURK 17.—Geographic variations in ratio of tail length to total length in Pituophis deppei deppei.

locaHties, imdoubtedly has a range contiguous with that of deppei

(fig. 18). It has generally been considered identical with deppei,

and most of the characters of the two forms, while differing in some

cases on the average, overlap in range of variation. In pattern and

the number of spots they are distinct, however, and Cope's jani is

therefore retained as a subspecies of deppei. The ranges of deppei

and lineaticollis, on the other hand, overlap, and the two forms are

quite distinct in scale characters as well as pattern (fig. 19). The

tendencies exhibited in lineaticollis, and to a lesser extent in each
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case in jani, to decrease the proportionate tail length from that

typical of de-pjiei (fig. 20), to increase the numbers of ventrals and

caudals (figs. 21-23), and to develop stripes, all indicate that deppei

is the common ancester of these two forms. The derivation of deppei

E^S s. affinis

Figure 18.—Distribution of PUuophis deppei deppei, P. d.jani, P. lineaticoUis, P. saj/t tai/i, and P. s. affinis.

from sayi affinis is suggested by the contiguous ranges of the two

forms and by the similarity in pattern. That deppei is derived from

affinis, rather than the reverse, seems probable in consideration of

the presence in the former of only two prefrontals, and the contact
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between the eye and two supralabials on either side, both of which are

obviously specialized characters for the genus. The shape of the ros-

tral, also, which is low and flattened in deppei, is intermediate in

affinis between the deppei and catenifer groups and vertebralis on the

25
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Figure 19.—Variation in number of scale rows in the forms of the deppei group.

one hand, and sayi and the melanoleucus group on the other. The

other scale characters, and the pattern as well, are intermediate in

affinis between those of deppei and vertebralis, deppei and deserticola,

and deppei and sayi. If deppei were postulated as the ancestral
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form, many of the trends in variation observable from affiinis outward
along the lines of evolution of the vertebralis, catenifer, and sayi-
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others. If, however, affinis is accepted as the central form of the

genus phylogenetically, the apparent trends in variation proceed in
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The probable relationships of deppei and the adjacent forms may
be expressed by the following diagram:

affinis

deppei

\
\

jani

lineaticollis

Table 2 lists the specimens of this form examined.

PITUOPHIS DEPPEI JANI (Cope)

Arizona jani Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1860, p. 369 (type,

U.S.N. M. No. 1522; type locality, Buena Vista, Mexico).

Pituophis deppei jani Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 250,

p. 2, 1932.

Pituophis deppei GtJNTHER, Biologia Centrali-Americana, Reptilia, p. 124, 1894

(part)

.

Original description.—The following description of this form is given

by Cope (1860a, p. 369):

Head not very distinct, tapering. Rostral plate rounded, presenting an obtuse

angle between the prefrontals. Postfrontals bent upon the sides of the head.

Vertical longer than broad, the lateral borders much converging, posterior angles

obtuse. Occipitals longer than vertical, subdivided as in Pityophis sp. Nostril

between the nasals; loreal plate longer than high. One preocular not reaching the

vertical, three postoculars. Superior labials eight, fourth and fifth entering the

orbit, inferior labials twelve, sixth largest. Postgeneials shorter than pregeneials.

Scales of the body in 27 or 29 rows, the central thirteen keeled. Tail short.

Coloration.—Above a pale yellowish brown, browner on the crown and muzzle.

A series of quadrate dorsal spots extends throughout the whole length, involving

from 13 to 17 medial rows. Anteriorly they are separated by spaces eight scales

wide, but these intervals diminish posteriorly. There is a lateral series of spots

which alternate with those of the dorsal row, and are sometimes confluent with

others, which form a series along the tips of the gastrosteges posteriorly. Anteriorly

the dorsal intervals are divided by a transverse series of three small spots, which

are probably sometimes confluent. These markings are all black anteriorlj';

posteriorly they are shaded with brown. Belly dirty 3'eUowish. The length and

number of gastrosteges of our specimen cannot be given, owing to its mutilated

condition. Urosteges 58, the tail terminating in a rather long corneous appendage.

Habitat.—Buena Vista, Mexico, Lieut. Couch. Mus. Smithsonisin.

Systematic notes.—This form was described by Cope as Arizona jani

(1860a, p. 369) but has never since been recognized. The type specimen

(U.S.N.M. No. 1522), although lackmg the central part of the body,

has enough of the anterior part of the trunk present to show an inter-

space of 9 scales in length, which places it beyond doubt with specimens

from Miquihuana. These latter specimens, while agreeing with

deppei in all other characters, are quite distinct in the number of spots
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and the length of the interspaces between them and show, in addition,

a marked average difference in the number of ventrals and the propor-

tionate tail length. Although only two localities are known for jani,

it is probable that it has a range contiguous with that of deppei, and

that a large series of specimens would show an area of intergradation

between the two forms.

Diagnosis.—This form may be distinguished from P. d. deppei only

by the smaller number of spots and the greater length of the inter-

spaces between them. In jani the number of spots on body and tail

varies from 29 to 35, and the interspaces are at least 5 scales and gen-

erally more in length. In deppei the interspaces are usually less than

4 scales in length, but rarely 4, and the number of spots varies from

43 to 59. From lineaticollis, jani may be distinguished readily by the

lack of the continuous black dorsal stripes on the anterior part of the

body, which characterize the former species. Like the other two

forms of the deppei group, deppei and lineaticollis, jani differs from aU

other forms of the genus in having two supralabials on either side in

contact with the eye, rather than one, and two prefrontals present,

instead of four.

IfiDescription.—The body of this form, as of the other members of

the deppei group, is slenderer than that of most other forms of the

genus, and the snout is blunt. The tail length forms from 0.120 to

0.141 of the total length (average 0.135). The longest specimen

examined measured 1,320 mm.
The small number of specimens available renders a proper deter-

mination of the scale characters difficult, and the study of larger

series will undoubtedly greatly extend the range of variation in the

scale counts. On the basis of the limited number of specimens

examined the scutellation may be described as follows: Maximum
number of scale rows usually 29, occasionally 31; number of rows at

the neck 25-31, most frequently 27 (in 50 percent of the specimens

examined); number anterior to the vent 20 to 23, most often 21;

ventrals 225 to 235 (average 228.9); caudals 52 to 66 (average 62.4);

supralabials usually 8, sometimes 9, with the fourth and fifth or fifth

and sixth entering the eye; infralabials 10-13; a single preocular;

postoculars generally 3, occasionally 2 or 4; loreal present; no azygos

present between frontal and prefrontals ; rostral as broad as or broader

than long and penetrating at least one-third of the distance between

the internasals; frontal undivided.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 18 to 20, decreasing

slightly in size posteriorly; maxillary teeth 16 to 18, decreasing slightly

in size posteriorly; palatines 10, slightly smaller than the mandibular

and maxillary teeth; pterygoids 12 to 14, smaller than the palatines,

and decreasing in size posteriorly.

136423—40 4
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A series of large dark spots is found on the dorsum. These number

21 to 25 on the body and 7 to 10 on the tail. They are usually quad-

rangular anteriorly, although sometimes ovoid or saddle-shaped; are

generally more or less saddle-shaped, and frequently confluent at the

sides, in the middle of the body; become quadrangular anterior to the

vent; and appear as bars on the tail. In color they are gray anteriorly

and reddish brown outlined with black on the middle and posterior

parts of the dorsum and on the tail. They vary from 5 to 12 scales

in length and from 10 to 13 scales in width and are separated by mter-

spaces at least 5 scales, and generally more, in width. On each side

two or three series of smaller spots, gray or black anteriorly, and brown

outlined with black posteriorly, alternate with one another and with

the dorsal spots, the rows being somewhat irregular and more or less

confluent with one another and with the median spots. The ground

color is yellowish white. Many of or all the light scales of the sides

and interspaces, at least on the anterior part of the trunk, bear each a

central black spot. The white belly may have the anterior half im-

maculate, and the posterior half and under side of the tail bearing a

series of small brownish spots, 1 or 2 scales each in length, and 2 to 4

scales apart, on each side of the ventral scutes; or may have the

lateral series of spots present throughout the entire length of the

body, with additional small or minute spots scattered irregularly

between the lateral series. The head is pale brown, darkest on top,

and the throat is white. (Figs. 24, 25.)

Variation.—Since all the specimens known of this form, with the

exception of the mutilated type, are from the same locahty, no study

of geographic variation can be made; and in such a small series, in

which only one of the eight specimens is a female, a consideration of

sexual dimorphism is equally impossible. It is perhaps significant,

however, that the single female specimen has only 52 caudals, as

compared with 61 to 66 in the male specimens, and that, in correlation

with this, the tail length is 0.120 of the total length, while it varies

from 0.136 to 0.141 in the males. Furthermore, the female has a

dorsal scale formula of 29-31-22, equaled in only one of the males,

which has a formula of 31-31-23. It will be noted that in these three

characters the tendencies in sexual variation correspond with those

found in all other forms of the genus.

Range.—The only localities from which specimens are known are

Buena Vista (probably in Coahuila), Mexico, and Miquihuana,

Tamaulipas, Mexico.

Habits and habitat.—Apparently there is no published record of the

habits or habitat of this form. They would, however, doubtless agree

closely with those of the allied form, d. deppei.

Ajginities.—The color pattern and scale characters of this form all

indicate that it is very closely related to deppei, and although at
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present intergradation is not known to occur between the two forms,

intermediates would undoubtedly be found in a much larger series of

specimens representing the entire ranges of the two forms. Thus
jani may be considered most properly as a subspecies of deppei,

derived from d. deppei.

The probable affinities of this form with the adjacent forms have

been expressed in the diagram on page 42.

Table 3 lists the specimens of this form examined.

PITUOPmS LINEATICOLLIS (Cope)

Arizona lineaticollis Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1861, p. 300 (no

type known; type locality, Mexico).

Spilotes lineaticollis Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 32, p. 72, 1887.

Epiglottophis lineaticollis Cope, Amer. Nat., vol. 25, p. 156, 1891; Amer. Nat.,

vol. 30, p. 1023, 1896; Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 861, 1900.

Coluber lineaticollis Boulengek, Catalogue of snakes in the British Museum, vol.

2, p. 64, 1894.

Pituophis lineaticollis Gunther, Biologia Centrail-Americana, Reptilia, p. 124,

pi. 47, 1894.

—

Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 250, p. 2,

1932.

Original description.—Cope (1861, p. 300) gives the following

description of this form:

Head distinct, elongate. Rostral plate rounded in profile, much elevated, the

posterior angle right, not reaching postfrontals. The latter three times the size

of the prefrontals. Vertical longer than broad, the anterior border straight,

as long as the occipitals. Five or six small temporals on each side. Nasal plates

large, loreal longer than high. Preoculars one or two, postoculars three. Superior

labials eight or nine, liable to irregular subdivision; fourth and fifth, or fourth

fifth, and sixth entering the orbit. Twelve inferior labials, postgeneials very

small. Scales small, in 27 rows, the median 10 keeled. Tail very short.

General color of a specimen long preserved in spirits; above light brown,

beneath paler. The head is without markings. On the anterior part of the body
two black bands, two and two halves rows of scales apart, extend for four times

the length of the head, and terminate each in a narrow elliptical annulus. The
latter are nearly confluent with the succeeding pair of annuli, which are very

narrow. These increase in breadth posteriorly until near the middle of the body
they become confluent on the median line forming geminate open spots; near the

tail they lose the geminate form. Their whole number is 36 pairs, separate or

united. Alternating with these is a small series of annuli which become elongate

anteriorly and finally become short black hnes, parallel to, and three scales from,

the median pair. A few spots on the extremities of the gastrosteges on the

posterior part of the abdomen. Total length 30 in.; tail 3.9 in.

Habitat. Mexico. Mus. Acad. Nat. Sciences.

Diagnosis.—With its range extending to Guatemala, lineaticollis is

the southernmost form of the genus as well as the most distinct. It

may be separated readily from its nearest neighbors, deppei deppei and

d. jani, by the higher number of ventrals (236 to 249 as opposed to

211 to 235 in deppi and jani) and by the markings. In lineaticollis
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two continuous black stripes are present on the anterior part of the

dorsum, which break up to form a series of paired elongated annuli,

which in turn become progressively less elongated posteriorly, until

they fuse in the midline to form a single series of ovoid annuli. In

deppei and jani, and m all other forms of the genus, continuous dorsal

stripes are lacking, and in all but lodingi, which has the dorsum uni-

formly black, and mugitus, which has the anterior spots indistinct or

lacking, the pattern consists of a series of large quadrangular, ovoid,

or saddle-shaped spots throughout the length of the dorsum. This

form, like the two subspecies of deppei, may be distinguished from all

other forms of the genus by the presence of two rather than four

prefrontals, and the entrance into the eye of two supralabials on each

side instead of one.

Description.—Specimens of this form, in common with others of

the deppei group, are slenderer than the others of the genus. The head

is rather narrow, but the snout is blunt and almost square. In the

limited number of specimens available the tail forms from 0.122 to

0.138 of the total length, the average being 0.132. The largest

specimen examined measured 2,100 mm. in length.

It is difficult to determine properly the scale characters of forms

that are known by only a few specimens, and although access has

been had to the collections of all the large and most of the small

museums in the United States, this form is represented by only four

specimens in the United States National Museum. On the basis of

these examples, the scutellation of the species may be described as

follows: Dorsal scale formula 27-27-21 in two specimens, 27-27-20

m a third, and 25-27-19 in the fourth; ventral scutes 236 to 249 (aver-

age 241.7); caudals 61 to 71 (average 66.7); supralabials 8 or 9/8, with

the fourth and fifth or the fifth and sixth entering the eye; infralabials

11 to 13, most frequently 12; preocular single; postoculars 2 or 3;

loreal present; azygos between frontal and prefrontals lacking; rostral

rather flattened and as broad as or broader than long; frontal un-

divided.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibidar teeth 20 to 22, decreasmg

slightly in size posteriorly; maxillary teeth 18, decreasing slightly in

size posteriorly; palatines 9 to 12, subequal, slightly smaller than the

mandibular and maxillary teeth; pterygoids 15, smaller than the pala-

tines and decreasing slightly in size posteriorly.

The pattern is the most remarkable in the genus and is unique in

having two continuous black stripes on the anterior part of the dor-

sum. These stripes extend from about one-fourth to one-third the

length of the body, are separated by 3 and 2 half scales, and vary

throughout their length from 1}^ to 3 and 2 half scales each in width.

Posteriorly the narrowing, which occurs at more or less regular

intervals, becomes more marked until the stripes break up into a
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paired series of elongated elliptical annuli, a light spot appearing in

the center of each annulus. These annuli become progressively

shorter and wider posteriorly until slightly posterior to the middle

of the body, the pairs fuse in the midline, producing a single series of

ovoid annuli posteriorly. Anterior to the vent these lose the light

center, and they become black bars on the tail. On the sides there

is a series of black spots, which are anteriorly in the form of short

bars 3 to 8 scales each in length and 2 to 3 scales in width; posterior

to these they appear as smaller rings alternating with the paired

annuli of the dorsal series; posterior to the middle of the body they

alternate with the dorsal series as small, quadrangular or ovoid spots;

and they disappear just posterior to the vent. The total number of

spots, paired or single, varies from 26 to 34 on the body (average

28.7) and from 11 to 13 on the tail (average 12.2). The ground color

in alcoholic specimens is a dirty yellowish white. The under side is

yellowish white and lacks spots anteriorly, although posteriorly small

black spots appear at the sides of the ventrals and under the tail.

These are separated by 2 to 4 scales, and each spot is 1 or 2 scales

in length. A few brownish spots are scattered irregularly between

these lateral spots on belly and tail. The head is uniformly pale.

(Fig. 26.)

Variation.—Any attempt to correlate the variations in scale counts

in this form with its geographical distribution would be futile, since

so few specimens are known, and of these only two have definite

locality records.

Sexual variation, however, seems to be apparent in several charac-

ters even in this limited series of specimens, of which three are males

and only one is a female. The ventrals in males range from 236 to

241 and are 249 in the female, while caudals in the female are 61 in

number and vary from 65 to 71 in the males. In correlation with

the latter character, the tail length is 0.122 of the total length in the

female, whUe in the male specimens it varies from 0.133 to 0.137.

The female specimen is one of those with the highest number of scale

rows, agreeing in this with the similar tendency in other forms of the

genus. It has also the lowest number of infralabials, 11, while males

have 12 or 13. In correlation with the higher number of ventrals,

the female specimen has also a higher number of spots, 45 on body

and tail, as opposed to 39 to 40 in males. These variations can be

considered significant only as they agree with the general tendencies

in sexual variation evident throughout the genus, and furnish con-

clusive evidence only if they agree with such information as may be

obtained by a later study of a much larger number of specimens of

the species.

Range.—Of the four specimens of lineaticollis examined, only two

have definite locality records. These are from Acahuizotla and
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Omiltema, both in Guerrero, Mexico. P. lineaticollis has been

reported by Boulenger (1894, vol. 2, p. 65) and Gunther (1894,

p. 124) from as far south as Duenas, Guatemala, which is the southern-

most locality known for the form. I have not been able to find this

locality or Omiltema upon any map of the region. Cope (1887, p. 72,

and 1900, p. 861) and Gunther (1894, p. 124) give the locality "south-

ern Mexican plateau." Cope (1900, p. 861) says: "This species was

originally described from a specimen in the Museum of the Phila-

delphia Academy from Jalapa." This reference is confusing rather

than helpful, as there are four towns by that name in as many differ-

ent states of Mexico. It seems probable, however, that the town

referred to is Jalapa, Oaxaca, since it is in a direct line between

Guerrero and Guatemala, and thus undoubtedly lies within the

known range of the species. (Fig. 18.)

Habits and habitat.—Apparently nothing has been recorded of the

habits of this species.

Affinities.—That lineaticollis is closely related to the two subspecies

of deppei is clearly indicated by their common possession of two rather

than four prefrontals and the entrance into the orbit of two supra-

labials rather than one in all three forms, in contradistinction to all

the other members of the genus. The derivation of lineaticollis from

deppei is suggested by the ranges of these two forms (fig. 18), which

overlap in southern Mexico, while those of lineaticollis and jani, as

judged from our limited knowledge of each, are widely separated, with

that of deppei intermediate. The common tendency in both jani and

lineaticollis to a decrease in tail length and an increase in the numbers

of ventrals and caudals, as well as the tendency toward the develop-

ment of stripes (which results in marked continuous stripes in all

specimens of lineaticollis and in the formation of small discontinuous

stripes between the anterior spots in some specimens of jani), seems

to signify a common ancestry rather than a direct relationship. Cer-

tain tendencies probably appeared on the periphery of the ancestral

form, deppei, which became so accentuated as to give rise to a distinct

species in the case of lineaticollis, whereas they appeared to a much
lesser extent in each case in jani.

The probable relationships of these forms have been expressed in

the diagram on page 42.

Table 4 lists the specimens of this species examined.

PITUOPHIS MELANOLEUCUS MELANOLEUCUS (Daudin)

Coluber melanoleucus Datjdin, Histoire naturelle gen^rale . . . des reptiles, vol.

6, p. 409, 1803 (no type known; type locality, Florida and South Carolina).

—

Harlan, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pliiladelphia, vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 359, 1827;

Medical and physical researches, p. 122, 1835.

—

Boulenger, Catalogue of

snakes in the British Museum, vol. 2, p. 68, 1894 (part).

Pituophis melanoleucus Holbrook, North American herpetology, vol. 4, p. 7,

pi. 1, 1842.

—

Baird and Girard, Catalogue of North American reptiles,
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pt. 1 (Serpentes), p. 65, 1853.

—

Dum^iril and Bibron, Erp^tologie g^n^rale,

vol. 7, pt. 1, p. 233, 1854.

—

Gunther, Catalogue of the colubrine snakes in

. . . the British Museum, p. 86, 1858.

—

Jan, Elenco sistematico degli Ofidi,

p. 59, 1863 (part).—WiED, Acta Acad. C. L. C. G. Nat. Curios., vol. 32,

No. 1, p. 95, 1865.

—

Jan, Iconographie g^n^rale des ophidiens, livr. 22, pi. 1,

fig. 2, 1867.—LocKwooD, Amer. Nat., vol. 9, p. 1, 1875.

—

Bocotjrt, Mission

scientifique au Mexique et dans rAm(§rique Centrale, Reptiles, p. 666, pi. 47,

figs. 5, 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 1888.

—

Hay, 17th Ann. Rep. State Geologist of Indiana,

p. 591, 1892.

—

Morse, Spec. Pap. Ohio State Acad. Sci., No. 9, vol. 4, p. 129,

1904.—Stone, Amer. Nat., vol. 40, p. 166, 1906.—Surface, Bull. Div. Zool.

Pennsylvania State Dept. Agr., vol. 4, Nos. 4 and 5, p. 171, 1906.

—

Ditmars,

The reptile book, p. 316, 1907 (part) ; Zoologica, vol. 1, No. 11, p. 234, 1912.—

Stejneger and Barbour, Checklist of North American amphibians and

reptiles, p. 86, 1917 (part).

—

Dunn, Copeia, No. 51, p. 101, 1917; No. 53, p.

24, 1918.

—

Bishop, Copeia, No. 54, 1918.

—

Brimley, Copeia, No. 63, p. 92,

1918; No. 109, p. 64, 1922.

—

Pratt, A manual of the vertebrates of the

United States, pp. 219-220, 1923 (part).

—

Stejneger and Barbour, Check-

list of North American amphibians and reptiles, ed. 2, p. 95, 1923.

—

Myers,
Copeia, No. 131, p. 61, 1924.

—

Blanchard, Pap. Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts

Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 15, 1924.— Brimley, Journ. Ehsha Mitchell Sci. Soc,

vol. 42, Nos. 1 and 2, p. 88, 1926; Copeia, No. 162, p. 12, 1927.—Roddy,

Reptiles of Lancaster County and the State of Pennsylvania, p. 42, 1928.

—

Conant and Bailey, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool, Univ. Michigan, No. 328, pp.

5-6, 1936.

Rhinechis melanoleucus Dum^iril, Mem. Acad. Inst. France, vol. 23, p. 453, 1853.

Pityophis melanoleucus Baird, U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. and Surv., vol. 10, pt. 3,

No. 4, pi. 29, fig. 44, 1858.—Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 1, p. 39, 1875.—

Smith, Geol. Surv. Ohio., Zool. and Bot., vol. 3, p. 688, 1881.

—

Davis and

Rice, Bull. Ilhnois State Lab. Nat. Hist., No. 6, p. 38, 1883.

—

Garman,
Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 8, No. 3, p. 51, 1883 (part).

—

Yarrow, U. S.

Nat. Mus. Bull. 24, pp. 16, 105, 1883 (part) .—Garman, Bull. Essex Inst.,

vol. 16, p. 27, 1884 (part).

—

Nelson, Geol. Survey New Jersey, Final Rep.

State Geologist, vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 645, 1890.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 14, p. 640, 1892 (part).—Moore, Amer. Nat., vol. 27, p. 878, pis. 19-20,

1893.—Cope, Amer. Nat., vol. 30, pp. 1008, 1011, 1896 (part); Rep. U. S.

Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 867, 1900 (part).—Eckel, Amer. Nat., vol. 35, p. 152,

1901.

—

Brown, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1901, p. 55 (part).—

Eckel and Paulmier, New York State Mus. Bull. 51, p. 373, fig. 10, 1902.—

Wallace, 56th Ann. Rep. New York State Mus., No. 2, p. 139, 1902.—

Brimley, Journ. Elisha Mitchell Sci. Soc, vol. 23, p. 146, 1907; vol. 30^ p. 10,

1915.

—

Engelhardt, Copeia, No. 26, p. 7, 1916.

Pituophis melanoleuca Gxjnther, Biologia Centrali-Americana, Rept., p. 125, 1894

(part)

.

Pityophis melanoleucos Terron, Mem. Rev. Soc. Cient. "Antonio Alzate," vol.

39, p. 170, 1921.

Pituophis melanoleucus melanoleucus Barbour, Proc. New England Zool. Club,

vol. 7, p. 117, 1921.

—

Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 250,

pp. 2-3, 1932.—Burt, Journ. Washington Acad. Sci., vol. 25, No. 8, p. 383,

1935.

Original description.—Tliis form is described as Coluber melanoleucus

by Daudin (1803, p. 409) as follows:

Cette espSce de couleuvre a 6t6 d^couverte par W. Bartram dans la Floride, et

il I'a d6crite assez 16gerement dans la Relation de son voyage: "Le serpent pin ou
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taureau est," dit-il, "le plus grand que Ton connoisse dans TAmdrique septen-
trionale, apres le serpent k sonnette, et peut-etre le surpasse-t-il en longeur. II

est marquetd de noir et de blanc. II ne fait aucun mal k I'homme; mais il mange
les dcureuils, les oiseaux, les lapins, et tons les autres petits animaux qu'il peut
atteindre. Lorsqu'il est en colore, ou lorsque deux m41es se disputent une femelle,

ils font entendre un bruit efifrayant, un sifflement fort et profond. On appelle

aussi ce reptile serpent a come, parce que sa queue est terminde par une sorte

d'dperon dur comme de la corne, que I'animal irrite agite avee vltesse, mais avec
lequel il ne frappe jamais. II habite des trous dans la terre oil 11 se retire pr6-

cipitamment aussitot qu'il craint quelque danger."

Palisot Beauvais n'a jamais trouvd ce serpent dans la Pennsylvanie et dans les

autres contrdes des Etats-Unis qu'il a parcourues; mais il paroft ndanmoins que
cet ophidien est connu des habitans de la Caroline m6ridionale et de la Floride.

Systematic notes.—When the group of snakes generally known as

Pituophis melanoleucus, based on Daudin's Coluber melanoleucus, for

which the type locality was given as "Florida," was divided by Bar-
bour (1921, 117) into the Floridan form mugitus and the northern

form melanoleucus, the latter was chosen as the typical form. The
reasons for this choice have been most aptly described by Dr. Barbour
as follows {in litt.):

Bartram,' describing snakes seen in Carolina and Florida, but not specifying

which, describes the pine or bull snake in the most general terms; and the fact

that Daudin speaks of the species having been found in Florida is not in at all

the sense of acting as reviser, but by ignorance of geography or looseness of

expression. Bartram's travels took him only to the extreme northern part of

Florida where I suspect the Carolina pine snake probably occurs. Also you will

note that both writers speak of "the black."

As first reviser I had the right to settle the type locality, and I picked Carolina
principally because Dumdril and Bibron had based their redescription on a type
from that locality.

Of course we know Bartram never saw a specimen from the Floridan zoological

region for he never was in it, and for this reason I think there is every reason to

believe that I sized the situation up correctly, particularly as I do not believe that

Daudin's reference to Florida has any bearing on the matter at all, since Florida

at the time of his writing was very broadly used and might easily include Georgia
and Carolina in Daudin's mind, particularly as Bartram himself who was specifi-

cally being quoted, says nothing about Florida that he does not say equally of

Carolina. Hence the two regions actually constitute the type locality and
while I believe the same forms probably inhabit the whole area I preferred to

restrict the locality to Carolina.

If you will read Holbrook's remarks on page 10 of volume 4 of the North
American Herpetology you will find there after all is a good deal of doubt whether
Daudin's remarks constitute a recognizable description. C. melan. of Harlan,*

p. 122, is a composite of east and western species as is also Dumdril's, as the latter

included bellona of Baird and Girard. * * * Xhe black and white as against

reddish and white is the real crucial character. That this occurred to Holbrook
is shown by the fact that he had his original sketch, which I have before me,
very much darkened before it was finally reproduced in the Herpetology. Had
he published it as it originally was sketched it might easily have been mistaken

' Bartram, 1791, p. 276.

> Harlan, 1836. p. 122.
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for the Florida form. As corrected and published it is very typical of the Carolina

forms. * * * Holbrook's was the first good description, and it seemed wise on

this basis to establish the type locality.

Diagnosis.—This form may be distinguished from its allies, m.

mugitus, m. lodingi, and m. ruthveni, by the coloration. While

mugitus is pied rusty brown or red, and white, lodingi is uniformly

black above and slate-gray below, and ruthveni is brown with darker

brown spots, melanoleucus is distinctly black and white. It may be

separated readily from lineaticollis, deppei, and jani by the presence

of four, rather than two, prefrontals, by the entrance of a single

supralabial into the eye on either side, instead of two, and by the

shape of the rostral, which is at least twice as long as broad in melano-

leucus, while it is as broad as or broader than long in the three forms

of the deppei group. It may be distinguished from all other forms

of the genus also by the higher rostral, since it is never twice as long

as broad in the latter forms, and in addition by the smaller number of

spots (30 to 37 in melanoleucus as opposed to more than 40 in all of

the other forms under consideration).

Description.—The body is stout, with the snout rather pointed.

Owing to the great elongation of the rostral, the upper jaw protrudes

somewhat beyond the lower. The tail length is 0.120 to 0.141 of the

total length (average 0.131). The longest specimen examined meas-

ured 1,980 mm. in length. Engelhardt (1916, p. 7) records a specimen

that "at the time of capture was said to have measured seven feet, four

inches. Actual measurement shows a total of six feet and nine inches,

but it is possible that on account of mutilation in the killing, part of

the skin was rendered useless, for the head and neck, for a length of

eight inches, have been preserved separately."

The commonest dorsal scale formula is 27-29-21; the number of

dorsal scales varies, however, from 25 to 29 on the neck, from 27 to

31 in the middle of the body, and from 19 to 23 just anterior to the

vent. The other scale characters are as follows: Ventrals normally

205 to 223 (average 214.6), 249 in one aberrant specimen; caudals

52 to 66 (average 58.2); supralabials 6 to 9, usually 8 (average 7.9) the

fourth usually, third or fifth occasionally, entering the eye on either

side; infralabials 10 to 13, most often 12 (average 12.2); preoculars

generally single, rarely 2; postoculars 2 to 4, generally 3; loreal usually

present; no azygos; rostral long and narrow, at least twice as long as

broad, and penetrating at least one-half the distance between the

internasals; frontal divided for as much as one-half of its length, or

undivided.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 17, decreasing slightly

in size posteriorly; maxillaiy teeth 16 to 17, decreasing slightly in size

posteriorly; palatines 9 to 12, subequal, smaller than mandibular and

maxillary teeth; pterygoids 6 to 8, smaller than palatines, and decreas-

ing slightly in size posteriorly.
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The coloration is distinctly black and white. The dorsum bears a

median series of large black spots, which are more or less quadrangular

in shape anteriorly and become elongated laterally on the posterior

part of the dorsum and on the tail, by fusion with the lateral series of

spots. The anterior spots frequently have a narrow light stripe in-

cluded on either side. The spots vary from 4 to 8 scales each in length

and from 10 to 12 in width, and are separated by interspaces from 3

to 5 scales long, the anteriormost of which often bear each a narrow

black spot or transverse bar. Lateral to the median dorsal series

three series of smaller black spots are present, which alternate with one

another and with the dorsal series. Anteriorly in some specimens the

small spots of the interspaces and of the three lateral series of each

side are so arranged as largely to obliterate the light ground color;

and frequently the spots of the median lateral series fuse to form a

broken longitudinal stripe for a short distance anteriorly on each side.

Posteriorly the ventralmost series of lateral spots (and, even more
posteriorly the dorsalmost series) fuse with the lateral series of spots

on the belly; while the spots of the median lateral series fuse posteri-

orly with the dorsal spots. The belly bears on each side a lateral

series of black spots, which are each 1 to 3 scutes in length and sep-

arated by 2 to 9 scutes (generally 4 or 5), and in addition a number of

spots, which are progressively more numerous posteriorly, scattered

irregularly between the lateral series. The under side of the tail is

irregularly spotted. The ground color of dorsum, belly, and throat is

yellowish white. The head is more or less spotted with black, and

black lines are present on manj'^ of the sutures between the head

scales, particularly the supralabials and infralabials. (Fig. 27.)

Variation.—Far too few specimens of this form are available to

reveal with any certainty whether geographic variation exists. What
slight variational tendencies appear to be present occur, however, be-

tween the eastern specimens of the pine barrens of the Coastal Plain,

and the western ones from the Allegheny Mountains of Virginia, North

Carolina, and eastern Tennessee. As seen by the accompanying graphs

(figs. 28 to 32), evident variations are found in the ventrals, the

caudals, the labials, and the number of spots. It must be pointed out

that a study of a large series of specimens might greatly modify, or

even completely reverse, these results.

One specimen, of which the locality is given (probably erroneously,

since no such coimty can be found in Virginia) as Atston, Birmingham

County, Va., is very erratic in the presence of 249 ventral scutes and

was disregarded in graphing the normal variation of that character.

The same specimen has the anal plate partially divided but is in all

other respects a typical melanoleucus. All the specimens having 9

supralabials on one or both sides, except one for which no locality is

given, are from New Jersey, as are also all those with 7, while the only
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specimen with 6 supralabials is from Murphy, Tenn. A single speci-

men from Belleplain, N. J., varies from the normal in the presence of

two preoculars, while another from the same locality lacks a loreal on

both sides, and an example from Charleston, S. C, has a loreal on the

left side only. One-tenth of the specimens examined have the rostral

penetrating the whole distance between the intemasals, one-third have

it penetrating only one-half of the distance, and the remaining speci-

mens vary between these two extremes. About two-thirds of the

specimens have the frontal midivided, while the additional third have

it partially divided, from one-sixth to one-half of the frontal length.

Sexual, as well as geographic, variation is difficult to determine

accurately in such a limited series of specimens. In the specimens

examined the dorsal scale formula averages slightly higher in females

than in males. The ventrals range from 205 to 221 (average 211.7)

in males and from 212 to 223 (average 216.8) in females; caudals vary

from 56 to 66 (average 60.9) in males and from 52 to 59 (average 55.0)

in females; supralabials average 7.8 in males and 7.9 in females, while

infralabials average 12.2 in males and 12.0 in females; postoculars

average 3.2 in males and 3.1 in females, while the only specimen with

more than one preocular is a female. The number of spots on the

body, in correlation with the higher number of ventral scutes in females,

averages 25.6 in males, and 26.1 in females, while the number of tail

spots, in correlation with the higher number of caudals in males,

averages 7.5 in males and 7.0 in females. The tail length varies in

males from 0.122 to 0.141 of the total length (average 0.134) and in

females from 0.120 to 0.136 (average 0.127).

Range.—The recorded range of this form extends from Charleston,

S. C, north to Rocldand County, N. Y., and west to Murphy, Tenn.

(near KjioxvUle). Although melanoleucus is generally considered

typical of the pine barrens of the Coastal Plain, it appears to be not

uncommon in the Allegheny Mountains, as several specimens of

the small series studied are from that region. In this connection Dunn
(1917, p. 101) says: "This snake is fairly well known in Virginia as the

'bull snake.' It does not seem to occur outside of the mountains as

all of the many stories of this snake, reputed to reach a length of

twelve feet, have their scene in the western tier of counties."

Specimens have been examined from the following localities:

South Carolina: Charleston County, Charleston; Oconee County, Walhalla.

North Carolina: Moore County, between Vass and Southern Pines.

Tennessee: Knox County, Murphy.
Virginia: Bath County, Nimrod Hall; Birmingham County, Atston (this locality

must be erroneous; possibly it should be Atsion, Burlington County, N. J.).

New Jersey: Atlantic County, Mays Landing; Burlington County, Speedwell (near

Chatsworth); Browns Mills in the Pines; Mount Holly; Cape May County,

Belleplain; Ocean Covlnty, Stafford Forge (near Tuckerton); Lakehurst.

136423—40 5
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Additional published records are as follows:

South Carolina: Oconee County, Jocassee (Franklin Sherman, 1938, in Hit.).

North Carolina: Brunswick County, 7 miles west of Wilmington (Brimley, 1927,

p. 12); Cherokee County, Topton (Brimley, 1928, in litt.); Moore County,

Southern Pines (Brimley, 1918b, p. 92); Aberdeen (Brimley, 1922, p. 64);

New Hanover County, Wilmington (Myers, 1924, p. 61; Brimley, 1928, in

litt.); Richmond County, Hoffman (Brimley, 1927, p. 12); Swain County,

Bushnell (Brimley, 1915, p. 10).

Tennessee: Blount County (Dunn, 1917, p. lOl).

New Jersey: Ca-pe May County, Formosa Bay (Moore, 1893, p. 878); Monmouth

County, Lakaway Plantation, Hornerstown (Engelhardt, 1916, p. 7); Ocean

County, Laurelton, Forked River, Lakewood, 5 miles south of Lakewood (all

Conant and Bailey, 1936, p. 5).

New York: Rockland County, Tallmans Mountain near Nyack (Wallace, 1902,

p. 139; Eckel and Paulmier, 1902, p. 373; Bishop, 1918, p. 35).

Of the last locality listed, Wallace (1902, p. 139) says:

The occurrence of the pine snake in Rockland County is possibly explained

by the migration of a single specimen, or of a pair of specimens, beyond the north-

ern Hmit of their habitat, southern New Jersey. A series of such migrations,

extending through a period of time, would, of course, tend to establish the southern

parts of Rockland County as the northern limit of distribution of the pine snakes.

It would however seem best to wait until further evidence can be secured before

placing the pine snake permanently in the state fauna.

Bishop (1918, p. 35) says: "The single New York specimen does not

necessarily indicate that the range of the Puie snake extends naturally

as far north." The New York specimen is probably a straggler, but

extensive collecting in northern New Jersey and southeastern New
York might reveal additional specimens and show southeastern New
York to be a true part of the range of this form.

Habits and habitat.—Although few specimens of this form have

been preserved in collections, it has long been with naturalists a

favorite subject for observation, and more has been recorded of its

habits than of those of any other member of the genus, with the

exception of s. sayi.

Probably the earliest record is Bartram's (1791, p. 276), in which

he says:

The pine or bull snake is very large and inoffensive with respect to mankind,

but devours squirrels, birds, rabbits, and every other creature it can take as food.

They are the largest snake yet known in North America, except the rattlesnake,

and perhaps exceed him in length; they are pied black and white; they utter a

terrible loud hissing noise, sounding very hollow and like distant thunder, when

irritated, or at the time of incubation, when the males contend with each other

for the desired female. These serpents are also called horn snakes, from their

tail terminating with a hard, horny spur, which they vibrate very quick when

disturbed, but they never attempt to strike with it; they have dens in the earth,

whither they retreat precipitately when apprehensive of danger.

These remarks serve as the basis of Daudin's description (1803,

vol. 6, p. 409), which is quoted above (p. 53), and that of Holbrook
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(1842, vol. 4, p. 9), who adds that this form "inhabits the pine for-

ests along the sea coast . . . and is taken alive with much difficulty,

as they frequently have large holes in the earth, to which they pre-

cipitately retreat when danger is apprehended."

The account of Dum6ril and Bibron (1854, vol. 7, p. 236) of the

habits of melanoleucus is a summary of Holbrook's remarks.

The most complete discussion of the habits of this form is given by
Lockwood (1875a, pp. 1-14, and 1875b, p. 424), who kept specimens

as pets for several years, observing their behavior closely during that

time. One female in his collection laid 7 eggs. Another (on July 18)

laid 12, and "an attempt was made to hatch the eggs, but without

success." In nature, the eggs are laid "in sandy soil, where it is dry,

and of course somewhat higher than the swamps and streams." The
drinldng process he describes as "a true drinking" similar to that of

a horse. One specimen under observation that had gone 4 weeks
without water drank for 10 minutes and consumed more than a gill.

Young chickens, mice, rats, young rabbits, and quail eggs are men-
tioned as articles of diet, and the method of constricting and swallow-

ing the prey is described in detail. He notes that the food is not

beslimed or lubricated before swallowing, and that dead prey is often

accepted as readily as living. One specimen is said to have fasted

for a year. A detailed account is given also of the process of exuvia-

tion (this lasted 35 minutes in one case) and of the mechanism of

hissing or "blowing."

Smith (1881, p. 688) says of this form: "Usually, if not always, the

Bull Snake is found in pine woods. It lays from 7 to 12 eggs in July,

and prior to oviposition the female is very irritable. They emit an
odor which is believed to be of use in attracting the opposite sex."

Cope (1892, p. 640) says: "This species ranges from New Jersey

to Florida, preferring the sandy pine woods of the coastal plain. . . .

It is of a very harmless disposition, and may be handled with impu-
nity."

Apparently the only account of the egg-laying habits based on
actual observation is given by Moore (1893, p. 878 ff.):

The material which furnished the data for this account was collected on Aug.

3, 1892, at Formosa Bay, Cape May County, N. J. . . .

The snake which mothered the brood was a fine specimen of its kind, nearly

six feet in length. ... At the time of oviposition, which occurred in the middle

of May, Mr. Hoff saw the snake traverse the entire length (about 100 yards) of a

field planted with squash and cucumber vines, pausing frequently to test the

quality of the soil, which was of a loose sandy nature, with its snout. A spot

was finally selected by the side of a row of plants, where the more tenacious char-

acter of the soil favored the construction of a nest, Excavation was begun by
loosening the soil with the head, which was worked under the surface; and the

loose earth thrown out. By alternately breaking the ground with the head, and
brushing away the loosened soil with the tail, as Mr. Hoff stated, a tunnel was
finally constructed of sufficient length to entirely conceal the snake. Within this
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tunnel it remained entirely hidden from view until oviposition was accomplished,

when the entrance was closed and the locality deserted. When excavated, they

were found to occupy an enlargement of the tunnel six to eight inches below the

surface, where they were massed together in a single coherent cluster—the shells

being very closely cemented together wherever they came in contact. Ten eggs

in all were found. . . .

A description of the eggs and some information concerning the em-
bryological development of the form follow. Conant and Bailey

(1936, p. 6) report that "a female 1,372 mm. in length . . , laid nine

eggs on July 9, 1934." Four of these were abnormal, but "the last

five eggs . . . were white with soft leathery shells" and averaged

56.0 mm. by 31.3 mm. in size.

In the account of the habits of melanoleucus given hj Ditmars

(1907, p. 318) the form is described as bad-tempered and sullen m
captivity. "Small rabbits, squirrels, and other rodents" and "birds

and eggs" are listed as food. The method of swallowing eggs is

given as follows:

The egg is engulfed entire—without breaking the shell—and swallowed for a

distance of about eight or ten inches down the neck, when that portion of the

reptile is pressed firmly against the ground, the muscles are called violently

into play and exert themselves in such a manner that strong pressure is brought

against the egg from anterior and posterior directions. Subjected to this com-

pression the shell is broken and the fragments are swallowed along with the

contents of the egg, all parts of which are digested. ... A Pine Snake of five

feet in length can easily swallow the eggs of a hen, and will consume from four

to six at a meal.

Engelhardt (1916, p. 7) records an egg, apparently that of a ruffed

grouse, "intact and in perfect preservation," removed from the

intestinal tract of one of these snakes, which indicates that eggs

engulfed as food, small ones, at least, are not always crushed in

the gullet in this manner. The number of eggs, according to Dit-

mars, varies "from 15 to 2 dozen in number."

Of the habitat of melanoleucus, Dunn (1917, p. 101) says: "A dead

specimen about 3' 6" long was found on August 19, on the road

across the 'Spur' between Nimrod Hall and Milboro Springs, in

Bath County, Va. This locality is in the Alleghany Mountains and

the altitude is about 1,000 feet. The road at this point was bordered

on each side by a rather steep slope covered with laurel and rhodo-

dendron."

Affinities.—P. m. melanoleucus is closely aUied to the other sub-

species of melanoleucus. Its probable derivation from ruthveni is

indicated by the color pattern and scale characters. The pattern

of melanoleucus may be derived easily from that of ruthveni by an

intensification of color in the spots from chocolate-brown to black,

a diminution in the ground color from pale brown to a yellowish

white, and a fusion of the anterior spots in pairs, thus decreasing the
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number from 50 in ruthveni to from 30 to 37 in melanoleucus. Such
a tendency toward the fusion of spots is apparent in ruthveni, as

shown by the comparative size of anterior and posterior spots, as

well as by the partial fusion actually evident in the middle of the

dorsum. If on the type specimen of ruthveni this fusion were carried

forward and the smaller anterior spots were fused in pairs, the total

number of spots on body and tail would be 40, rather than 50, a

number only slightly without the known range of variation in the

number of spots in typical melanoleucus. In scale characters as well,

melanoleucus is easily derivable from ruthveni, the general tendency

being a continuation of the dwarfing in length and diameter (ac-

companied by a decrease in the number of spots, but an increase in

the average ratio of tail length to total length), which is evident

from s. sayi to m. ruthveni.

The possibility of either lodingi or mugitus being phylogenetically

intermediate between ruthveni and melanoleucus is precluded in either

case by the coloration. In mugitus a decided diminution in color

from the condition present in ruthveni is found, in direct opposition

to the tendency toward intensification apparent in melanoleucus. In

lodingi, on the other hand, the intensification is far greater than

that in melanoleucus, since it affects the ground color as well as the

spots, and results in a uniformly black dorsum and slate-gray beUy.

In addition, lodingi appears to be more specialized than melanoleucus

in the proportionately greater tail length and in the dorsal scale

formula, in both of which characters it has departed farther from

ruthveni than has the latter form. Furthermore, in lodingi the

average siun of the ventrals and caudals is higher than in ruthveni,

while in melanoleucus it is lower. Thus it seems probable that

melanoleucus and mugitus have both been derived directly, but

independently, from ruthveni, while lodingi has arisen later in an

anomalous position where it is geographically (fig. 33), but neither

morphologically nor phylogenetically, intermediate between ruthveni

and the two earher derivatives of the latter.

The probable relationships of melanoleucus and the allied forms

may be expressed by the following diagram:

ymelanoleucus

ruthveni—>lodingi
\

i^mugitus

Table 5 lists the specimens of this form that have been examined.
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Figure 33.—Distribution of the four subspecies of Pituophis melanoteucus and the two subspecies of P. sayi.

PITUOPHIS MELANOLEUCUS MUGITUS Barbour

Pituophis melanoleucus mugitus Barbour, Proc. New England Zool. Club, vol. 7,

p. 117, 1921 (type, M.C.Z. No. 15525; type locality, 10 miles north of West
Palm Beach, Fla.),

—

Barbour and Loveridge, Mus. Comp. Zool. Bull., vol.

69, No. 10, p. 320, 1929.—Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No.

250, p. 3, 1932.—Burt, Journ. Washington Acad. Sci., vol. 25, No. 8, p. 383,

1935.

Pituophis mugitus Stejneger and Barbour, Checklist of North American

reptiles and amphibians, ed. 2, p. 96, 1923.

—

Blanchard, Pap. Michigan

Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 16, 1924.

Pituophis melanoleucus Wied, Acta Acad. C. L. C. G. Nat. Curios., vol. 32, No.

1, p. 95, 1865 (part).

—

Loennberg, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 17, p. 328,

1894.

—

Ditmars, The reptile book, p. 316, 1907 (part).

—

Stejneger and
Barbour, Checklist of North American reptiles and amphibians, p. 86, 1917

(part).

—

Deckert, Copeia, No. 54, p. 32, 1918.

—

Pratt, Manual of^the verte-

brates of the United States, pp. 219-20, 1923 (part).
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Pityophis melanoleucus Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, vol. 17, p. 64, 1877.

—

Gar-

man, Mem. Mus. Comp. ZooL, vol. 8, No. 3, p. 51, 1883 (part).—Yarrow,

U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 24, pp. 16, 105, 1883 (part).—Garman, Bull. Essex Inst.,

vol. 16, p. 27, 1S84 (part).—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 11, pp. 391, 394,

1888; vol. 14, p. 640, 1892 (part); Amer. Nat., vol. 30, pp. 1008, 1011, 1896

(part); Rept. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 867, 1900 (part).—Brown, Proc.

Acad. Nat. Scl. Philadelphia, 1901, p. 55 (part).—Brimley, Proc. Biol. Soc.

Washington, vol. 23, p. 14, 1910.

Original description.—Barbour (1921, p. 117) gives the following

description of this form:

Similar to P. m. melanoleucus, but heavily washed and pied with rusty brown,

not black. Ventrals and subcaudals of Florida examples average about 280, as

against 267 for specimens from Carolina and New Jersey. The scale rows about

the middle of the body are 31-33 (usually 33), on the neck 29-31, and anterior to

the vent 22, 23, or 24. In the northern specimens examined the midbody rows

were 27, neck 25, and anterior to the vent 21 or 22.

This description is prefaced by the following discussion:

An examination of the pine snakes from the eastern seaboard states reveals the

fact that Daudin's old name Coluber melanoleucus based on the pine snake of

Bartram, which he speaks of as being "pied black and white," includes two differ-

ent forms at least. Bartram travelled in both Carolina and Florida, and these

regions constitute the type locality for the species. Bartram, however, makes no

mention of actually having seen pine snakes in both of the regions he visited, and

as the pine snakes which I have seen from South Carolina and New Jersey are

"pied black and white," I propose to restrict Daudin's name to this black form, to

stand as Pituophis melanoleucus melanoleucus Daudin, with the type locality

Carolina.

Florida specimens are brown-pied, not black-, and have a larger number of

scale rows and on the average a higher number of combined ventrals and sub-

caudals.

Diagnosis.—From the three forms of the deppei group this form

may bo distinguished at a glance by the presence of four, rather than

two, prefrontals, the entrance of a single supralabial into the eye on

each side, instead of two, and the shape of the rostral, which is always

at least twice as long as broad m mugitus, and never so long as broad

in the forms of the deppei group. From the other three subspecies

of melanoleucus, mugitus may be separated by the pattern. Thus, in

mugitus the dorsum is pied rusty brown or reddish, and white, and the

anterior spots are distinct ordy in young specimens; in melanoleucus

the pattern consists of distinct black spots on a white ground throughout

the length; in lodingi the dorsum is uniformly black; and in ruthveni

the spots are chocolate-brown on a hghter brown ground, with the

anterior ones more or less distinct. From all other forms of the

genus mugitus may be distinguished by the longer rostral, since it is

never twice as long as broad in these forms, and by the coloration.

Thus, in mugitus the anterior spots are usually so blended with the

ground color as to produce an almost uniform rusty brown, but if the

spots are all distinguishable the number never exceeds 40, while in
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the other forms under consideration the anterior spots are always in

distinct contrast with the light ground color, and the total number of

spots always exceeds 40.

Description.—The body is rather stout, and the snout is narrow and

rather pointed, protruding slightly beyond the lower jaw. The tail

length varies from 0.118 to 0.147 of the total length, while the aver-

age for the series examined is 0.133. The longest specimen examined

was 1,800 mm. long.

The dorsal scale formula ranges from 29-29-19 to 31-35-23. The

number of scales around the neck is 29 to 31, oftenest 29 ; the maximum
number of rows 29 to 35, usually 31; the minimum number just

anterior to the vent 19 to 23. The remaining scale characters, as

based on the small number of specimens available, are as follows:

Ventrals 218 to 235 (average 224.5); caudals 53 to 67 (average 59.5);

supralabials generally 8, but sometimes 9, with the fourth usually,

the fifth occasionally, in contact with the eye; infralabials 12 to 15;

preoculars usually single, rarely 2 ;
postoculars oftenest 3, occasionally

4; loreal usually present; azygos never present between frontal and

prefrontals, but occasionally a small azygos present on each side be-

tween prefrontal and preocular; rostral very long and narrow, at

least twice as long as broad, and penetrating at least one-half, and

generally more, of the distance between the internasals; frontal gen-

erally undivided, but occasionally split for as much as one-half of its

length.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 17 to 19, decreasing

slightly in size posteriorly; maxillary teeth 16 to 17, decreasing in size

posteriorly; palatines 9 to 10, slightly smaller than mandibular and

maxillary teeth; pterygoids 7 to 10, smaller than the palatines, and

decreasing slightly in size posteriorly.

The dorsum is pied brown and white, or reddish and white. Except

in young specimens the spots are so blended with the brownish ground

on the anterior part of the body that they are almost or entirely ob-

scured and are readily distinguishable only on the posterior part and

on the tail. The spots when distinct number from 26 to 29 on the

body and range from 5 to 10 on the tail. They are each 4 to 8 scales

in length and 10 to 12 scales in width and are separated by interspaces

of 3 to 6 scales in length. These interspaces, as in melanoleucus,

may bear each a central narrow dark spot or bar. In color the spots

are a rusty brown and in some specimens even become a bright red on

the posterior part of the dorsum and on the tail. One or more irregu-

lar series of spots are present on either side, but anteriorly these are

so blended with the ground color as to be indistinguishable, and pos-

teriorly they are fused either with the lateral ventral or the median

dorsal spots. The belly bears a lateral series of small spots on each

side of the ventral scutes, which more or less intrude on the sides by
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fusion with the lateral spots. These ventral spots are each 1 to 3

scutes in length and are separated by 2 to 7 scutes. Between them,
becoming progressively more numerous posteriorly, additional small
brown spots occur. On the posterior part of the belly these fre-

quently fuse with one another and with the spots of the lateral ventral

series to form a kind of continuous network of brown. The ground
color of the anterior part of the dorsum is pale rusty brown, while
that of the posterior dorsum and of the belly and head is a pale buff

or yellowish white. The top of the head is more or less dappled with
brown. (Fig. 34.)

Variation.—Because of the very limited number of specimens of

this form, and the lack of definite locality records for many of these,

a detailed study of geographic variation is impossible. The slight

variations apparent in the small series studied are shown on the

accompanying graphs (figs. 35 to 40). These must be interpreted

with caution and due consideration of the fact that the northwestern
area is represented by a single specimen from Pensacola, while only
three specimens, one each from Fort Pierce, Sebastian, and Eau Gallic,

represent the southern region. Even the central part of Florida, with
the highest number for any region plotted, contributes only 1 1 speci-

mens.

Although the true range of sexual variation can be determined only

by the study of a large series of specimens, it seems to be apparent
in several characters even in the small series examined. Thus the

ventrals vary from 218 to 227 (average 222.1) in males and from 219 to

235 (average 226.5) in females; caudals vary from 61 to 67 (average

63.6) in males and from 53 to 67 (average 56.4) in females ; supralabials

average 8.2 in males, and 8.3 in females; infralabials average 13.9 in

males, and 13.4 in females; postoculars average 3.0 in males and 3.2 in

females. In males the tail length varies from 0.137 to 0.146 (average

0.138) of the total length, and in females from 0.118 to 0.147 (aver-

age 0.128), while in correlation with this, the number of tail spots

ranges from 6 to 10 (average 7.9) in males and from 5 to 9 (average

7.3) in females. Here again it must be remembered that the exami-

nation of a much larger series of specimens more truly representative

of the entire range of the form might greatly modify, or even reverse,

these results.

A single specimen from Eureka, Fla. (U. Mich. No. 58900), bears a

divided anal. In this character the specimen is unique among all

those examined of the entire genus, and only one other specimen, an
example of m. melanoleucus (U. Pa, No. 278), which has the anal plate

partially divided, exhibits a similar anomaly.

Range.—The known range of this form extends from 10 miles north

of West Palm Beach, the type locality on the eastern coast of southern

Florida, north to Jacksonville in the northeastern, and to Pensacola
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in the extreme northwestern part of Florida. Specimens from Mims-

ville, Baker County, Ga. (Brimley, 1910, p. 14), should probably be

10

9

8

7

1
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Specimens have been examined from the following localities:

Florida: Alachua County, Gainesville; Brevard County, Eau Gallie; Escambia

County, Pensacola; Lake County, Eustis; Marion County, Lake Kerr, Eureka;

St. Lucie County, Sebastian, Fort Pierce; Volusia County, Orange City,

Volusia; Palm Beach County, 10 miles north of West Palm Beach.

Additional published records for the form are as follows:

Florida: Duval County, Jacksonville (Deckert, 1918, p. 32); Orange County (Lonn-

berg, 1894, p. 328), Orlando (Brimley, 1910, p. 14).

Georgia: Baker County, Mimsville (Brimley, 1910, p. 14).

Habits arid habitat.—Almost nothing is recorded concerning the habits

of mugitus. They are, however, probably very similar to those of

the closely aUied form, m. melanoleucus, with which mugitus was

generally identified until Barbour separated the two forms in 1921.

The observations of Cope (1892, p. 640) and of Ditmars (1907, p. 317)

on the habits of melanoleucus (quoted above) undoubtedly refer as

much to the Florida form as to the more northern subspecies.

Lonnberg (1894, p. 328) says of the Florida form: "From its loud

hissmg it is called 'bull snake' and 'pine snake' from its living in the

pine woods. All the specimens observed by me are from dry, sandy

pine woods in Orange County."

Deckert (1918, p. 32) reports finding "one specimen in a pine forest

near a bayou" near Jacksonville.

Affinities.—The closest affinities undoubtedly exist between tliis

form and the other subspecies of melanoleucus. The direct derivation

of mugitus from ruthveni is indicated by the coloration and scale char-

acters of the two forms. The pattern of the former may be derived

readily from that of ruthveni by a diminution in the color of the spots,

a fusion of the smaller anterior spots in pairs, and a blending of the

spots with the ground color on the anterior part of the dorsum. The

acceptance of lodingi as a phylogenetic intermediate between ruthveni

and mugitus is precluded by a consideration of the coloration and other

characters of the two forms. The color is greatly darkened tlirough-

out in lodingi to produce a dorsum uniformly black and a slate-gray

belly, while the tendency in mugitus, on the contrary, is decidedly

toward a loss of pigment. In addition, both the dorsal scale formula

and the proportionate tail length of mugitus are intermediate between

those of lodingi and ruthveni, rather than those of lodingi being inter-

mediate. In spite of the fact that in the dorsal scale formula and the

number of spots mugitus is intermediate between ruthveni and melano-

leucus, it cannot be accepted as a phylogenetic intermediate between

those two forms, since in the variations in ventrals and caudals, and

particularly in the coloration, the trends apparent from ruthveni to

the other two forms are in each case directly opposed. Furthermore,

in the increase of the ratio of tail length to total length mugitus has
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apparently advanced farther than melanoleucus. It must be con-

cluded, therefore, that both melanoleucus and mugitus have been

derived du-ectly, but independently, from ruthveni, wliile lodingi is a

later and more highly specialized derivative of the same form, and is

intermediate only in geographic position between ruthveni on the one

hand, and melanoleucus and mugitus on the other.

The probable relationships of mugitus and the neighboring forms

have been expressed by the diagram on page 63.

Table 6 lists the specimens of mugitus that have been examined.

PITUOPmS MELANOLEUCUS KUTHVE^a Stull

Pituophis melanoleucus ruthveni Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan,

No. 205, p. 1, 1929 (type, U. S. N. M. No. 76278; type locality, Longleaf,

Rapides Parish, La.); No. 250, p. 3, 1932.

—

Burt, Journ. Washington Acad.

Sci., vol. 25, No. 8, pp. 381-383, 1935 (part).

Original description.—The following description of the type has

been given by the writer (Stull, 1929, p. 1):

The scales are keeled, with the exception of the seven outer rows of either side.

The squamation is as follows: scale rows 31-33-25; ventrals 219; caudals 59;

supralabials 9/8, the fifth entering the eye on the right side, the fourth on the

left; iufralabials 15; preoculars 1, postoculars 4; loreal present; rostral twice as

long as wide, penetrating two thirds of the distance between the internasals;

frontal undivided.

The dentition is as follows: mandibular teeth 18; maxillary teeth 15; palatines 9;

pterygoids 8.

The ground color of the dorsum is pale brown, becoming progressively paler to

white posteriorly. A mid-dorsal series of dark chocolate brown spots numbering
41 on the body and 9 on the tail is present; the spots are largest in the midregion

of the body. Additional smaller dark brown spots are present on the sides of

the body, forming two rather indefinite alternating rows on either side of the

mid-dorsal series on the anterior part of the body. These smaller spots fuse to

form one lateral series on either side posteriorly and fuse with the mid-dorsal

spots just anterior to and on the tail. The belly is white with a series of rec-

tangular dark brown spots at either end of the ventral scutes, and numerous
additional spots scattered irregularly between. The spots of the lateral series

are one to two scutes in width and are separated by two to five scutes. The
under side of the tail is irregularly spotted with brown. [Fig. 41.]

Total length 1,520 mm.; tail length 200 mm.; tail length 12.5 percent of the

total length.

Diagnosis.—This form is to be distinguished from all other sub-

species of Pituophis melanoleucus by its coloration and the larger

number of dorsal spots. Thus m. melanoleucus is white, with 30 to 37

black spots on the body and tail; m. mugitus is pied rusty brown and

white; the dorsum of the anterior part of the body is almost uni-

formly brown with the spots indistinguishable in most specimens;

the spots of the posterior half become decidedly red approaching and

on the tail; and the spots, when distinguishable, do not exceed 39;

m. lodingi is uniformly black above and slate-gray below; while
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m. ruthveni has the dorsum pale brown with 50 chocolate-brown spots

on the body and tail.

From the forms of the deppei group ruthveni may be separated

readily by the presence of four, rather than two, prefrontals, by the

contact of a single preocular with the eye on either side, instead of

two, and by the elongated rostral, which is twice as long as broad in

ruthveni, while it is at least as broad as long m the three forms of the

deppei group.

From all other forms of the genus ruthveni may be distinguished

by the longer rostral, which is never twice as long as broad except in

the subspecies of melanoleucus, and by the pattern. Thus, in ruthveni

the ground color is decidedly brownish, and the anterior spots are

much smaller than the posterior ones, while in the other forms under
consideration the ground color is always yellowish white, forming a

marked contrast with the dark spots, and the spots are more or less

uniform in size throughout the length of the body.

Description.—Since the description of this form (Stull, 1929, p. 1)

no specimen has been reported in addition to the original two.

[A specimen was collected by Burt (1935a, p. 381) at Zavalla, Angelina

County, Tex., which "resembled sayi of more western and northern

areas so closely that it was presumed to be that form until it was
identified in the laboratory. Here it was soon found to have the

reduced number of dorsal saddles or blotches assigned to 'P. melanoleu-

cus ruthveni' by Stull (1929), rather than the higher number specified

for the form which was termed *P. sayi sayi' in the same publication.

This led to the identification of the specimen at hand as ruthveni ..."

No distinction between these two forms on the basis of the number of

dorsal spots was mentioned in the paper cited (Stull, 1929, p. 1),

and none has been found to exist, the number of spots in s. sayi in

the specimens examined ranging from 41 to 84, while the type of

m. ruthveni has 50. The distinction, as described above, lies rather

in the proportionate length of the rostral, and in coloration and
pattern. This specimen, therefore, should undoubtedly be referred

to sayi, of which it appears to be a typical example.] Of the two
specimens known, the type is described above, and the second speci-

men will be considered below under the discussion of variation.

Variation.—The paratype of this form, another male, is from the

same locality as the type. It differs from the type in having the

dorsal scale formula 31-31-22, ventrals 218, caudals 60, supralabials 8,

infralabials 14, postoculars 3, and the tail length 0.131 of the total

length. The specimen is so badly preserved as to render the number
of dorsal spots indistmguishable, but the general scheme of coloration

closely resembles that of the type specimen.

Range.—Known only from the type locality.
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Habits and habitat.—Apparently nothing has been recorded of the

habits of ruthveni. They are, however, probably similar to those of

the other subspecies of melanoleucus.

Affinities.—This form is morphologically as well as geographically

intermediate between P. sayi sayi and the more eastern subspecies of

P. melanoleucus, since it is nearer than the other forms of melanoleucus

to sayi in the number of scale rows, the shape of the rostral plate, the

proportionate tail length, and the number of spots. That m. melano-

leucus, m. mugitus, and m. lodingi are all derived directly from ruthveni

is indicated by the coloration and scutellation of these forms. Thus,

melanoleucus is easily derivable from ruthveni by an intensification of

the color of the spots accompanied by a diminution of ground color,

by a fusion of the smaller anterior spots in pairs, by an increase in

rostral length and in proportionate tail length, and by a decrease in

the numbers of scale rows and ventrals ; mugitus may be derived from

ruthveni by a uniform diminution of color, accompanied by a fusion

of the smaller anterior spots in pairs and their blending with the

ground color, and by an increase in rostral length, in proportionate

tail length, and in the number of ventrals; and lodingi is derivable

from ruthveni by a strong intensification of color throughout, producing

a uniform black above and slate-gray below, by an increase in rostral

length and in proportionate tail length, and by a decrease in the

number of scale rows.

The possibility of accepting lodingi as phylogenetically intermediate

between ruthveni and either mugitus or melanoleucus is precluded by

the decidedly aberrant coloration of lodingi, and by the fact that it

apparently has advanced farther than the other forms in question in

increase in the proportionate tail length, and decrease in the nunaber

of scale rows. Similarly, mugitus cannot be accepted as intermediate

between ruthveni and melanoleucus, because of its coloration and the

opposing tendencies in scale change evident in the two derived forms.

The probable affinities of ruthveni with the neighboring forms may

be expressed by the following diagram:

sayi-^ruthveni—>lodingi

^mugitus

Table 7 lists the specimens of ruthveni that have been examined.
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PITCOPHIS MELANOLEUCUS LODINGI Blanchard

Pituophis lodingi Blanchard, Pap. Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts Lett.; vol. 4, pt. 1,

p. 531, 1924 (type, U. Mich. No. 58800; cotype, U.S.N.M. No. 62340; type

locality. Mobile County, Ala.); vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 16, 1924.

Pituophis melanoleucus lodingi Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No.

250, p. 3, 1932.—Burt, Journ. Washington Acad. Sci., vol. 25, No. 8, p. 383,

1935.

Pituophis melanoleucus Blanchard, Copeia, No. 81, p. 30, 1920.

—

Loding, Geol.

Surv. Alabama, Mus. Pap. No. 5, p. 30, 1922.

Original description.—Blanchard (1924a, p. 531) describes the type

specimen of this form as follows:

Ventrals 215; anal, single and entire; 65 divided caudals; upper labials, 8 on

each side; lower labials 15 on each side; one preocular on each side; 4 postoculars

on each side; 4 temporals in the first row; rostral dividing the internasals for % of

their length; maximum number of scale rows, 29 (27 rows for a short distance

anteriorly, and 21 rows at the posterior end); keels on dorsal scales prominent

above, progressively fainter on the sides, descending as low as the sixth row

anteriorly, and the third row posteriorly. Total length, 1,563 mm.; tail length,

261 mm. Sex, male.

The color (by reference to Ridgway's "Color Standards and Nomenclature")

is as follows: Above, a glossy black; below slate color; most of the gular and

lower labial scales somewhat flecked with a dark shade of cinnamon.

Diagnosis.—This form may be distinguished readily from all other

forms of the genus by its very distinctive coloration, which in this

form alone is uniformly black above and slate-gray below.

Description.—The body is rather stout, and the snout is pointed

and protrudes somewhat beyond the lower jaw. The tail length

varies from 0.132 to 0.160 (average 0.146) of the total length, a

proportion that is greater than in any of the other subspecies of

melanoleucus. The longest specimen examined was 1,800 mm. long.

As a very limited number of specimens of this form were available,

the study of a larger series of specimens will undoubtedly greatly

extend the range of variation in the scale characters. The scutella-

tion, as based on the specimens examined, may be described as follows:

Dorsal scale formula varying from 27-29-20 to 29-31-21; number of

rows at the neck 27 to 29, usually 27; maximum number of rows in the

middle of the body, usually 29, occasionally 31; number of rows

anterior to the vent 20 to 22, usually 21 ; ventrals 214 to 224 (average

218.4); caudals 58 to 66 (average 62.8); supralabials 7 or 8, the thu-d

or fourth entering the eye ; infralabials 13 to 15, usually 13; preoculars

single; postoculars 3 or 4; loreal present; azygos lacking between

frontal and prefrontals and between prefrontal and preocular of either

side; rostral long and narrow, at least twice as long as broad, and

penetrating at least one-half, and usually more, of the distance be-

tween the internasals; frontal usually undivided but occasionally

split for a small part of its length.
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The coloration is unique for the genus and very distinctive—shiny

black above and slate-gray below. The top of the head is generally

a dark cinnamon-brown, and the throat is white or gray. One of the

smaller adults examined has several large black spots faintly and

vaguely outlined in white on the posterior fourth of the dorsum

(these are suggestive of the spots typical of the other subspecies of

melanoleucus) and has the belly more or less mottled gray and white.

Variation.—Since the number of specimens available is so small, and

all are from Mobile County, Ala., no study of geographic variation

can be made in this form.

Only one of the five specimens examined was a female. Scale

counts for another female specimen, which the writer was unable to

obtain for examination, have been Hsted by Blanchard (MS.). A
comparison of these tw^o specimens with the males examined show the

following variations: Dorsal scale formula varying from 27-29-20 to

29-31-21 in males, from 27-29-22 to 29-31-21 m females; ventrals

214 to 220 (average 217) in males, and 221 to 224 (average 222.5) in

females; caudals 61 to 66 (average 62.8) in males, and 58 in females;

tail length from 0.138 to 0.160 (average 0.150) of the total length in

males, from 0.132 to 0.138 (average 0.135) in females.

Two additional specimens are described by Blanchard (MS.), of

which one is the female mentioned above, an immature specimen from

Irvington, Mobile Coimty, Ala. Blanchard gives the following

description of this specimen:

This specimen possesses 28 large dorsal blotches or saddles on the body and

7 on the tail, but the anterior 6 or 7 body blotches are too ill-defined to be counted

with certainty. Posterior to the middle of the body they are very sharply

defined. All the dorsal saddles reach down on the sides to the lowermost row

of dorsal scales, except for the most anterior ones, which are too indefinite to

delimit. The anterior saddles are emarginate in the median line, but the rest are

little or not at all emarginate. There are obscure lateral alternating markings,

transversely elongated, along the middle of the body. The lower surfaces are

checked with dark quadrate spots with hazy margins.

The following scale counts are given for this specimen: Scale rows

29-31-21; ventrals 221; caudals 58; supralabials 8; infralabials 14/15;

preoculars 1; postoculars 4. The tail length forms 0.138 of the total

length.

The other specimen, from a few miles north of Dawes, Mobile

County, Ala., is described by Blanchard as follows:

This was a very large example. It was shiny black on the sides and dull-shiny

above; below it was slate color and shiny, except that the first two ventral scales

were pure white. On the scales at the side of the head, cream-color was mixed with

black. This was true of the scales on the under side of the head, except that the

large anterior chin shields were conspicuously darker than the smaller scales

surrounding them. On the posterior third of the body numerous blackish-brown

to cream-brown colored patches showed on the ventrals, subcaudals, and lateral

dorsal scales of the body, faintly outlining on the latter the large dorsal blotches of
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the patterned species of the genus. The dorsal blotches so outlined are 7 to 8

scales wide on the mid-dorsal line. Laterally they reach the lowest row of scales

and are here 3 to 4 scales wide. About six such blotches are indicated anterior

to the vent. In front of these a few others are suggested.

The following scale counts are given: Scale rows 27-29-20; ventrals

219; caudals 58; supralabials 8; infralabials 13/14; preoculars 1;

postoculars 4/3 ; loreal absent. The specimen is a male.

Range.—All the known specimens of lodingi have been collected

in Mobile County, Ala. Specimens have been examined from

Theodore, Mobile, 14 miles southwest of Mobile, and between

Irvington and Grand Bay.

Additional records are as follows:

Alabama: Mobile County, Irvington (Blanchard, MS.; Loding, 1922, p. 30);

Grand Bay (Loding, 1922, p. 30), Abbotts Station (Loding, 1922, p. 30);

Dawes (Blanchard, MS.).

Habits and habitat.—Almost nothing has been recorded of the

habits of this form. One specimen (Blanchard, 1920, p. 30) "was

found dead on the Hall's Mill Road, in the vicinity of high sandy

hills near Hall's Mill Creek."

Lodmg (1922, p. 30) describes it as "a harmless, docile, and very

useful species."

Tiie following note on the habitat of lodingi is given by Blanchard

(1924a, p. 531): "The territory over wliich these four specimens have

been taken, Mr. Loding writes, consists now mostly of Satsuma

orange and pecan orchards, but was formerly fairly high and dry

pme lands."

Affinities.—The closest affinities doubtless exist between lodingi

and the other subspecies of melanoleucus. Its derivation from

ruthveni is mdicated not only by its geographic position in regard to

that form, but by its scale characters. Thus it may be derived

readily from ruthveni by an increase in rostral length, and in propor-

tionate tail length, and by a decrease in dorsal scale formula. The
pattern may be derived from that of ruthveni by a strong intensifica-

tion of color, producing an almost uniform black above (except in

young specimens, where, although melanism is far advanced, the

dorsal spots are still distinguishable) and slate-gray below. Since

lodingi is much more specialized in coloration, as well as in dorsal

scale formula and proportionate tail length, than is either mel-

anoleucus or mugitus, it seems evident that it has arisen later than the

two latter forms as a separate derivative of ruthveni, and can by no

means be accepted as a phylogenetic intermediate between ruthveni

and either melanoleucus or mugitus.

The probable relationships of lodingi and the allied forms have been

expressed in the diagram on page 63.

Table 8 lists the specimens of lodingi that have been examined.
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PITUOPHIS VERTEBRALIS (Blainvillc)

Coluber vertebralis Blainville, Nouv. Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, vol. 4, p. 293,

pi. 27, figs. 2, 2a, 2b, 1835 (type in Paris Museum; type locality, "California")-

Rhinechis vertebralis Dum^iril, Mem. Acad. Inst. France, vol. 23, p. 453, 1853.

Pituophis vertebralis Dum^ril and Bibron, Erp6tologie g^nerale, vol. 7, p. 238,

1854.—BocouRT, Mission scientifique au Me.xique et dans I'Am^rique

Centrale, Rept., p. 672, pi. 47, figs. 1, la, lb, Ic, Id, 1888.

—

Van Denburgh,
Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 2, vol. 5, p. 150, 1895.

—

Stejneger and
Barbour, Checklist of North American amphibians and reptiles, p. 86,

1917.

—

Van Denburgh and Slevin, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol.

9, p. 220, 1919; vol. 11, p. 67, 1921.—Van Denburgh, ibid., vol. 10, p. 27,

1920; Occ. Pap. California Acad. Sci.. No. 10, vol. 2, p. 737. 1922.—Nelson,
Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci , vol. 18, No. 1, p. 115, 1922.—Schmidt, Bull. Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 46, p. 689, 1922.

—

Stejneger and Barbour, Checklist

of North American amphibians and reptiles, ed. 2, p. 96, 1923.

—

Blanchard,
Pap. Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 16, 1924.

—

Stull, Occ.

Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 250, p. 3, 1932.

—

Mosauer, ibid., No.

329, p. 16, 1936.

PUyophis vertebralis Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1861, p. 300;

U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 1, p. 39, 1875.—Yarrow, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 24,

p. 107, 1883.—Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. BuU. 32, p. 72, 1887.—Belding, West
Amer. Sci., vol. 3', No. 24, p. 98, 1887.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

12, p. 147, 1889; vol. 14, p. 642, 1892; Amer. Nat., vol. 30, p. 1012, 1896; Rep.

U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 879, 1900.—Terron, Mem. Rev. Soc. Cient.

"Antonio Alzate," vol. 39, p. 170, 1921.

Pituophis melanoleucus var. vertebralis Jan, Elenco sistematico degli Ofidi, p. 59,

1863; Icouographie g^n^rale des ophidiens, livr. 22, pi. 1, fig. 3, 1867.

Pityophis catenifer vertebralis Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., vol. 16, p. 27, 1884.

Coluber catenifer var. vertebralis Mocquard, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris,

ser. 4, vol. 1, p. 320, 1899.

Pityophis haematois Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadilphia, 1860, p. 342.

Coluber catenifer Boulengeu, Catalogue of snakes in the British Museum, vol. 2,

p. 67, 1894.

Original description.—The following description of tliis form is

given by Blainville (1835, p. 293):

Corps along6 et grele dans ses parties ant6rieures, tete petite, assez distincte,

k museau attenu6, queue courte, conique, et aigue.

Narines latdrales, petites, rondes, (Schancrant egalement le milieu des deux

scutelles nasales.

Yeux grands, lat^raux, presque entierement entour(Ss de scutelles oculaires.

Scutelles c6phaliques: frontales 4, lor^ales 2 superposees, 2-3 oculaires.

Scutelles ventrales 245, caud. 64.

EcaiUes assez petites, lozangiques, lisses, imbriqu6es.

Couleur d'un jaune roussfitre ou fauve, marbr6 de brun fonc6, formant des

taches enchatn^es, en forme de vertebres de poissoiis coupees, se detachant et

s'^loignant entre elles de plus en plus, a mesure qu'elles deviennent plus pos-

terieures.

Longueur totale: O™.530'', dont O™.075 pour la queue.

Observ. Cette couleuvre, des memes pays que les precedents, ofTre une particu-

larit6 assez remarquable dans le syst^me de scutelles qui entourent I'oeil, et que

je n'ai encore recontr6 que dans une espece que je crois nouvelle, et qui a H6
rapport^e du mont Liban par M. P. E. Botta.
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Diagnosis.—This species may be distinguished from the four sub-

species of melanoleucus by the shape of the rostral, wliich is twice as

long as broad in the latter forms, while it is always at least as broad

as long in vertebralis. From sayi sayi and s. affinis also it may be

distinguished by the shorter rostral, since in these forms the rostral

is always longer than broad. In addition, the coloration of vertebralis

distinguishes it from the two subspecies of sayi and from the three

subspecies of catenifer. Thus, in vertebralis the anterior spots arc

either black or reddish, the spots in the midregion of the body are

always reddish, and the posterior spots are always black; the spots

are always more or less saddle-shaped, and the interspaces are a

reddish orange. In the subspecies of sayi and catenifer, on the other

hand, the spots are more or less uniform in color and are never saddle-

shaped except in affinis, and the interspaces are never orange. P.

vertebralis may be further distinguished from c. catenijer by the larger

number of ventrals (237 to 262 in vertebralis as opposed to 206 to 234

in c. catenijer), from c. annectens by the smaller number of spots (48

to 81, generally less than 70, in vertebralis, as opposed to 69 to 129,

rarely less than 80, in annectens), and from c. deserticola frequently

by the maximum number of scale rows, which is oftenest 31 or 29 in

deserticola and rarely as low as 31 in vertebralis. From the tliree

members of the deppei group vertebralis may readily be separated by

the presence of four rather than two prefrontals and by the entrance

into the eye on each side of a single supralabial, instead of two.

Description.—The body is rather slender, and the snout is blunt and

somewhat square. The tail length forms from 0.1 10 to 0. 149 (average

0.132) of the total length. The longest specimen examined measured

1,920 mm. in length.

The series of specimens available was rather limited, and probably

does not represent the full range of variation in the scale characters.

As based on the specimens studied, the scutellation may be described

as follows: Dorsal scale formula varying from 29-31-23 to 35-35-25;

number of rows at the neck 29 to 35, oftenest 31; maximum number

in the middle of the body 31 to 35, usually 33; number anterior to

the vent 23 to 25, usually 23; ventrals 237 to 262 (average 244.9);

caudals 51 to 69 (average 63.4); supralabials 8 to 10, with the fourth,

fifth, or sixth, entering the eye; infralabials 11 to 15; preoculars 1 to 3,

usually 2 ;
postoculars 3 to 5, usually 3 ; loreal always present, occasion-

ally divided to form two scales on one or both sides; azygos rarely

present between frontal and prefrontals, never between prefrontals

and preoculars (present in one specimen between internasals) ; rostral

as broad as or broader than long, penetrating never more than one-

half, and frequently less, of the distance between the uiternasals;

frontal never divided.
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The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 18 to 22, decreasing

slightly in size posteriorly ; maxillary teeth 16 to 18, decreasing slightly

in size posteriorly
;
palatines 9 to 11 , slightly smaller than mandibular

and maxillary teeth, pterygoids 11 to 14, slightly smaller than pala-

tines, and decreasing in size posteriorly.

The dorsum bears a series of large median spots, which are generally

distinctly saddle-shaped anteriorly, and become less or not at all so

posteriorly. These vary from 34 to 63 (average 44.8) on the body and
from 10 to 18 (average 11.9) on the tail, are each 3 to 7 scales in length

and 8 to 12 scales in width, and are separated by light interspaces of

2 to 7 scales long in the vertebral line. In color the dorsal spots are

either black or reddish brown on the anterior part of the body, reddish

brown in the middle of the body, and black on the posterior third

of the dorsum and on the tail. The ground color is a yellowish white,

except in the interspaces between the dorsal spots, where it is notice-

ably orange. Each side bears three series of smaller dark spots,

which follow the dorsal series in color, and alternate with one another

and with the dorsal series. In the midregion of the body, where the

spots are reddish, frequently each scale mcluded in the spots of both

the lateral and the median series bears a small black spot centrally or

at the posterior tip. The belly is white and bears a series of small

dark spots on either side, and occasionally additional black spots

scattered irregularly between these lateral series posteriorly and on
the under side of the tail, where they frequently fuse to form a single

dark median streak. The top of the head is pale or reddish brown,

and the throat is yellowish white (fig. 42).

Variation.—Although the number of specimens studied is much
smaller than is desirable in a study of geographic variation, some
variations appear to exist that may be of some significance, although

they cannot be accepted as conclusive. In the accompanying graphs,

the regions represented by specimens have been numbered 1, 2, 3,

etc., along the abscissas, A key to the regions is as follows:

Region L California: Jim Grey, San Bernardino County; Fort Reading.

2. Northern part of Lower California: Onyx Mine, San Pedro, and
Alamo.

3. Central part of Lower California: San Ignacio, Ballenas Bay.

4. Southern part of Lower California, except the extreme tip: Miraflores,

La Paz, San Bartolo, Santa Anita, Aqua Caliente, Trinidad, San
Antonio.

5. Extreme southern tip of Lower California: Cape San Lucas, San Jos6

del Cabo.

6. Cerros Island, Lower California.

7. Margarita Island, and Magdalena Island, Lower California.

The island specimens have been graphed as separate units, since it

is evident that they cannot be introduced properly at any given point

in a continuous geographic series, and they will not be included in the

following discussion, except when explicitly mentioned.
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Although the number of scale rows tends in general to increase

slightly from north to south (fig. 43) and the number of ventrals shows
a slight constant increase from California to the extreme southern tip

of Lower California (fig. 44), these, as well as the other scale characters,

appear to be remarkably constant throughout the range of the species

(figs. 45 to 47). For most characters the extremes of variation for the

peripheral geographic groups vary but little, if any, beyond the

extremes for the area represented by the largest number of specimens
and showing the widest range of variation for most of the characters.

A larger number of specimens may, of course, greatly extend the

35-35-25

53-35-23

32-35-25

31-35-24

31-35-23

32-33-24

31-33-25

31-33-23

29-33-23

29-33-21

31-31-23

29-31-23

Region No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 V

FiQUEE 43.—Geographic variation in number of scale rows in Pituophis vertebraltt.

extremes of variation for those localities. The most marked variation

is in the proportionate tail length, which drops gradually from an
average of 0.141 in the California specimens to an average of 0.124 in

specunens from the Cape (fig. 48). In the number of spots (fig. 49)
the only significant variation seems to be in the Cerros Island speci-

mens, which have 64 to 81 spots on body and tail (average 68.8),

while of all the other specimens examined only two (one from Mira-
flores with 61 and one from Trinidad with 73) have more than 60
spots on the body and tail. The Cerros Island examples thus form
a local race, which I have hesitated to separate from the mainland
form because of the very small number of specimens, and the over-

lapping, however slight, that exists between the Cerros Island and the
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mainland specimens is the only differentiating character. It is possi-

ble, however, that ui a large series of specimens this character may
prove sufficiently constant to warrant the separation of the Cerros

specimens as a distinct subspecies.

Some degree of sexual variation is evident in some of the char-

acters, which may be summarized as follows from an analysis of the

specimens examined: Dorsal scale formula varying from 29-31-23 to

32-35-25 in males and from 29-33-23 to 35-35-25 in females; ventrals

237 to 249 (average 242.3) m males and 238 to 262 (average 248.7)

in females; caudals 62 to 69 (average 64.7) in males, 51 to 67 (average

13
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California: San Bernardino County, Jim Grey. The locality "Ft. Reading"

I could not find in any atlas.

Mexico: Lower California, Onyx Mine, San Pedro, Alamo, San Ignacio (Bal-

lenas Bay), San Antonio, Trinidad, Santa Anita, Miraflores, Aqua Caliente,

San Bartolo, La Paz, San Jos^ del Cabo, Cape San Lucas, Magdalena
Island, Margarita Island, Cerros Island.
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Habits and habitat.—Almost nothing has been recorded of the habits

of this species, although it must bo fairly common throughout Lower
California.
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One specimen taken at a small ranch about three miles from San

Pedro, had the remains of a small mammal in its stomach. The

species is well known to the natives who call it Corallilo."

Tenon (1921, p. 170) gives the following note on this species:

"Indebidamente se le llama CoralUlo en la Baja California, pero

quizd dependa esto del solor que decimos tiene. Habitualmente se le

encuentra en terrenos donde la vegetaci6n es poca, y en los arenosos."

4 6 415
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more readily derivable from that of affinis than from that of deppei

both in the size and shape of the spots and the coloration, although

in deppei as in vertebralis we find the orange interspaces between the

spots, which are lacking in affinis. In most of the scale characters,

as for example the dorsal scale formula, number of ventrals, supra-

labials, and infralabials, affinis is intermediate between deppei and

vertebralis. It will be noted that vertebralis resembles the more

southern specimens of affinis, rather than the more northern, in scale

characters, and doubtless arose from the southern group of affinis.

The number of scale rows, ventrals, and supralabials decreases in

vertebralis from south to north, or away from the southern part of the

range of affinis. This would be expected if vertebralis were derived

from the latter form, as a result of the separation of the two forms by

the invasion of the present Gulf of California.

The derivation of vertebralis from annedens seems highly improb-

ble in consideration of the much greater number and smaller size of

the dorsal spots in the latter, as well as their vastly different shape.

The probable affinities of vertebralis and the neighboring forms may
be expressed in the following diagram:

catenifer^

\
^deserticola

/
annectens''

vertebralis^

affinis

(northern)

\
\

^affinis
(southern)

1
deppei

Table 9 lists the specimens of this form that have been examined.

PITUOPHIS SAYI SAYI (Schlcgel)

Coluber sayi Schlegel, Essai sur la physionomie des serpens, p. 157, 1837 (type

unknown; type locality, Missouri).

Coluber melanoleucus var. Say Harlan, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, vol.

5, pt. 2, p. 360, 1827; Medical and physical researches, p. 123, 1835.

Pityophis sayi Baird, U. S. and Pac. R. R. Explor. and Surv., vol. 10, pt. 4, No. 4,

pi. 29, fig. 45, 1859.—Hatden, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc, vol. 12, p. 177,

1863.—Hoy, Geol. Surv. Wisconsin, vol. 1, p. 424, 1883.—Hurter, A
catalogue of the reptiles and batrachians collected in the State of Missouri,

p. 4, 1883.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 11, p. 398, 1888.—Johnson,

Trans. Wisconsin Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 13, p. 527, 1901.

—

Strecker,

Trans. Texas Acad. Sci. for 1901, p. 97, 1902.—HuRTERand Strecker, Trans.

Acad. Sci. St. Louis, vol. 18, No. 2, p. 25, 1909.

—

Strecker, Baylor Univ.

Bull., vol. 13, Nos. 4 and 5, p. 15, 1910.

136423—40 7
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Pituophis sayi Coopek, U. S. and Pac. R. R. Explor. and Surv., vol. 12, bk. 2,

pt. 3, No. 4, p. 300, pi. 22, I860.—Mozley, Trans. Kansas Acad. Sci. for

1877-1878, p. 34, 1878.—Hay, 17th Ann. Rep. State Geologist of Indiana,

p. 591, 1892.—Bailey, North Amer. Fauna, No. 25, pp. 35, 47, 1905.—
DiTMARS, The reptile book, p. 317, 1907.

—

Hurter, Trans. Acad. Sci. St.

Louis, vol. 20, No. 5, p. 173, 1911.

—

Ditmars, Zoologica, vol. 1, No. 11, pp.
220, 234, 1912.—Franklin, Copeia, No. 12, p. 2, 1914.—Stejneger and
Barbour, Checklist of North American amphibians and reptiles, p. 86, 1917.

—

Ruthven, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 66, p. 2, 1919.

—

Blanchard, Univ. Iowa Stud. Nat. Hist., vol. 10, No. 2, p. 207, 1921.

—

Strecker, Bull. Sci. Soc. San Antonio, No. 4, p. 24, 1922.

—

Dice, Ecology,

vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 50, 53, 1923.—Over, Bull. Univ. South Dakota, ser. 23,

No. 10, p. 25, pi. 15, 1923.

—

Pratt, Manual of the vertebrates of the United
States, pp. 219-220, 1923.

—

Stejneger and Barbour, Checklist of North
American amphibians and reptiles, ed. 2, p. 96, 1923.

—

Blanchard, Pap.
Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 16, fig. 27, 1924.

—

Orten-
burger, Contrib. Zool. Lab. Univ. Oklahoma, ser. 2, No. 55, p. 85, 1925.

—

Guthrie, Bull. Iowa State Coll. Agr. Mech. Arts, No. 239, pp. 159, 180, pi.

1, 2, 4, figs. 1-2, 1926.

—

Hisaw and Gloyd, Journ. Mammal., vol. 7, No. 3,

p. 200, figs. 1-3, 1926.—Ortenburger, Copeia, No. 155, p. 138, 1926; No.

163, p. 47, 1927; Contrib. Zool. Lab. Univ. Oklahoma, ser. 2, No. 63, p. 85,

1927.

—

Morse, Copeia, No. 164, p. 71, 1927.

—

Linsdale, Copeia, No. 164,

p. 79, 1927.

—

Strecker and Williams, Contrib. Baylor Univ. Mus., No.

12, pp. 10, 14, 16, 1927.—Pope and Dickinson, Yearb. Publ. Mus. Milwau-
kee, vol. 8, No. 1, pp. 48, 56, fig. 18; pi. 15, fig. 6; pi. 16, fig. 3; 1928.—
Strecker, Contrib. Baylor Univ. Mus., No. 15, p. 9, 1928; No. 16, p. 16,

1928.—Gloyd, Trans. Kansas Acad. Sci., vol. 31, p. 125, 1928.—Burt
and Burt, Amer. Mus. Nov., No. 381, p. 11, 1929.

—

Strecker, Contrib.

Baylor Univ. Mus., No. 19, pp. 7-8, 13, 1929.

—

Ortenburger and Freeman,
Publ. Univ. Oklahoma Biol. Surv., vol. 2, No. 4, p. 184, 1930.

—

Ortenburger,
ibid., p. 221, 1930.

—

Ahl, Das Aquarium, Apr. 1932, p. iv, fig.

Pityophis sayi sayi Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 1, p. 39, 1875.

—

Davis and Rice,

Bull. Illinois State Lab. Nat. Hist., vol. 3, No. 5, p. 38, 1883; Bull. Chicago
Acad. Sci., vol. 1, No. 3, p. 30, 1883.—Yarrow, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 24,

pp. 16, 105, 1883 (part).-Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 14, p. 641, 1892;

Amer. Nat., vol. 30, p. 1014, 1896; Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 870,

1900.

Pityophis catenifer var. sayi Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 8, No. 3, p.

52, 1883; Bull. Essex Inst., vol. 16, p. 27, 1884.—H. Garman, Bull. Illinois

State Lab. Nat. Hist., vol. 3, p. 288, 1892.

Pityophis sayii Higley, Trans. Wisconsin Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 7, p. 163,

1889.

Pityophis catenifer sayi Taylor, Ann. Rep. Nebraska State Board Agr., 1891,

p. 335.

—

Brown, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1901, p. 55.

—

Branson,
Kansas Univ. Sci. Bull., vol. 2, No. 13, p. 357, 1904.—Strecker, Proc. Biol.

Soc. Washington, vol. 21, No. 9, p. 48, 1908; No. 12, p. 74, 1908; Baylor

Univ. Bull., vol. 12, No. 1, pp. 7, 14, 1909.

—

Ellis and Henderson, Univ.

Colorado Stud., vol. 10, No. 2, p. 93, figs. 24-6, 35-6, 1913.—Ruthven,
Iowa Acad. Sci., vol. 19, p. 207, 1913.

—

Ellis and Henderson, Univ.

Colorado Stud., vol. 11, No. 4, p. 262, 1915.

—

Strecker, Baylor Univ. Bull.,

vol. 18, No. 4, p. 35, 1915.—Engle, Copeia, No. 128, p. 37, 1924.

Pityophys catenifer sayi Notestein, 7th Ann. Rep. Michigan Acad. Sci., p. 116,

1906.
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Piiuophis catenifer sayi Gaige, Copeia, No. 11, p. 4, 1914.

Pituophis sayi sayi Fokce, Copeia, No. 141, pp. 25, 27, 1925.

—

Burt, Proc. Biol.

Soc. Washington, vol. 44, p. 15, 1931.;

—

Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ.

Michigan, No. 250, p. 3, 1932.

—

Gloyd, Pap. Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts

Lett., vol. 15, pp. 393, 404, 1932.—Burt, Amer. Midi. Nat., vol. 14, No. 2,

p. 172, 1933; Trans. Kansas Acad. Sci., vol. 36, p. 199, 1933.

—

Burt and

HoYLE, ibid., vol. 37, p. 208, 1934.

—

Burt, Journ. Washington Acad. Sci.,

vol. 25, No. 8, pp. 381-3, 1935; Amer. Midi. Nat., vol. 16, No. 3, p. 331,

1935.

—

Schmidt and Necker, Bull. Chicago Acad. Sci., vol. 5, No. 4, p. 70,

1935.—DuNKLE and Smith, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 363,

p. 7, 1937.

Pityophis melanoleuca Lewis, Original journal of the Lewis and Clark Expedition,

1804, vol. 6, p. 124, 1905.

Pituophis vielanoleucus Wied, Acta Acad. C. L. C. G. Nat. Curios., vol. 32, No.

1, p. 95, 1865 (part).

—

Westphal-Castelnau, Catalogue de la collection de

reptiles du feu de M. Alexandre Westphal-Castelnau, p. 3, 1870.

Piiuophis melanoleuca Gunther, Biologia CentraU-Americana, Reptilia, p. 125,

1894 (part).

Coluber melanoleucus Boulenger, Catalogue of snakes in the British Museum,

vol. 2, p. 68, 1894 (part).

Churchillia bellona Baird and Girard, Reptiles, in Exploration of the Valley of

the Great Salt Lake of Utah (Stansbury), p. 350, 1852 (type, U.S.N. M. No.

1519; type locahty, Presidio del Norte, Chihuahua, Mexico).

Pituophis bellona Baird and Girard, Catalogue of North American reptiles, pt. 1

(Serpentes), p. 66, 1853 (part).

—

^Gunther, Catalogue of the colubrine

snakes in . . . the British Museum, p. 87, 1858.

Pityophis bellona Kennicott, apud Baird, U. S. and Pac. R. R. Explor. and

Surv., vol. 10, pt. 3, No. 3, p. 19, 1859.—Baird, ibid., No. 4, pi. 29, fig. 46,

1859; pt. 6, No. 4, p. 42, 1859.

—

Kennicott, apud Baird, U. S. and Mexican

Bound. Surv., vol. 3, pt. 2, Rept., p. 18, 1859.

—

Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Philadelphia, 1866, p. 305.

—

Allen, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 17,

p. 68, 1874.

Pityophis catenifer var. bellona Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 8, No. 3,

p. 53, 1883.—Cragin, Bull. Washburn Lab. Nat. Hist., vol. 1, p. 102, 1885;

Trans. Kansas Acad. Sci., vol. 9, p. 138, 1885.

—

Garman, Bull. Illinois State

Lab. Nat. Hist., vol. 3, p. 287, 1892.

Pityophis sayi bellona Yarrow, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 24, pp. 16, 106, 1883

(part).—Cope, Amer, Nat., vol. 25, p. 156, 1891; Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. for

1898, p. 872, 1900 (part).

Pityophis sayi var. bellona White, Amer. Nat., vol. 18, p. 19, 1884.

Pityophis catenifer bellona Taylor, Ann. Rep. Nebraska State Board Agr.,

1891, p. 337.

—

Ellis and Henderson, Univ. Colorado Stud., vol. 10> No. 2,

p. 94, 1913; ibid., vol. 11, No. 4, p. 262, 1915.

Pituophis sayi var. bellona Ditmars, The reptile book, p. 320, 1907.

Pituophis sayi bellona Pope, Yearb. Publ. Mus. Milwaukee, vol. 5, p. 161, 1925.

Pituophis McClellanii Baird and Girard, Catalogue of North American reptiles,

pt. 1 (Serpentes), p. 68, 1853 (type, U.S.N.M. No. 1540; paratype, U.S.N.M.

No. 1541; type locahty. Red River, Ark.).

Pityophis mcClellanii Baird, U. S. and Pac. R. R. Explor. and Surv., vol. 10, pt.

3, No. 4, pi. 29, fig. 47, 1859.

Rhinechis mexicanus Dum^kil, Mem. Acad. Inst. France, vol. 23, p. 453, 1853.

Pituophis mexicayius Dum^ril and Bibron, Erp^tologie g^n^rale, vol. 7, p. 236,

1854 (type in Paris Museum; type locality, Mexico).—GtJNTHER, Catalogue

of the colubrine snakes in . . . the British Museum, p. 87, 1858.

—

Jan,
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Iconographie g^n^rale des ophidiens, livr. 22, pi. 2, fig. 1, 1867.

—

Westphal-
Castelnau, Catalogue de la collection de reptiles du feu de M. Alexandre

Westphal-Castelnau, p. 31, 1870.

—

Bocourt, Mission scientifique au

Mexique et dans TAm^rique Centrale, Rept., p. 674, pi. 42, figs. 4, 4a, 4b,

4c, 4d, 4e, pi. 47, fig. 6, 1888.

Pityophis sayi var. mexicanus Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 1, p. 39, 1875.

Pituophis sayi mexicanus Yarrow, U. S. Geogr. Surv. West 100th Merid., vol. 5,

p. 1539, 1875.

Pityophis catenifer var. mexicanus Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 8,

No. 3, p. 52, 1883.

Pityophis catenifer mexicanus Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 32, p. 72, 1887.

Pituophis melanoleucus ruthveni? Burt, Journ. Washington Acad. Sci., vol. 25,

No. 8, pp. 381-383, 1935 (part).

Original description.—This form is described by Schlegel (1837, p.

157) as follows:

Le Prince de Musignano nous a adress^ un individu empaill^ d'une Couleuvre

in^dite, d^couverte et rapport^e du Missouri par M. Say. C'est sans contredit

une des plus belles especes du genre et ^galement caract6ris4e par la forme de son

museau et des plaques qui le revetent que par la belle teinte d'un jaune rougeS,tre

qui domine sur toutes les parties. Le dos cependent est d'un brun marron plus

fonc6, qui laisse entrevoir la couleur du fond sous forme de taches ovales, trans-

versales et trfes nombreuses: ces deux teintes forment, vers les parties post6rieures,

de larges bandes alternes qui se prolongent sur le dessous de I'animal. Lea

parties ant^rieures sont plus fonc^es, mouchet^es ou macul^es de noir comme
I'abdomen, ou meme orn^es de larges taches de cette meme teinte.

La tete est distincte du cou et revetue de plaques dont la verticale est en triangle

sph^rique presqu'6quilat6ral: les occipitales se font reconnattre a leur petitesse,

les labiales, bord^es de noir, sont grandes, mais elles ne se distinguent pas des

6cailles du tronc, qui sont lanc6ol6es, surmont^es d'une carSne et dispos^es sur

25 rang^es.

L'oeil est entour6 post^rieurement de 3 plaques mais on ne voit qu'une seule

oculaire ant^rieure pr6c6d6e d'une fr^nale trSs petite. Le museau va en pointe

conique et se terniine par une lame en forme de nez saillant, les nasales se trouvent

h son c6t6. Notre sujet offre 2 paires de frontales postdrieures dispos^es sur une

seule rangee transversale.

Les OS, qui composent le cr^ne, sont plus vigoreux que chez les autres couleuvres,

les caisses sont plus longues et les nasaux along^s, I'intermaxillaire est trSs d6prim6.

Toutes les dents offrent la meme longueur.

1,53 0,20; 224 55

N'ayant pas 6t6 a port^e d'examiner des sujets en bon 6tat de conservation,

je ne puis ni donner une bonne description de cette esp^ce dont J'ai vu plusieurs

ndividus dans la collection form^e par le Prince de Neuwied lors de son dernier

voyage dans 1' Am^rique du nord, ni la ranger avec certitude ni la rapporter d aucun

de celles d^scrites par les naturalistes anglo-amfiricains.

Diagnosis.—This form may be separated readily from the three

forms of the deppei group by the presence of four rather than two

prefrontals, by the entrance of a single labial into the eye on each

side, instead of two, and by the shape of the rostral ; which in sayi is

always considerably longer than broad, while in the other forms under

consideration it is at least as broad as long. From vertebralis and

the three subspecies of catenifer, also, it may be distinguished by
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the longer rostral, since in these forms the rostral is as broad as long,

except in a few specimens of deserticola where it is slightly longer than
broad, although never so long as in sayi. From the forms of the

melanoleucus group sayi may be separated by the shorter rostral

plate, which is never twice as long as broad in sayi, as it is in the sub-

species of melanoleucus, and by the coloration. Thus sayi has a

dorsal series of more than 40 dark spots in marked contrast to the

light ground color throughout the entire length, and these are more
or less uniform in size ; m. melanoleucus has a dorsal series of less than

40 black spots on body and tail; m. mugitus is pied brown and white,

with the anterior spots usually indistinguishable from the brown
ground color, and the total number, when distinguishable, never more
than 40; m. lodingi is uniformly black above and slate-gray below,

with spots suggested on the posterior part of the dorsum only in

young or occasional adult specimens; and m. ruihveni has a dorsal

series of 50 chocolate-brown spots on a paler brown ground, with the

anterior spots about one-half the size of those in the middle of the

body and more or less blended with the ground color, although not

indistinguishable. From sayi affinis, s. sayi may be distinguished by
the longer rostral, which is nearly twice as long as broad in sayi, and
only slightly longer than broad in affinis and by the coloration. In

sayi the spots are quadrangular or bar-shaped and are never reddish

on the posterior part of the body, wliile in affinis the spots are usually

saddle-shaped, at least on the posterior part of the body, and are

generally reddish on the posterior part of the body.

Description.—The body is rather stout, and the snout is rather

pointed. The tail is shorter than in other forms of the genus, being

0.100 to 0.145 (average 0.122) of the total length. The longest

specimen examined was 2,110 mm. in length.

The dorsal scale formula varies from 25-28-23 to 35-37-27, thus

covering almost the entire range of variation for the genus as a whole.

The number of scale rows at the neck is 25 to 35, oftenest 29; the

maximum number of rows at the middle of the body 28 to 37; the

minimum number anterior to the vent 21 to 27. The remaining

scutellation is as follows: Ventrals 212 to 244 (average 224.8); caudals

46 to 67 (average 56.4); supralabials 7 to 10 (average 8.5), the fourth,

fifth, or sixth entering the eye; infralabials 10 to 15, oftenest 12 or 13

(average 12.3); preoculars 1 to 3 (average 1.3); postoculars 2 to 5

(average 3.4); loreal usually but not always present, occasionally

divided to form two plates on one or both sides; one or more azygos

plates present in 50 percent of the specimens, usually between the

frontal and prefrontals, but occasionally one on either side between
prefrontal and preocular, or between postnasal and prefrontal ; rostral

nearly twice as long as broad, penetrating from one-third of to all
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the distance between the mtemasals; frontal undivided, or partially

split for as much as one-half of its length.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 17 to 21, decreasing

slightly in size posteriorly; maxillary teeth 16 or 17, decreasing slightly

in size posteriorly; palatines 9 to 11, slightly smaller than mandibular

and maxillary teeth; pterygoids 9 to 13, slightly smaller than the pala-

tines, and decreasing in size posteriorly.

The dorsum bears a series of black, brown, or grayish-brown spots,

which number 33 to 68 (average 50.7) on the body and 8 to 20 (average

13.0) on the tail. When the spots are brownish they are frequently

outlined with black or darker brown, at least on the posterior border.

Each spot is 2 to 5 scales in length and 9 to 12 scales in width, and the

interspaces between the spots are 1 to 4 scales each in length. These

interspaces occasionally have a narrow median dark transverse streak,

and frequently the light scales, as well as the light scales of the sides,

each bear a small median or anterior dark spot. There are three or

four lateral series of small dark spots on each side, which alternate with

one another and with the dorsal series, and which frequently fuse with

one another and with the median series at the edges, forming a kind

of syncytium, particularly in the anterior part of the body. The lat-

eral spots are frequently partially outlined with black. The belly

always bears a series of lateral spots on each side, which are usually

separated from one another by from 1 to 4 scutes. In addition to these

lateral series, the belly generally is heavily spotted throughout, but

occasionally these additional irregularly scattered spots are incon-

spicuous or lacking. The ground color of both dorsum and belly is

a yellowish white. The top of the head is a reddish brown, more or

less dappled with black, and usually each scale of the posterior part of

the head and of the neck bears a small black spot. A black streak

marks each suture between the supralabials and between the infra-

labials. The throat is white (fig. 50).

Variation.—In many of the characters there appears to be a marked

correlation between variation and geographic distribution. On the

accompanying graphs the regions that are represented by specimens

are numbered along the abscissas, 1, 2, 3, etc., as follows:

Region L Northern Mexico and Texas.

2. Oklahoma.

3. Kansas and southwestern Missouri.

4. Colorado, Nebraska, southeastern Wj^oming, and the southern part of

South Dakota.

5. Northern Wyoming, northern South Dakota, North Dakota, and

Montana.
6. Iowa, western Indiana, Illinois, and Minnesota.

In the number of scale rows (fig. 51), the number of ventrals (fig.

52), and the number of infralabials (fig. 54) and postoculars (fig. 55)

there is a more or less constant decrease from south to north, which is
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in each case more marked to the west than to the east. This indicates

a dwarfing in both length and diameter toward the north, away from

32 34 50 41 3
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the variation in the number of supralabials is very slight, a tendency

toward an increase in number from the southern to the central part

of the range is indicated, which continues to the northwest, while

there is a slight decrease to the northeast. In the preoculars, on the

contrary, there is a general tendency to decrease the number from the

south to the center of the range, and the decrease is continued to the

32 35 50 41 30 29
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FiQTJRE 52.—Geographic variation in number ol ventrals in Pituophis tayi sayi.

northeastern part of the range, but reversed to the northwestern.

The proportionate tail length remains fairly constant throughout the

range (fig. 56), tending to increase slightly from south to north, the

greatest increase (as also, to a very slight extent, in the caudals, fig.

53) appearing in the northwestern part of the range. The variation

in the number of body and tail spots (fig. 57) seems to be of little, if
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any, geographic significance, the average number remaining fairly

constant throughout the range of the form. Whatever geographic

trend is present is toward a decrease in the number of spots from south

to north, as might be expected in correlation with the dwarfing that

occurs. However, the decrease in the number of spots appears to be

more marked to the east than to the west, while the reverse is true of

most of the scale characters.

Sexual variation evidently exists in many of the scale characters.

The variations that occur may be summarized as follows: Dorsal scale

25 34 49 39 31
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higher number of supralabials, infralabials, and postoculars in males,

sayi disagrees with the tendencies common to affinis, vertebralis, and

the three subspecies of catenifer, which in every case are toward a

higher number in females than in males. In lineaticollis and deppei,

however (as well as can be judged from the limited series of specimens),

the postoculars, and supralabials and infralabials are all higher in

males than in females, as are the infralabials and postoculars in

melanoleucus, and the infralabials in mugitus and lodingi. It must be

remembered that in these latter cases the numbers of specimens are

27 32 48 36 30 27
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FiouBE 56.—Geographic variation in ratio of tail length to total length in Pituophis saj/i savl.

so small as possibly to be deceiving, although the same cannot be

said of sayi.

Four specimens (less than 2 percent of the specimens examined) had

only two prefrontals instead of four.

A 2-headed specimen (U.S.N.M. No. 25398) had two well-formed

heads, which imite to form one body about 2 inches posterior to the

neck. The scale counts of the two heads are different, and the right

neck is slightly longer than the left. Thus, the right head has 9

supralabials, 11 and 12 infralabials, 2 preoculars, and 3 and 4 postocu-

lars, a loreal, no azygos, and the rostral penetrating two-thirds of the

distance between the internasals; the left head has 8 supralabials, 11

and 10 infralabials, 2 preoculars, and 3 and 4 postoculars, a loreal, an
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23 31 46 37 30 25

azygos, and the rostral penetrating one-half of the distance between

the internasals. The dorsal scale formula is 27-33-23, there are 42

ventrals on the right neck and 31 on the left before the point of union,

and 175 from there to the anal plate. The caudals number 62. The
right head also has two more spots in the dorsal series before the

junction of the two necks, the total number being 53 or 55 on the

body and 16 on the tail. Of this same specimen Johnson (1901, p.

526) says: "This specimen is re-

markable for the extreme length

of the anterior doubled portion,

which is much longer than in any

case ever described, with the excep-

tion of that of Redi. The skia-

graph reveals the division of the

vertebral column very much far-

ther back than that of the bodies

proper, although the color mark-

ings show irregularities over the

portion underlaid by the two ver-

tebral columns."

Another 2-headed specimen, in

which, however, the head scales are

similar, is described by Pope (1925,

p. 161) as follows: "The cephalic

plates are similar in number and

arrangement and there is a small

anterior frontal plate between the

four prefrontals and the frontal

plate. . . . Our specimen of Bull

Snake has the two heads joined

together just behind the angle of

the jaw, there being one fold of

skin connecting the lower jaws

for one-half of their length and

another fold running diagonally

from the angle of one to the

posterior base of the skull of the

other. Where the vertebrae unite

to form a single vertebral column is probably within one inch of their

heads."

Range.—This form has the greatest range of any in the genus and

is found throughout the Great Plains region. It occurs from the

northern part of Mexico north to Door County, Wis., in the east,

and to Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada, in the west, and ranges from

the Rocky Mountains to western Indiana.
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Specimens have been examined from the following localities:

Mexico: Chihuahua, San Antonio, Presidio del Norte; Coahuila, Castanuelas.

Texas: Archer County; Bexar County; Borden County, Gail; Cameron County,

Brownsville; Crosby County, Llano Estacado; Deaf Smith County, Red River;

Duval County, San Diego; Presidio County, Paisano; Reeves County, Weinachts

Draw; Val Verde County, 20 miles north of Comstock. Additional records

for Texas specimens that are indefinite or that cannot be located in any

available atlas are: Rio Pecos, Camp BuUis, between San Antonio and El

Paso, Lower Rio Grande River, and Senterfitt (Centerville, Leon County?).

Oklahoma: Canadian County; Cimarron County; Cleveland County; Comanche

County; Grady County; Harmon County; Major County; Okmulgee County;

Pawnee County; Roger Mills County; Stephens County; Texas County; Woods

County, Alva, White Horse Springs; Woodward County. One specimen is

labeled "Ft. Supply," a locality that does not appear in any atlas consulted.

Missouri: Jasper County; Stone County.

Kansas: Cowley County; Dickinson County; Douglas County; Edwards County,

Offerle; Ford County; Franklin County; Geary County, Fort Riley; Gove County;

Hamilton County; Marshall County; Miami County; Norton County, Almena;

Pratt County; Republic County; Riley County, Manhattan; Trego County;

Wallace County. One record, "between Stafford and Sylvia," cannot be

limited to any county, since those towns occur in different counties (Stafford

and Reno Counties), and another record, "Ft. Barker," cannot be located.

Indiana: Knox County, Wheatland.

Illinois: Charnpaign County, Champaign; Rock Island County, Rock Island.

Iowa: Cass County, Atlantic; Delaware County, Manchester; Madison County;

Scott County, Davenport; Story County, Ames; Woodbury County, Sioux City.

Minnesota: Hennepin County, Fort Snelling.

Nebraska: Buffalo County, Fort Kearney; Cherry County, Kennedy; Douglas

County, Omaha; Howard County, Loup Fork. The following indefinite records

arc also given: Upper Missouri River, Platte Valley, western Nebraska.

South Dakota: Custer County, Battle Creek Canyon; Tripp County, Carter;

Yankton County, Yankton. In addition, the localities for specimens labeled

"Quinn's Draw, Bad Lands" and "Thumbdance" could not be found in

any atlas.

North bakota: Billings County, 4 miles north of Medora; Morton County, Cannon

Ball. The indefinite locality "Upper Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers" and

the locality "Goodall," which cannot be located (Goodwill, Roberts County,

S. Dak.?), are also given.

Colorado: Boulder County, Boulder, Lee Hill, MarshaU; Chaffee County, Buena

Vista; Fremont County, Canon City; Huerfano County, Walsenburg; Morgan

County, Orchard; Washington County, Akron; Weld County, Greeley.

Wyoming: Big Horn County, Grey Bull; Carbon County, west fork of the Medicine

Bow River; Crook County, Belle Fourche Valley; Goshen County, Rawliide

Butte, Fort Laramie; Laramie County; Sheridan County, Arvada; Yellowstone

Park.

Montana: Chouteau County, Benton; Custer County, Yellowstone River above

Powder River; Dawson County, Jordan, Glendive; Gallatin County, Anceny

Station, Trident, Bozeman; Rosebud County, 8 miles south of Hardin, Crow

Agency, Fort Custer; Sanders County, Hot Springs; Yellowstone County,

East Pryors Creek, north base of the Big Horn Mountains, Yellowstone

region.

One specimen (U.S.N.M. No. 1575) is labeled "Tyree Springs,

Tennessee." This locality is not in any available atlas and is doubt-
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less erroneous, since there is apparently no other Tennessee record

for sayi, and Tennessee is well without the known range of the form.

Another specimen has the locality given as "Belleplain, N. J.,"

which is obviously an error. The specimen probably escaped from

captivity in New Jersey, after being transported there; or the locality

data for the specimen was mixed with that of a specimen of melano-

leucus. A specimen captured in Ann Arbor, Mich., is known to have

escaped from a circus.

Additional published records for sayi, which are probably authentic,

are as follows:

Mexico: Nuevo Leon (Gunther, 1894, p. 124; Boulenger, 1894, p. 69), 3 miles west

of Sabinas Hidalgo (Dunkle and Smith, 1937, p. 7).

Texas: Angelina County, ZavaUa (Burt, 1935a, p. 383); Armstrong County,

Panther Arroyo (Strecker, 1910, p. 15) ; Bexar County, San Antonio, Helotes

(Strecker, 1922, p. 24) ; Brewster County, Alpine (Strecker, 1909a, p. 7) ;
Burnet

County (Strecker, 1909a, 7); Cameron County, Harlingen (Strecker, 1928a,

p. 8); Carson County, 6 miles west of Groom (Burt, 1935a, p. 383); Clay

County, 1 mile northwest of Jolly (Burt, 1935a, p. 383); Comal County

(Strecker and WiUiams, 1927, p. 14); Crosby County, 2 miles northwest of

Crosbyton (Burt, 1935a, p. 383); Culberson County, head of Dog Canyon,

southern Guadaloupe Mountains (Bailey, 1905, p. 47); Donlevy County,

Jericho (Burt, 1935a, p. 383); Edwards County, Rock Springs (Bailey, 1905,

p. 47) ; Ellis County, 1 mile northwest of Waxahachie (Burt, 1935a, p. 383)

;

Foard County, 3 miles northeast of Thaha (Burt, 1935a, p. 383); Gray County,

1 mile west of Alanreed (Burt, 1935a, p. 383) ; Hays County, near San Marcos

(Strecker and Williams, 1927, p. 14); McClellan County, west of Waco

(Strecker, 1902, p. 3); Moore County, Dumas, 1 mile north of Etter (Burt,

1935a, p. 383); Pecos County, 12 miles northeast of Fort Stockton (Burt,

1935a, p. 383); Potter County, 8 miles east of Amarillo (Burt, lG35a, p. 383);

Reeves County, 1 mile south of Red Bluflf (Burt, 1935a, p. 383); Refugio

County (Strecker, 1908a, p. 48); Sherman County, 3 mUes southwest of

Texhoma, 2 miles northeast of Stratford (Burt, 1935a, p. 383); Tarrant

County (Strecker, 1929b, p. 13); Travis County (Strecker and Williams,

1927, p. 14); Val Verde County, Comstock (Bailey, 1905, p. 47); Victorio

County (Strecker, 1908a, p. 48); Wichita County (Strecker, 1915, p. 35);

Wilbarger County, Pease River Valley (Strecker, 1929a, p. 7); Williamson

County, 6 miles north of Georgetown (Burt and Burt, 1929a, p. 11).

Arkansas: Polk County, near Mena (Hurter and Strecker, 1909, p. 25); Red

River (Baird and Girard, 1853, p. 69).

Oklahoma: Aljalja County, 3 miles east of Carmen (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Beck-

ham County, 4 miles northeast of Elk City (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Cimarron

County, 7 miles south of Boise City, 3 miles north of Kenton (Ortenburger,

1927c, p. 47; Ortenburger and Freeman, 1930, p. 184); Comanche County,

Wichita Mountains (Ortenburger, 1926, p. 138), Wichita National Forest and

Game Preserve (Ortenburger and Freeman, 1930, p. 184); Garfield County, 5

miles north of Enid (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209), 1 mile southeast of Hills-

dale (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Grady County, Tuttle (Ortenburger, 1925, p. 85);

Harmon County, 7 miles southwest of Hollis (Ortenburger and Freeman,

1930, p. 184); Kay County, Grainville, 101 Ranch, 5 miles south of Ponca

City (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Logan County, 2 miles north of Guthrie (Burt,

1935b, p. 331); Noble County, 4 miles east of Marland (Burt, 1931, p. 15), 4

136423—40 8
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miles north of Billings (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Okmulgee County, Okmulgee

(Ortenburger, 1925, p. 85); Osage County, 3 miles east of Burbank (Burt,

1935b, p. 331); Roger Mills County, Antelope Hills 6 miles northeast of

Durham (Ortenburger and Freeman, 1930, p. 184); Texas County, 8 miles

southeast of Guj'mon (Ortenburger, 1927c, p. 47; Ortenburger and Freeman,

1930, p. 184); Woods County, 4 miles west of Capron, north bank of Cimarron

River just south of Waynoka (Burt, 1935, p. 331); Woodward County, 10

miles southwest of Freedom (Ortenburger and Freeman, 1930, p. 184).

Missouri: Jasper County, Carthage (Hurter, 1911, p. 174), 3 miles west of

Arvilla, 4 miles east of Carthage (Burt, 1933a, p. 172); Phelps and Taney

Counties (Hurter, 1911, p. 174).

Kansas: Barber County, Deerhead, 2 miles west of Medicine Lodge, Sharon

(Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208), 1 mile south of Deerhead, 5 miles northeast

of Aetna, 4 miles southeast of Lake City (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Barton

County, 3 miles west of EUinwood, Lake Barton 4 miles south of Hoisington

(Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Bourbon County, 2 miles east of Fort Scott (Burt,

1935b, p. 331); Brown County (Branson, 1904, p. 360); Butler County, Augusta,

1 mile southwest of Cassoday, 3 miles southeast of Douglas (Burt and Hoyle,

1934, p. 208) ; Chase County, Bazaar (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208) ; Clark, Clay,

and Cloud Counties (Branson, 1904, p. 360) ; Cowley County, 1 mile south of

Akron, 1 mile east of Arkansas City, 2 miles northeast of Burden, 6 miles

east of Cambridge, 1 mile north of Hooser, 10 miles west of Winfield, 8 miles

north of Winfield (aU Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208), Winfield, 1 mile east of

Winfield, 2 miles east of Winfield, 6 miles northeast of Winfield, 5 miles

northwest of Winfield, 2 miles south of Winfield, 2 miles southeast of Win-

field (all Burt, 1933b, p. 199), 1 mile west of Cambridge, 1 mile northeast of

Otto, 6 miles east of Winfield (all Burt, 1935, p. 331); Decatur County, Nor-

catur, Oberlin (Burt, 1933b, p. 199); Dickinson County, 9 miles north of

Herington (Burt, 1933b, p. 199), 3 miles north of Elmo, 2 miles southwest of

Hope (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208) ; Doniphan County (Branson, 1904, p. 360)

,

Geary (Linsdale, 1927, p. 79); Douglas County, Rock Creek (Burt, 1933b, p.

199) ; Ellis County, 1 mile north of Schoenchen (Burt, 1933b, p. 199) ; Ells-

worth County, county line west of Brookville (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208)

;

Finney County, 4 miles east of Essex (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Geary County, 9

miles south of Junction City (Burt, 1931, p. 15), 4 miles south of Junction

City (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208), 1 mile east of Fort Riley, 3 miles east

of Junction City (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Grant County, 6 miles north of Ulysses

(Burt, 1933b, p. 199); Greenwood County (Branson, 1904, p. 360), 2 miles

southeast of Climax, 8 miles south of Tonovay (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208),

2 miles south of Virgil (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Hamilton County, 1 mile west

of Mayline (Burt, 1933b, p. 199), 1 mile west of Coolidge, 3 miles east of

Syracuse, 3 miles west of Syracuse (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Harper County,

Harper (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208) ; Harvey County (Branson, 1904, p.

360), 10 miles northwest of Halstead (Burt, 1933b, p. 199); Hodgeman

County, 4 miles northeast of Grayling, 3 miles southwest of Hanstan, Jet-

more (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Jackson County, 2 miles east of Netawaka (Burt,

1935b, p. 331); Jefferson County (Branson, 1904, p. 360), 1 mile north of

Rock Creek, 4 miles south of Valley FaUs (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208)

;

Kearney County, 1 mile east of Deerfield, 1 mile east of Lakin (Burt, 1933b,

p. 199), 3 miles east of Lakin (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Kingman County, 3 miles

northwest of Cheney, 3 miles west of Kingman (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Lane

County, 5 miles north of Dighton (Burt, 1933b, p. 199); Lincoln County,

Sylvangrove (Pope, 1925, p. 161); Logan County (Branson, 1904, p. 360);

Lyon Coimly (Branson, 1904, p. 360), 5 miles south of Admire (Burt, 1935b,
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p. 331); Marion County, 3 miles south of Lost Springs (Burt, 1931, p. 15),

2 miles north of Marion (Burt, 1933b, p. 199); Marshall County, 3 miles

west of Blue Rapids (Burt, 1931, p. 15), 5 miles north of Cleburne (Burt,

1933b, p. 199), 2 miles west of Blue Rapids, 3 miles north of Marysville

(Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208), 4 miles west of Lillis (Burt, 1935b, p. 331);

Miami County, northeast of Pigeon Lake (Gloyd, 1932, p. 404); Mitchell

County (Branson, 1904, p. 360); Morris County, 3 miles east of Delavan (Burt

and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208) ; Nemaha County, 2 miles east of Corning (Burt,

1935b, p. 331); Neosho County (Branson, 1904, p. 360); Osage Cotmty, 3 miles

north of Osage City (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208); Osborne and Phillips

Counties (Branson, 1904, p. 360) ; Potawatomie County (Branson, 1904, p. 360),

Belvue (Burt and Burt, 1929b, p. 457), 3 miles north of Blaine, Wamego
(Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Reno County, 1 mile south of Penalosa (Burt, 1935b,

p. 331); Re-public County, 4 miles north of Belleville (Burt and Burt, 1929a,

p. 11); Rice County, SiHca (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Riley County, 5 miles west

of Cleburne (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 208), Randolph (Burt, 1935b, p.

331); Rooks County, 4 miles south of Plainville, 3 miles east of Stockton

(Burt, 1933b, p. 199); Saline County, 4 miles southeast of Mentor (Burt and

Hoyle, 1934, p. 208); Scott County (Branson, 1904, p. 360), 4 miles east of

Scott City (Burt, 1933b, p. 200) ; Sedgwick County, 1 mile southwest of Clear-

water (Burt, 1933b, p. 200); Shawnee and Sherman Counties (Branson, 1904,

p. 360); Smith County, 1 mile southwest of Kensington (Burt and Burt,

1929b, p. 457) ; Stafford County, near Big Salt Marsh (Burt and Burt, 1929b,

p. 457), 2 miles west of Macksville (Burt, 1933b, p. 200); Sumner County

(Branson, 1904, p. 360), Conway Springs (Burt, 1933b, p. 200), Argonia

(Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209) ; Wabaunsee County, 5 miles west of Maplehill

(Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209), 5 miles north of Alma (Burt, 1935b, p. 331);

Wallace County (Burt, 1933b, p. 200); Washington County, 3 miles west of

Barnes (Burt and Burt, 1929a, p. 11), 6 miles north of Haddam, 5 miles

northeast of Haddam, 2 miles northwest of Haddam (Burt and Burt, 1929b,

p. 457), west outskirts of Haddam (Burt, 1933b, p. 200).

Illinois: Henry County, 4 miles south of Cleveland (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209)

;

Kankakee County, Pembroke Township (Schmidt and Necker, 1935, p. 70)

;

Madison and St. Clair Counties (Hurter, 1911, 174). Carman's reference to

"Rockland" (1892, p. 287) probably pertains to Rock Island, since no locality

of the former name can be found.

Wisconsin: Buffalo, Columbia, Crawford, Door, Grant, Milwaukee, Outagamie,

Sauk, and Vernon Counties (Pope and Dickinson, 1928, p. 27).

Iowa: Ida County (Ruthven, 1919, p. 2); Jasper County, 1 mile east of Colfax

(Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209); Monona County, Onawa (Ruthven, 1919,

p. 2); Page County, 2 miles west of Clarinda (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209);

Poweshiek County, Grinnell (Ruthven, 1913, p. 207) ; Woodbury County (Ruth-

ven, 1919, p. 2).

Nebraska: Boyd County, 9 miles west of Butte (Burt and Burt, 1929a, p. 11), 3 miles

southeast of Spencer (Burt, 1931, p. 15) ; Brown County (Taylor, 1891, p. 337)

;

Cherry County, Simeon (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209) ; Dawes County (Taylor,

1891, p. 337); Dodge County, 4 miles southeast of Scribner (Burt and Hoyle,

1934, p. 209) ; Furnas County, Cambridge (Morse, 1927, p. 71) ; Gage County

(Taylor, 1891, p. 337), Blue Springs, 1 mile southwest of Cortland, 7 miles

east of Odell (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209) ; Jefferson County, 6 miles east of

Reynolds (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209) ; Keyapaha County, 3 miles west of

Norden (Burt and Burt, 1929a, p. 11); Knox County, 1 mile west of Niobrara

(Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209), 7 miles north of Crofton (Burt, 1935b, p. 331)

;

Lancaster County (Taylor, 1891, p. 337), Lincoln (Burt and Hoyle, 1934,
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p. 209); Morrill County, 5 miles southwest of Bonner (Burt and Hoyle, 1934,

p. 209); Nemaha and Sarpy Counties (Taylor, 1891, p. 337); Sheridan County

(Taylor, 1891, 337), 4 miles east of Bingham (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209);

Sand Hills of the Loup Fork of the Upper Missouri River (Hayden, 1862,

p. 177).

Minnesota: Fillmore County, 1 mile east of Preston (Burt, 1935b, p. 331).

South Dakota: Fall River County, 7 miles south of Hot Springs (Burt and Burt,

1929a, p. 11); Gregory County, right bank of Missouri River near Wheeler

Bridge, near Wheeler (Burt and Burt, 1929b, p. 457) ; Mellette County, 9 miles

east of Cedarbutte (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209) ; Pennington County, 1 mile

east of Imlay (Burt and Burt, 1929a, p. 11); Tripp County, 5 miles southeast

of Witten (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209).

Colorado: Adams County: Barr (Ellis and Henderson, 1913, p. 94); Baca County

(Ellis and Henderson, 1913, p. 94); Chaffee County, Hortense Hot Springs

near Buenavista (Ellis and Henderson, 1915, p. 262); Jefferson County, 12

miles west of Denver (Burt and Burt, 1929b, p. 457); Larimer County, Fort

Collins, 5 miles south of Box Elder (EUis and Henderson, 1913, p. 94); Las

Animas County (Ellis and Henderson, 1913, p. 94); Morgan County, Wild

Cat Creek northeast of Fort Morgan (Ellis and Henderson, 1913, p. 94);

Prowers County, Arkansas River at Holly (Burt, 1935b, p. 331); Sedgwick

County, Julesburg (EUis and Henderson, 1913, p. 94); Yuma County, Wray
(Ellis and Henderson, 1913, p. 94); ? County, Osgood (Ellis and Henderson,

1913, p. 94).

Wyoming: Big Horn County, 3 miles north of Basin (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209)

;

Converse County, 6 miles west of Careyhurst, 2 miles west of Glenrock (Burt

and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209) ; Fremont County, 3 miles northwest of Diversion

Dam (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209); Johnson County, 16 miles south of

BufiFalo (Burt and Hoyle, 1934, p. 209).

Montana: Custer County, mouth of Custer's Creek (Allen, 1874, 69); Valley

County, Poplar River (Cope. 1900, 871).

Alberta, Canada: Assiniboia, Medicine Hat (Boulenger, 1894, p. 69).

Habits and habitat.—This form, which has the widest range of any in

the genus, is probably better known than any other form of PituopJds.

Accordingly, more observations of its habits have been recorded than

for the other members of the genus, with the possible exception of

m. melanoleucus.

Cooper (1860, p. 301) says that they are "occasionally ploughed up

by settlers" and that "during the rutting season they seem to follow

each other by the scent."

Wied (1865, p. 97) tells of finding frogs in the stomachs of these

snakes.

Taylor (1891, p. 336) describes their food as "almost wholly made up

of rodents, most notably ground mice, but also including rats, gophers,

squirrels, moles and similar animals." lie says also that they are

"very prolific" and that although naturally docile "when forced to

fight these snakes prefer to get against some object or coil the body

around some bush or stake, when they can strike a blow sufficient to

defend themselves against the attack of an ordinary sized dog."

Garman (1892, p. 289) describes the hissing as "bearing a very re-

mote resemblance to the bellow of a bull, hence the common name,"
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and the accompanying vibration of the tail as like the noise made by

the rattle of Crotalus.

Branson (1904, p. 359) adds birds to the hst of foods, and says:

"One three feet in length . . . swallowed three fully grown sparrows

for one meal and the next day it swallowed a pigeon egg." He gives

also some interesting notes on the life history of sayi, which may be

summarized as follows: Of 12 eggs found on August 15, one opened

immediately was found to contain a Uving embryo 8 inches long.

Ten of the others hatched on September 28 and 29, the young meas-

uring 15 to 15K inches. They were very irritable at first, becoming

gradually less so. On October 19 they molted. By that time their

length had increased to 18 inches, although they had eaten nothing.

Their first meal, egg and water, was eaten the following April. Five of

the young snakes were buried 2K feet deep in earth and rubbish on

December 5 and were found in good condition on March 10.

Bailey gives the following note (1905, p. 47): "In a prairie-dog town

near Gail I killed an unusually large individual, measuring 7 feet 8

inches in length . . . Near Rock Springs, a smaller individual was

found in the act of swallowing a freshly killed squirrel."

The following note is given by Ditmars (1907, p. 319): "The species

is fairly hardy as a captive, feeding upon rats, rabbits, and birds. It

is particularly fond of eggs, and consumes them entire, breaking the

shell in the throat by a contraction of the muscles . . . One of these

creatures . . . swallowed fourteen hen's eggs . . . The demonstra-

tion closed by the supply of eggs becoming exhausted and not from

indifference on the reptile's part." The same author (1912, p. 220)

comments on the value of sayi as an enemy "to several species of

highly destructive ground-squirrels."

Strecker (190Sb, p. 74) describes "an aerial combat between a snake

of this species and a large hawk," in which the captured snake

"squirmed so vigorously and struck at its captor so furiously that the

bird was forced to relinguish its hold." In later papers (1909a, p. 7,

and 1910, p. 15) he states that the form is very common in prairie-dog

towns.

Ellis and Henderson (1913, p. 94) report the form as "eating the

eggs of the Pin Tail Duck."

Dice (1923, pp. 50 and 53) lists sayi as a member of both the "prairie

community" and the "edificarian community."

Further notes on the usefulness of the bull snake as a destroyer of

harmful rodents on farms are given by Over (1923, p. 25), who also

says: "In a few instances Bull Snakes have been known to kill Rattle-

snakes."

Force (1925, p. 27) reports finding sayi "in the gardens, golf course,

or open meadows."
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Wooster (1925, p. 58) gives the following note: "The bull snake is a

much more effective ratter than most cats, and a good-sized one about

the barn pays for itself many times over, provided it does not have

access to the chicken nests, for it eats eggs and sometimes small

chickens."

Guthrie (1926, p. 180) also stresses the value of this snake to agri-

culture. He gives the number of eggs laid as 13 to 19 and describes

and figures the development of the embryo.

The food habits of sayi were studied in the laboratory by Hisaw and

Gloyd, who observed about 40 snakes of this form under conditions

made as normal as possible. Their paper (1926, p. 200) may be briefly

summarized as follows: "The bull snake kills its larger prey by con-

striction. Smaller and weaker animals are simply swallowed alive."

The prey is swallowed head first. "The bull snake is also an active and

efficient burrower and apparently is able to capture burrowing rodents

in their subterranean tunnels . . . When a snake attacks a small animal

in a narrow space . . . instead of employing its coils in the usual

manner, it attempts to compress its prey against one of the walls of its

confine . . . The power of sight of the bull snake is apparently some-

what limited. Though used in capturing the prey, it is not essential.

A snake is very sensitive to contact stimuli, and in the dark recognizes

prey very readily by this means. If, when in the act of kilUng a

victim by use of the coils, another animal comes in contact with the

snake's body, it is at once pressed against the side of the cage or con-

stricted by another series of loops. A single snake has been known to

kill as many as three half-grown rats in this way at one time. It was

also observed that the bull snake has a cyclic activity which includes

feeding, fasting, and moulting. This is apparently repeated about

every thii'ty days." By comparing the average weight of the food

eaten with the average weight of small mammals in its natural

habitat, it was estimated that an adult snake could consume twelve

adult pocket gophers or their equivalent in smaller rodents durings its

six months of activity.

Morse (1927, p. 71) relates watching a bull snake kill a pocket

gopher and then drag it into a burrow to devour it.

Another note on feeding habits is given by Linsdale (1927, p. 79)

as follows: "A large bull snake was eating rabbits in a nest on the

lower part of the bluff on April 25, 1925. The snake was coiled over

the nest to prevent the escape of the rabbits and had one of the young

mammals in its jaws."

Gloyd (1928, p. 125) describes the hatching on September 18 of

6 eggs from a nest of 16 laid on July 4. The young snakes shed their

skins ten days later, but no food was taken until, at the age of nine

weeks, infant rats were swallowed.
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Burt (1935b, p. 331) reports finding "on the sunny afternoon of

March 29 a number of large buU snakes and several adult blueracers . . .

basking on the south slope of a hill . . . Just below the mass of snakes

a hole about three inches in diameter extended straight downward
for a distance of over a foot and then it zig-zagged through some
buried rocks." Most of the snakes escaped into this retreat, and it

was assumed that they had been "in this den during the winter."

Affinities.—Undoubtedly P. sayi sayi is closely related to the

neighboring form sayi affinis. The latter is here included as a sub-

species of sayi, rather than of catenifer, since it intergrades with
s. sayi in northern Mexico, where the two forms can be distinguished

only with the greatest difficulty, while it intergrades with none of the

subspecies of catenifer; and since it is in both scale and pattern char-

acters obviously more closely related to s. sayi than to any of the

subspecies of catenifer, or any other forms of the genus. The deriva-

tion of sayi from affinis is indicated by the similarity of scale char-

acters and pattern of the two forms, particularly in northern Mexico.
In these characters affinis is in general intermediate between sayi on
the one hand, and the catenifer and deppei groups and vertebralis on
the other.

That sayi is directly ancestral to ruthveni, and thus indirectly to the

entire melanoleucus group, is indicated by the similar scale characters

of the two forms. Thus, except for the slightly longer rostral, ruth-

veni might readUy be confused with sayi in scale characters, although

never in coloration. It is noteworthy that in the dorsal scale formula
ruthveni more closely resembles the neighboring Texas and Oklahoma
specimens of sayi than the more northern specimens with a lower

average dorsal scale formula.

The probable affinities of sayi with the neighboring forms may be
expressed by the following diagram:

deserticola

afRnis
(northern)

affinis >sayi >ruthveni
(southern)

deppei

Table 10 lists the specimens of this form that have been examined.
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PITUOPHIS SAYI AFFINIS Hallowell

Pityophis affinis Hallowell, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1852, p. 181

(no type known; type locality, New Mexico); Reptiles, in Expedition down
the Zuni and Colorado Rivers (Sitgreaves)

, pp. 130, 146, pi. 10, 1853.

Pituophis sayi affinis Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 250, p. 4,

1932.—MacCoy, Occ. Pap. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 8, p. 23, 1932.—

McKee and Bogert, Copeia, No. 4, p. 180, 1934.

—

Burt, Journ. Washington

Acad. Sci., vol. 25, No. 8, p. 383, 1935.—Taylor, Bull. Univ. Kansas, vol. 37,

No. 14, p. 493, 1936.

—

Gloyd, Program Activ. Chicago Acad. Sci., vol. 8,

Nos. 1-2, p. 17, 1937; Bull. Chicago Acad. Sci., vol. 5, No. 5, pp. 99, 119-20,

1937.

Pituophis bellona Baird and Girard, Catalogue of North American reptiles, pt. 1

(Serpentes), p. 66, 1853 (part).

Pityophis sayi var. bellona Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 1, p. 39, 1S75 (part).

Pityophis sayi bellona Yarrow, Rept. Expl. Surv. W. 100th Merid., vol. 5, p. 540,

1875 (part).

—

Yarrow and Henbhaw, Rep. Chief. Eng. for 1878, Surv. W.
100th Merid., vol. 3, app. NN, p. 1634, 1878 (part).—Yarrow, U. S. Nat.

Mus. Bull. 24, pp. 12, 103, 1883 (part).—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 14, p. 641, 1892 (part); Amer. Nat., vol. 30, p. 1015, 1896 (part);

Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 872, 1900 (part.)

Pityophis bellona Cotjes, U. S. Geogr. Surv. W. 100th Merid., vol. 5, p. 617, 1875.

Pityophis catenifer bellona Brown, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1901,

p. 54 (part).

Pityophis sayi sayi Yarrow, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 24, p. 105, 1883 (part).

Pituophis sayi Van Denbttrgh, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 2, vol. 6, p. 348,

1896; ser. 4, vol. 13, p. 219, 1924.

Pituophis catenifer sayi Ruthven, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 23, p. 581,

1907.

Pituophis sayi sayi Mosauer, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 246,

p. 15, 1932.

Pityophis catenifer Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., vol. 16, p. 27, 1884 (part).

Coluber melanoleucus Boulenger, Catalogue of snakes in the British Museum,
vol. 2, p. 68, 1894 (part).

Pituophis catenifer deserticola Stejneger, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 25, p. 153,

1902.—Ruthven, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 23, p. 584, 1907 (part).—

Stone, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1911, p. 232.

—

Van Denburgh
and Slevin, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 3, p. 418, 1913.

Pituophis catenifer rutilus Van Denburgh, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4,

vol. 10, p. 24, 1920 (type, C.A.S. No. 33869; type locality, Tucson, Pima Co.,

Ariz.); Occ. Pap. California Acad. Sci., No. 10, vol. 2, p. 733, pi. 78, 1922.—

Schmidt, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 46, p. 688, 1922.

—

Stejneger
and Barbour, Checklist of North American amphibians and reptiles, ed. 2,

p. 95, 1923.

—

Blanchard, Pap. Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2,

p. 17, 1924.

—

Ortenburger and Ortenburger, Contrib. Zool. Lab. Univ.

Oklahoma, ser. 2, No. 64, p. 117, 1927.

—

Burt and Burt, Journ. Washington
Acad. Sci., vol. 19, No. 20, p. 457, 1929.

—

Klauber, Bull. San Diego Zool.

Soc, No. 9, pp. 24, 25, 79, 1932.

Original description.—Hallowell (1852, p. 181) gives the following

description of this form under the name Pityophis affinis:

Sp. char.: Scales much larger upon the sides than upon the back, where they

are comparatively small, a series of brownish or black subquadrate blotches upon

136423—40 9
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the back, a row of much smaller blotches on each side, transverse bands of jet

black upon the tail, tail short, abdomen and tail thickly maculated with black,

thirty-one rows of carinated scales, abdominal scuta 221; subcaudal 64.

Dimensions: Length of head 1 inch 2 lines; greatest breadth 8 lines; length of

body 2 ft. 5 inches, of tail 5 inches 5 lines; greatest circumference 2 inches 2>^ lines.

Another specimen was received of the same species as the above, but which

presents a remarkable deviation in the form and arrangement of the plates upon

the head, which is no doubt abnormal. Thus there are seven plates upon the head

instead of six, as in Piiyophis; these are arranged in three rows, two in the middle,

and three in the posterior; on each side of the middle row is a small quadrangular

plate lying immediately above the loral, constituting as it were a superior loral;

there is but one antorbitar and four posterior orbitars on the right side, and three

on the left; there are nine superior labials; abdominal scuta 227; subcaudal 7L

Habitat: New Mexico.

Systematic notes.—The name affinis proposed in 1852 by Hallowell

for specimens from New Mexico has never since been recognized by

other authors. However, as both the description and the type

locality would identify his specimens with this form, it must be

retained as the earliest name applied to the form.

The name bellona was given by Baird and Girard in the same year

to a specimen from Presidio del Norte, Chihuahua, Mexico, and was

for many years used rather generally to apply to specimens from

Arizona and New Mexico as well as to specimens of typical sayi.

Of the name bellona Stejneger (1893, p. 206) says: "There can be no

doubt that Baird's and Girard's original Churchillia bellona, which

came from Presidio del Norte, Chihuahua, Mexico, was a typical

P. sayi. The type appears now to be lost, but I have before me a

specimen from the identical locahty (U. S. N. M. No. 1542) with a

most pronouncedly narrow rostral and agreeing with P. sayi in all

other respects also." Thus, although this name has frequently been

applied to specimens of affinis, it is originally a synonym of P. s. sayi

and must be discarded.

The name P. catenifer rutilus was proposed by Van Denburgh in

1920 for the Arizona gopher snakes. Since Arizona and New Mexico

specimens are identical, rutilus becomes a synonym of affinis.

P. s. affinis is here considered as a subspecies of sayi rather than of

catenifer, since it intergrades with s. sayi in northern Mexico, where

the two forms can be distinguished only with the greatest difficulty,

while it is evidently quite distinct from all the subspecies of catenifer

throughout its range. Furthermore, affinis is obviously much closer

to sayi than to any of the subspecies of catenifer in both scale and

pattern characters.

Diagnosis.—From the forms of the melanoleucus group, affinis may

be separated at a glance by the shorter rostral, which is only slightly

longer than broad, while in the subspecies of melanoleucus it is at

least twice as long as broad. It may be distinguished from the sub-

species of melanoleucus also by coloration. Thus in affinis there are
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always more than 40 median dark spots on body and tail, which are

in marked contrast with the light ground color throughout the body
length; in m. melanoleucus there are less than 40 dorsal spots; in m.
mugitus the anterior spots are generally blended with the brown
ground, but the spots, when distinguishable, number less than 40; in

lodingi the dorsum is uniformly black; and in ruthveni the dorsum is

brown with 50 darker brown spots, of which the anterior ones are more
or less indistinct.

From the forms of the deppei group, affinis may be distinguished

readily by the presence of two, rather than four, prefrontals, by the

entrance of a single supralabial into the orbit on each side, instead of

two, and by the longer rostral.

The longer rostral also distinguishes affinis from vertebralis, which

has the rostral always at least as broad as long. From the subspecies

of catenifer, affinis may be distinguished by the longer rostral, which

(except rarely in deserticola) is never longer than broad in the forms

of catenifer. It may be distinguished from these forms also by the

pattern. Thus in affinis the dorsal spots number 43 to 86 (average

59.5) on body and tail, the posterior ones are generally reddish and
always more or less saddle-shaped, and central black spots are lacking

on the light scales of the interspaces; in c. deserticola the dorsal spots

number 57 to 95 (average 72.9), are never reddish or saddle-shaped,

and small central black spots are frequently present on the light scales

of interspaces and sides, particularly on the anterior part of the body;

in c. catenifer the dorsal spots number 58 to 125 (average 87.3) and are

never reddish or saddle-shaped; and in c. annectens the dorsal spots

number 69 to 129 (average 99.7) and are never reddish or saddle-

shaped.

From s. sayi, affinis may be distinguished by the shorter rostral,

which is only slightly longer than broad, while it is nearly twice as

long as broad in s. sayi. Furthermore, in sayi the spots are quad-

rangular or bar-shaped and never saddle-shaped or reddish, as in

affinis.

Description.—The body is rather stout, and the snout is neither

blunt nor pointed but moderately rounded. The tail forms from

0.111 to 0.152 (average 0.132) of the total length. The longest speci-

men examined was 1,880 mm. long.

The dorsal scale formula varies from 25-28-20 to 31-35-25. The
number of scale rows at the neck is 25 to 33, most often 29; the maxi-

mum number in the middle of the body 28 to 35, usually 31 ; the mini-

mum number anterior to the vent 20 to 25, usually 23. The remaining

scutellation is as follows: Ventrals 215 to 260 (average 233.1); caudals

51 to 71 (average 61.0); supralabials 8 or 9, with the fourth, fifth, or

none entering the eye; infralabials 11 to 15, usually 12 or 13; preocu-

lars 1 to 3, usually single; postoculars 2 to 6, usually 3 or 4; loreal
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usually present, occasionally divided to form two scales on one or both

sides; one or two azygos plates usually present between the frontal

and prefrontals, and occasionally a small azygos present on each side

between the prefrontal and preocular; rostral always slightly longer

than broad, and generally penetrating from J^ to % of the distance

between the internasals; frontal usually undivided, but occasionally

split for as much as one-half of its length.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular] teethj 18| to Jl9, Jdecreas-

ing gradually in size posteriorly; maxillary teeth 16 to 17, decreasing

slightly in size posteriorly; palatines 8 to 10, slightly smaller than the

mandibular and maxillary teeth; pterygoids 10 to 14, sHghtly smaller

than the palatines and decreasing in size posteriorly.

The dorsum bears a series of large median spots, which are a grayish

or reddish brown on the anterior part of the body, reddish brown to

red posteriorly, and reddish brown to dark brown or black on the tail.

Each spot on the body is 3 to 7 scales long and 9 to 1 1 scales wide and
is narrowly outlined with black. The spots are quadrangular anteri-

orly and saddle-shaped posteriorly or are more or less saddle-shaped

throughout; and are in the shape of transverse bars on the tail. On
the body they tend to fuse with one another and with the lateral spots

at the sides. Three rows of smaller spots are present on each side,

which are reddish brown outHned with black and alternate with one

another and with the dorsal series. These lateral spots are more or

less indefinitely delimited, since they tend to nm together and to fuse

with the edges of the dorsal spots. The ground color of both belly

and dorsum is a yellowish white. The belly bears on each side a series

of small dark spots, which are each 1 to 2 scutes long and are sepa-

rated from one another by 1 to 4 scutes. The area between the lateral

spots may be almost or entirely immaculate, or may be more or less

heavily spotted. The top of the head is a reddish brown, only slightly

dappled with dark brown or black, and the throat is white. The
sutures between the supralabials and between the infralabials are

frequently marked by dark streaks. (Fig. 50.)

Variation.—In several characters a rather marked geographical

variation seems to exist. In the accompanying graphs illustrating

the geographic variations of the form the range has been divided into

five regions, as follows:

Region 1. Northern Mexico.

2. Southern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona.

3. Central and northern New Mexico, and southwestern Colorado.

4. Central and northern Arizona.

5. Southwestern Arizona, southeastern California, and northern Lower
California.

In most of the scale characters it may be observed that whatever

tendency to variation exists is in general continuous from Mexico to
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the southern parts of New Mexico and Arizona, and to the north and

west in Arizona, and may be continued or reversed to California and

Lower CaUfornia, while in almost every case the character remains

15 54 21 31 9
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and preoculars, there is more or less tendency toward an increase from

Mexico north and then west in Arizona to California and Lower

California, while from southern to northern New Mexico there is more

or less decrease apparent. The labials and oculars, however, all remain

remarkably constant throughout the range, as does the proportionate

tail length (fig. 61). The latter, however, decreases noticeably in

the Californian region, as does the average number of caudals to some

extent also. The number of spots appears to increase in general from

south to north, and the increase is sUghtly greater to the east than to
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45.8 in males, 46.3 in females; tail spots average 13.9 in males, 12.6

in females; proportionate tail length varies from 0.121 to 0.150 (aver-

age 0.136) in males, from 0.111 to 0.144 (average 0.127) in females.

Range.—This form is found as far south as Batapilas, Chihuahua,

Mexico, and north to Pagosa, Colo. It ranges throughout Arizona,

east in New Mexico to Otero and Guadalupe Counties, west in

15 48 19 28 10
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Fort Wingate; Otero County, near Alamogordo; San Juan County, Aztec;

Santa Fe County, San Ildefonso; Socorro County, San Francisco River, San

Mateo Mountains; Valencia County, Tajique. Additional specimens were

labeled "east of the White Sands" and "Ft. Conrad," localities that could

not be found in atlases.

Colorado: Archuleta County, Pagosa.

Arizona: Cochise County, Hereford, Fort Huachuca, Chiricahua Mountains,

Pinery Canyon in Chiricahua Mountains, White River Canyon; Coconino

County, Canyon Diablo, Walnut, Colorado Chiquito (Little Colorado River)

;

Graham County, Camp Grant; Maricopa County, Glendale; Phoenix; Cave-

creek; Mohave County, 15 miles south of Hackberry, mesa near Fort Mohave,

Colorado River above Bill Williams River; Navajo County, Winslow; Pima
County, Tortillita Mountains; SoUder Canyon in Tortillita Mountains,

Fort Lowell, Tucson, 28 miles northwest of Tucson; Pinal County, Superior;

Santa Cruz County, Nogales; Yavapai County, Camp Verde, Fort Whipple,

near Kirkland; Yuma County, Yuma. Other specimens bear the indefinite

localities Huachuca Mountains, Gila River, Kaibab Forest, Camp J. A.

Packer, Oak Orchard, Willow Spring, Canyon del Muerto, or Cedar Ranch

Wash, none of which could be located.

California: Imperial County, Silsbee; Riverside County, Bottom Lands, between

San Bernardino and Rio San Pedro, Mecca.

Additional published records are as follows:

Mexico: Sonora, Rush Lake (Cope, 1900, p. 871); Noria (Taylor, 1936, p. 493).

New Mexico: Grant County, Fort Webster (Baird and Girard, 1853, p. 68; Van
Denburgh, 1924, p. 220), Fort Bayard (Yarrow, 1875, p. 541; Van Denburgh,

1924, p. 220), 2 miles north of Rodeo (Burt and Burt, 1929b, p. 457); Otero

County, Alamogordo, southern Guadalupe Mountains (Mosauer, 1932, p. 15);

Sandoval County, Bernalillo (Van Denburgh, 1924, p. 220).

Arizona: Cochise County, Carr Canyon (Huachuca Mountains) (Stone, 1911, p. 232;

Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 26; Van Denburgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 736); Miller

Canyon (Huachuca Mountains) (Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 26; Van Denburgh,

1922, vol. 2, p. 736), Ash Canyon (Huachuca Mountains), San Pedro Valley,

2 miles east of Benson, 2 miles south of Fairbank, 5 miles southeast of Fort

Huachuca, 10 miles east of Fort Huachuca, 13 miles north of Tombstone,

Sulphur Springs Valley (3 miles west of Dos Cabezas), 12 miles southeast of

Dos Cabezas, 10 miles southeast of Willcox (all Gloyd, 1937b, p. 119);

Coconino County, Painted Desert (Franklin, 1914, p. 2), El Tovar (Grand

Canyon), Williams, Canyon Padre, Two Guns, 3 miles west of Dennison

(Klauber, 1932a, p. 79); Maricopa County, Wickenburg (Gloyd, 1937a, p.

17), 7 miles east of Mesa (Gloyd, 1937b, p. 119); Mohave County, north side

Grand Canyon (Stone, 1911, p. 232; Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 26; Van Den-

burgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 736); Pima County, Las Gijas (Stone, 1911, p. 232;

Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 26; Van Denburgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 736), Canada

del Ore (20 miles north of Tucson) (Gloyd, 1937b, p. 119), 9 miles north of

Tucson (MacCoy, 1932, pi 23); Yavapai County, Nelson, 4 miles east of

Seligman, Crookton (Klauber, 1932a, p. 79); Yuma County, Lechuguilla

Desert, 15 miles south of WeUton (Gloyd, 1937b, p. 119); ? County: Wilton

Spring (Cope, 1900, p. 876; Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 26; Van Denburgh,

1922, vol. 2, p. 736).

Habits and habitat.—Comparatively little has been recorded of the

habits of affinis. The earliest note found is given by Coues (1875,

p. 618), who says: "Specimens could be found [about Fort Whipple]
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at any time during the summer in the grass and woods. Numbers
used to be killed in the fort and surrounding buildings."

Klauber (1932a, p. 79) reports collecting specimens in "grassy

plain," "grass and juniper," "grass, trees," "rocks, brush," "rocky

plain," and "plain scattered rocks."

Taylor (1936, p. 493) found a specimen "on the morning of June 20

in the shade of a small tree in the arid region of Noria [Sonora,

Mexico],"

The most complete account of the habits of this form is given by

Ruthven (1907, p. 583) as follows:

This bull snake has a very wide range of habitat. At Alamogordo it was found

in the mesquite association on the plains, in the Creosote association on the

alluvial slope, and in the Pinon-Cedar zone on the mountain slope at an elevation

of 6,000 feet. It undoubtedly ranges higher than this, as Mr. Edwin Walters of

Alamogordo informed us that he had observed it in the Pine-Spruce forest of

the highest elevations.

In spite of their large size these snakes are very docile. . . .

The food consists for the most part of small mammals, although a considerable

number of birds are probably also taken. The specimen secured in the Pinon-

Cedar association had recently swallowed a young rabbit. ... A specimen kept

by myself for several months was fed on freshly killed sparrows.

Some additional information is given in the discussion of the

Arizona specimens (p. 586) as follows: "At Tucson it occurs com-

monly on the Greasewood plains, and is doubtless also to be found on

the mountains, as Dr. Stejneger records a specimen that was taken

in the Huachuca Mountains at an elevation of 5,300 feet. As in the

case of many other snakes in this region, while probably not nocturnal

it is seldom seen during the hotter part of the day, being found prin-

cipally in the morning and evening. The large specimen (No. 1043)

which was taken about sundown on August 22, had recently swallowed

an adult ground squirrel."

Evidence that the form is also found in a desert habitat is given

by Franklin (1914, p. 2), who lists it as one of the only three forms

of snakes seen on the Painted Desert of Arizona during the summer of

1913, and by Burt and Burt (1929b, p. 457), who say: "An adult

was stretched out in front of a hole beneath a soapweed bush in the

sandy desert."

Ortenburger and Ortenburger (1927, p. 117) give the following

notes: "They were found only in the lower flats of the mesquite

association. In almost every case they were taken in the evening,

one as late as 10:30 P. M. . .
."

Mosauer (1932, p. 15) reports finding specimens "in the southern

Guadalupe Mountains in the coniferous forest of the plateau

region ... at over 9,000 feet elevation" and "at the east base of the

southern Guadalupe Mountains."
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Gloyd (1937a, p. 16) writes of experiences in Arizona: "Our depre-

dations among the homes of the wood rats often revealed gopher

snakes . . . which had sought a quiet refuge beneath the barriers of

JtiS 3. affinis

Figure 63.—Distribution map o( the two subspecies of Pituophis sayl, the three subspecies of P. catenifer,

and P. vertebratis.

dead cholla joints or, more likely, the juicy young rats themselves.

One large gopher snake found in such a place regurgitated five newly

born cottontail rabbits."
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Specimens kept in captivity for some time by the writer were well-

mannered and could be freely handled without showing resentment.

They would eat two or three mice whenever offered, kUling the

victim by constricting it, and swallowing it usually head first. The
swallowing process, as compared with that of some specimens of

Sistrurus catenatus catenatus in a neighboring cage, appeared to be
much more efficient and rapid in the gopher snakes than in the

rattlers.

Affinities.—The fact that in scale characters, particularly the shape
of the rostral, and in coloration and pattern affinis is the most general-

ized form of the genus seems to indicate that it is ancestral to the

adjacent forms and represents more nearly than any other form of

Pituophis the central form of the genus. Further evidence of this

lies in the geographic position of affinis near the geographic center

of the genus with several distinct evolutionary lines radiating from
it (figs. 18, 33, and 63). Furthermore, in most of the important
scale characters and pattern features affinis is intermediate between
any two of the forms adjacent to it.

The reasons for including affinis as a subspecies of sayi rather than

of catenifer are given above.

The probable relationships of affinis and the adjacent forms may
be expressed in the following diagram:

catenifer

\
\
\

deserticola

/ I
annectens affinis

(northern)

vertebralis< affinis >sayi

(southern)

deppei

Table 11 lists the specimens of this form that have been examined.
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PITUOPHIS CATENIFER CATENIFER (Blainville)

Coluber catenifer Blainville, Nouv, Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, vol. 4, p. 290,

pi. 26, figs. 2, 2a, 2b, 1835 (type in Paris Museum; type locality, California).

—

BouLENGER, Catalogue of snakes in the British Museum, vol. 2, p. 67, 1894

(part)

.

Pituophis catenifer Baird and Girard, Catalogue of North American reptiles, pt.

2 (Serpentes), p. 69, 1853.

—

Gunther, Catalogue of the colubrine snakes in

. . . the British Museum, p. 86, 1858.

—

Girard, U. S. Explor. Exped., vol.

20, p. 135, pi. 18, figs. 1-7, 1858.

—

Bocourt, Mission scientifique au Mexique

et dans I'Am^rique Centrale, Rept., pp. 666, 670, pi. 47, figs. 4, 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d,

1888.

—

Stejneger, North Amer. Fauna, No. 7, p. 206, 1893.

—

Van Den-
burgh, Occ. Pap. California Acad. Sci., No. 5, p. 195, 1897; Proc. Amer.

Phil. Soc, vol. 37, p. 139, 1898.—McLain, Critical notes, p. 11, 1899.—

Grinnell and Grinnell, Throop Inst. Bull., No. 35, sci. ser., No. 1, p. 46,

fig. 20, 1907.—DiTMARS, The reptile book, p. 320, 1907 (part).

—

Grinnell,

Univ. California Publ. Zool., vol. 5, No. 1, p. 165, pi. 20, 1908.—Ditmars,
Zoologica, vol. 1, No. 11, p. 234, fig. 91, 1912.

—

Van Denburgh, Proc. Cali-

fornia Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 3, pp. 149, 150, 1912; p. 158, 1912 (part).—Van
Denburgh and Slevin, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 4, pp. 133, 136,

138, 141, 1914.—RtJTHLiNG, Copeia, No, 15, p. 4, 1915; No. 19, p. 10, 1915.—

Storer, Copeia, No. 35, p. 74, 1916.

—

Ruthling, Lorquinia, vol. 1, No. 1,

p. 6, 1916; Copeia, No. 37, p. 91, 1916.

—

Pratt, Manual of the vertebrates of

the United States, pp. 219-220, 1923.

Pityophis catenifer Baird and Girard, U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. and Surv., vol. 6,

pt. 4, No. 4, p. 11, 1859.

—

Hallowell, U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. and Surv., vol.

10, pt. 4, No. 1, p. 24, 1859.—Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 1, p. 39, 1875

(part).

—

Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 8, No. 3, p. 52, 1883 (part).

—

Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadephia, 1883, p. 29.

—

Garman, Bull. Essex

Inst., vol. 16, p. 27, 1884 (part).

—

Townsend, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

10, p. 239, 1887.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 14, p. 641, 1892. (part);

Amer. Nat., vol. 30, p. 1018, 1896 (part); Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p.

876, 1900 (part).

—

Johnson, Trans. Wisconsin Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 13,

p. 526, 1901.

Pituophis melanoleucus var. catenifer Jan, Elenco sistematico degli Ofidi, p. 59,

1863; Iconographie g^nerale des ophidiens, livr. 22, pi. 1, fig. 1, 1867.

Pityophis catenifer catenifer Brown, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1901, p.

53 (part).

Pituophis catenifer catenifer Dice, Univ. California Publ. Zool., vol. 16, No. 17,

pp. 303, 307, 310, 1916.

—

Grinnell and Camp, Univ. California Publ. Zool.,

vol. 17, No. 10, p. 193, 1917 (part).

—

Stejneger and Barbour, Checklist of

North American amphibians and reptiles, p. 85, 1917 (part).

—

Van Den-
burgh and Slevin, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 9, No. 6, p. 211,

pi. 11, pi. 12, fig. 1, 1919.

—

Cowles, Journ. Ent. Zool., Pomona College, vol.

12, No. 3, p. 66, 1920.

—

Van Denburgh, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4,

vol. 10, p. 13, 1920; Occ. Pap. California Acad. Sci., No. 10, vol. 2, p. 707, pi.

74, 1922.

—

Stejneger and Barbour, Checklist of North American amphib-

ians and reptiles, ed. 2, p. 95, 1923.

—

Blanchard, Pap. Michigan Acad. Sci.

Arts Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 16, 1924.

—

Burt and Burt, Journ. Washington

Acad. Sci., vol. 19, No. 20, p. 456, 1929.—Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ.

Michigan, No. 250, p. 4, 1932.

Pityophis Heermanni Hallowell, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1853, p. 236

(no type known; type locality, Cosumnes River, Calif.).
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Pituophis catenifer heermanni Van Denburgh, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4,

vol. 10, p. 16, 1920; Occ. Pap. California Acad. Sci., No. 10, vol. 2, p. 715, pi.

5, 1922.

—

Stejnegbr and Barbour, Checklist North American amphibians

and reptiles, ed. 2, p. 95, 1923.—Fisher, Copeia, No. 137, p. 108, 1924.—

Blanchard, Pap. Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 17, 1924.—

Btjrt and Burt, Journ. Washington Acad. Sci., vol. 19, No. 20, p. 456, 1929.

Pituophis Wilkesii Baird and Girard, Catalogue of North American reptiles, pt.

1 (Serpentes), p. 71, 1853 (type, U.S.N.M. No. 5471; type locality, Puget

Sound, Oreg.).—Girard, U. S. Expl. Exped., vol. 20, p. 137, pi. 9, figs. 1-7,

1858.—Cooper, U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. and Surv., vol. 12, pt. 3, No. 4, p. 300,

1860.

Petuophis wilkesii Lord, The naturalist in Vancouver Island and British Columbia,

vol. 2, app., p. 307, 1866.

Pituophis Wilksei Wright, Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 36, No. 7, p. 97, 1878.

Pityophis vertebralis Hallowell, U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. and Surv., vol. 10, pt. 4,

No. 1, p. 24, 1859.

Pityophis sayi hellona Yarrow and Henshaw, Rep. Chief Eng. for 1878, Surv.

West 100th Merid., vol. 3, app. NN, p. 1634, 1878 (part).—Yarrow, U. S.

Nat. Mus. Bull. 24, pp. 16, 106, 1883 (part).—Townsend, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., vol. 10, p. 239, 1887.—Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1893,

p. 182.

Pityophis mexicanus bellona Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1883, p. 21.

Pityophis sayi sayi Yarrow, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 24, pp. 16, 105, 1883 (part).

Coluber melanoleucus, Boulenger, Catalogue of snakes in the British Museum,

vol. 2, p. 68, 1894 (part).

Original description.—B\sim\'Ale (1835, p. 290) describes this form

as "La Couleuvre porte-chaine" or "Coluber catenifer" as follows:

Corps fort along^, assez gros, cylindrique, tete petite, peu distincte, et colubri-

forme; queue proportionellement fort courte, conique et tres-aigue.

Bouche m6diocre; anus fort recul6.

Narines lat6rales, petites, entre les deux scutelles nasales, au point de contact

et de jonction avec la scutelle frontale ant6rieure.

Yeux m^diocres.

Scutelles c^phaliques:—4 frontales, 1-4 oculaires, 2 lor^ales.

Scutelles abdominales fort larges, et uniseri6es sous le corps, biseri^es sous la

queue.

ficailles ovales, along6es, foliac^es, car6n6es, assez grandes, et s'accroissant de

la ligne m^diodorsale aux flancs.

Couleur g^n^rale d'un gris jaunStre, avec une suite de taches noires, formant

une chalne serr6e dans toute la longueur du dos, et une autre s4rie plus petite

sur chaque flanc.

Longueur totale: 1° 08, dont 0™ 15 pour la queue.

Observ. Cette belle esp6ce de couleuvre, remarquable par I'ordre dans lequel

les taches noires du dos se disposent de maniere k ressembler k une chaine k

anneaux serr^s, et par une s6rie de taches separees sur chaque flanc, offre aussi une

disposition toute particulifere dans les scutelles oculaires.

Systematic notes.—The description of "heermanni" by Hallowell

(1853a, p. 236) gives no character that distinguishes the form from

typical catenifer. Although the name was revived by Van Denburgh

(1920, pp. 4, 12, and 16) to apply to specimens of catenijer from "the

Klamath region, Oregon, and m California, Modoc County, the
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Sacramento Valley, the northern part of the San Joaquin Valley, and

the western slope of the Sierra Nevada," the only character he gives

to distinguish the form from c. catenifer is the lower average number

of dorsal spots. The ranges of variation in the number of spots in

the two forms as given by Van Denburgh show a wide overlap, how-

ever, and the difference in the averages for the two groups of speci-

mens is well within the possible range of geographic variation within

a single subspecies and should imdoubtedly be accepted as such.

Thus, heermanni must again be considered a synonym of c. catenifer.

Diagnosis.—This form may be separated readily from the three

forms of the deppei group by the presence of four, rather than two,

prefrontals, and the entrance into the eye of a single supralabial on

each side, instead of two. From all the subspecies of melanoleucus

and the two subspecies of sayi, catenijer may be separated by the

shorter rostral, which is never longer than broad, as it is in all the

other forms under consideration; catenifer may be distinguished from

affinis also by the pattern, since in catenifer the spots vary in number

from 58 to 125 (average 87.3), are quadrangular or bar-shaped but

never saddle-shaped, and are never reddish in color, and in affinis the

spots vary in number from 43 to 86 (average 59.5), and the posterior

ones at least are usually saddle-shaped and reddish in color. From

vertebralis this form may be distmguished by the lower number of

ventrals (206 to 234 in catenifer as opposed to 237 to 262 in vertebralis)

and by the coloration. In vertebralis the dorsal spots are black or

reddish brown anteriorly, reddish brown in the middle of the body,

and black posteriorly and on the tail, and are always more or less

saddle-shaped; in catenifer the spots are more or less uniformly brown,

grayish brown, or black throughout, and are never saddle-shaped.

From deserticola, catenifer may be distinguished by the lower number

of ventral scutes. Thus, in catenifer, while the number varies from

206 to 234, the number is generally less than 228, the average number

being 220; in deserticola, while the number varies from 214 to 259,

the number is rarely less than 228, the average being 236. Further-

more, in deserticola the light scales of the interspaces between the

dorsal spots and of the sides generally bear each a small central black

spot, on at least the anterior part of the body, while such spots are

generally lacking in catenifer. From annectens, catenifer may be

separated by the lower number of ventrals and caudals or the lower

number of dorsal spots on body and tail. In annectens the sum of

ventrals and caudals is rarely less than 300, and the number of dorsal

spots is rarely less than 90, while in catenifer the number of dorsal

spots is generally less than 90, and the sum of ventrals and caudals

rarely exceeds 300.

Description.—The body is rather slender and the snout is blunt and

almost square. The tail forms 0.122 to 0.185 (average 0.153) of the
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total length. The longest specimen examined measured 1,630 mm. in

length.

The dorsal scale formula varies from 27-29-21 to 31-37-27. The

number of scale rows at the neck is 25 to 33, usually 29 ; the maximum
number of rows in the middle of the body 29 to 37, most often 31 ; the

minimum number anterior to the vent 21 to 27, usually 23. The

remaining scutellation is as follows: Ventrals 206 to 234 (average

220.3); caudals 54 to 80 (average 66.4); supralabials usually 8, fre-

quently 9, occasionally 7 or 10, with the fourth usually, fifth occasion-

ally, sixth or none rarely, entering the orbit; infralabials 10 to 14,

usually 12 or 13; preoculars 1 to 3, uually 2; postoculars 2 to 6, most

often 3; loreal usually present, occasionally divided to form two or

even three small scales; azygos present occasionally between frontal

and prefrontals, rarely between prefrontals and preocular on either

side ; rostral low and broad, at least as broad as long, and penetrating

from one-third of to aU the distance between the internasals; frontal

never divided.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 16 to 19, decreasing

slightly in size posteriorly; maxillary teeth 14 to 17, decreasing slightly

in size posteriorly
;
palatines 7 to 11, slightly smaller than the mandibu-

lar and maxillary teeth
;
pterygoids 7 to 14, decreasing slightly in size

posteriorly, sUghtly smaller than the palatines.

The dorsum bears a series of median, brown, grayish-brown, or

black spots, which are quadrangular or bar-shaped, and number 44 to

94 (average 66) on the body and 12 to 31 (average 21.1) on the tail.

Each spot is 1 to 5 scales long and 7 to 1 1 scales wide, and the inter-

spaces between the spots are 1 to 3 scales long. Frequently the spots

are partly or completely outlined narrowly with black. There are

three series of smaller dark spots on either side, which alternate with

one another and with the dorsal series. The spots of the uppermost

lateral series are darkest and largest and are frequently outhned with

black. The lowest series has the smallest and palest spots. The median

lateral series frequently has the scales between the spots slightly darker

than the surrounding ground color, forming a more or less continuous

pale-brown stripe dotted at regular intervals with the spots of the series.

The ground color of the dorsum is yellowish white or pale brown ; of

the belly, white. The belly bears a series of lateral spots on either side,

each K to 1 scute in length and separated by 1 to 4 scutes, or rarely

occurring on several successive scutes. The belly may be immaculate

between the lateral series of spots or irregularly spotted for part or all

of its length. The top of the head is pale brown, more or less dappled

with darker brown, and usually bears a transverse band of dark brown

between the eyes, on the anterior part of the supraoculars and frontal,

and the posterior part of the prefrontals. Dark streaks occasionally

mark the sutures between the supralabials and between the infra-

labials. The throat is white. (Fig. 64, h.)
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Variation.—Some geographic variation seems to exist, as may be

illustrated by the accompanying graphs. On all the graphs region 1

represents Santa Cruz Island, which is graphed as a separate unit,

since an island fauna obviously cannot be inserted at any given point

in a continuous series of mainland specimens arranged geographically.

In the graphs representing the variation in scale characters and in

proportionate tail length the numbers 2 to 10 refer to regions in a con-

tinuous series from south to north as follows:

Region 2. San Diego and Los Angeles Counties, Calif.

3. Kern and San Luis Obispo Counties, Calif.

4. Tulare, Kings, Fresno, San Benito, and Monterey Counties, Calif.

5. Santa Cruz, San Mateo, San Francisco, Santa Clara, Merced, Madera,

Mariposa, Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Alameda, and Contra Costa

Counties, Calif.

6. Marin, Sonoma, Napa, Solano, Eldorado, and Placer Counties, Calif.

7. Yolo, Sutter, Butte, Glenn, Lake, Mendocino, and Tehama Counties

and the southern parts of Trinity and Humboldt Counties, Calif.

8. The northern part of Humboldt County, and Shasta, Modoc, Siskiyou,

and Del Norte Counties, Calif.

9. Oregon.

10. Washington.

In the graphs illustrating the variation in the numbers of spots these

regions have been further subdivided so as to separate the specimens

of the coastal strip of California from those of the inland counties. The
regions represented are as follows:

Region 2. San Diego and Los Angeles Counties, Calif.

3. Kern and San Luis Obispo Counties, Calif.

4. San Benito and Monterey Counties, Calif.

5. Tulare, Kings, Fresno, Merced, Madera, Mariposa, Stanislaus, and
eastern San Joaquin Counties, Calif.

6. Santa Cruz, San Mateo, San Francisco, Santa Clara, Alameda, Contra

Costa, and western San Joaquin Counties, Calif.

7. Eldorado and Placer Counties, Calif.

8. Marin, Solano, Napa, and Sonoma Counties, Calif.

9. Yolo, Sutter, Butte, and Tehama Counties, Calif.

10. Glenn, Lake, Mendocino, Trinity, and Humboldt Counties, Calif.

11. Shasta, Modoc, Siskiyou, and Del Norte Counties, Calif.

12. Oregon.

13. Washington.

In range of variation the number of scale rows is remarkably con-

stant throughout the geographic range of the form, but in the average

number there is an evident decrease from south to north (fig. 65).

The numbers of ventrals and caudals (figs. 66 and 67) also remain

remarkably constant throughout the range, except that there is a

marked decrease in the number of caudals in the Oregon and partic-

ularly the Washington specimens and that the number of ventrals

in the Santa Cruz Island specimens is noticeably low. The latter

variation, however, may not represent the true condition of the island
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fauna, since only four specimens are considered, and the range of varia-

tion is well within the extremes for the subspecies as a whole. A
general tendency toward decrease in the sum of ventrals and caudals

from south to north is observable. The numbers of oculars and labials

are also very constant throughout the wide range of this form, and the
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31-35-25

31-33-25
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FiGUEE 65.—Geographic variation iu number of scale rows in Pituophis catenifer catenijer.

only variation of any apparent significance is a slight general decrease

in the number of infralabials from south to north (fig. 6S). The
proportionate tail length shows no variation that seems to be of

geographic significance (fig. 69).

4
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Specimens from the coastal counties of central and northern Cali-

fornia show in general a higher number of dorsal spots on both body
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The sexual variation observable in this form may be summarized

as follows: Dorsal scale formula varies from 27-29-21 to 31-35-25 in

males, from 27-29-21 to 31-37-27 in females; ventrals 206 to 231
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average 66.6 in males, 65.4 in females; tail spots average 22.1 in males,

19.9 in females.

Two specimens, one from Fort Tejon, Kern County, Calif., and the

other from Puget Sound, Wash., vary from the normal in the presence

of only two prefrontals instead of four.

A specimen of catenifer with two heads, from Los Gatos, Santa
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FiGUEE 70.—Geographic variation in number of dorsal spots on the body in Pituophis catenifer catenifer.

Clara County, Calif., is described by Wright (1878, p. 97) and later

by Johnson (1901, p. 526). Wright says:

This two-headed one is 22 inches long, of uncertain age, but perhaps only a few

months old, since full-grown ones attain a length of from six to seven feet. Its

ground color is a dingy, yellowish-white, with a dorsal row of chestnut brown spots,

nearly square and 75 in number, from the point where the two necks separate,

extending its full length. On each side are two lateral rows of smaller spots of
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similar form and color. It has on each head the two sets of occipital plates, which

help to distinguish its species, and one set of three of nearly equal size, in a row

between the eyes. There are two additional dorsal spots on each neck above the

point of division. From the point where the crotch formed by the two necks

begins, to the tip of each snout, is about an inch and a half. The two heads and

necks are entirely separated for nearly an inch. Both heads and necks appear

perfect and entirely symmetrical in every way. Each head has two eyes, equally

large and full. It can shoot out each forked tongue together or one by one. The

two perfect mouths open into one throat. Each neck is equally flexible and the

movement of each head is perfectly natural and easy. The two heads can be

placed closely side by side, or one above the other and even crossed or spread

widely apart at will. . . .

Each seems to have equal power, and to be alike subject to separate control

and motion. It eats and drinks equally well with either mouth. . . .

Of the same specimen Johnson says: "The angle presented by the

frontal planes of the two heads is about 115°, that between the
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red is present, and on the tail where a normal specimen is black, only pale bluish

or uncolored areas are to be seen. The iris and tongue which are normally dark

shared in the loss and were of a light pinkish cast. Evidently the factor controlling

the formation and deposition of black pigment failed of operation throughout the

entire body.

Accompanying this abnormality in coloration there were irregularities in scale

pattern, especially on the head, which suggests that whatever cause operated to

prevent the formation of black pigment also may have some effect on scale

formation. Several of the head scales are of quite different shape than those

found on a normal specimen, and some show suggestions of divisions which were

not completed.

Range.—This form ranges from San Diego County, Calif., to Wash-

ington, and one specimen has been taken in Vernon, British Colmnbia.

It occurs also on Santa Cruz Island, off the coast of California. It is

found as far east in California as Kernville, Kern County; in the

southern part of the range as Eldorado and Placer Counties farther

north; and as the Warner Mountains in the northeasternmost part of

Modoc County. In Oregon it is found as far east as Summer Lake,

Lake County, in the southern part, and as Heppner, Morrow County,

in the northern part. In Washington it is found west and north of

the Columbia River. In the eastern parts of Oregon and Washington

it is replaced by deserticola.

Specimens have been examined from the following locaUties:

California: Alameda County, Alameda, Berkeley, Leona Heights, near Sunol;

Butte County, Gridley, Chico; Contra Costa County, Walnut Creek, Mount
Diablo, San Pablo Valley, Antioch; Del Norte County, Indian Creek; Eldorado

County, Fyffe, Riverton; Fresno County, Fowler, Clovis; Glenn County,Winslow

(west of Fruto); Humboldt County, Garberville, Humboldt Bay; Kern County,

Mount Pinos, Fort Tejon, Kernville, Buttonwillow, Delano, Tehachapi

Mountains; Kings County, Tulare Lake; Lake County, Kelseyville, Lower

Lake, Middletown; Los Angeles County, Los Angeles, Pasadena, Hollywood,

Sierra Madre, Charter Oak; Madera County, Madera, Raymond; Marin

County, Sausalito, Fort Barry, between Mill Valley and Muir Woods, San

Anselmo, Manzanita Station, Mailliard, Inverness, Point Reyes, Nicasio,

Lagunitas; Mariposa County, near Kinsley, Pleasant Valley, Coulterville;

Mendocino County, Cahto, Willits, Hopland; Merced County, Merced, Los

Banos, Snelling; Modoc County, Goose Lake, between Alturas and Davis

Creek, Sugar Hill, Dry Creek in Warner Mountains, Canby; Monterey

County, Monterey, Carmel, Bradley, Welby, San Lucas, Coburn, Metz;

Napa County, 2 miles southwest of Napa, Calistoga; Placer County, Lander

(near Colfax); San Benito County, HoUister, San Juan, Carmel Valley; San

Diego County, Oakzanita; San Francisco County, San Francisco; San Joaquin

County, Tracy, Stockton ;»San Luis Obispo County, 7 miles southeast of Simm-

ler, Shandon, Creston, Pismo, Edna, Pozo, San Juan River; San Mateo

County, Redwood City, Woodside, Millbrae, Menlo Park, Pescadero; (Santa

Barbara County, Santa Cruz Island; Santa Clara County, Stanford University,

Palo Alto, Los Gatos, Sunnyvale, Coyote, Coyote Creek, San Jose, Alma,

Alum Rock Park; Santa Cruz County, Corralitos, Soquel; Shasta County,

Baird; Siskiyou County, Fort Jones, Callahan, Fort Crook; Solano County,

Montezuma; Sonoma County, Guerneville, Duncans Mills, Monte Rio,

Petaluma; Stanislaus County, Modesto; Sutter County, west of West Butte;
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Tehama County, Red Bluff; Trinity County, YoUa BoUy Mountain; Tulare

County, Rose Station; Ventura County, Lockwood Valley near Tejon Pass;

Yolo County, Grant Island west of Knights Landing. The following addi-

tional California records could not be discovered in any available atlas: Pine

Hill Junction, Fort Lyon, and source of the Salinas River.

Oregon: Douglas County, Camas Mountains, Roseburg; Gilliam County, Willows;

Lake County, Summer Lake; Morrow County, Heppner; Multnomah County;

Wasco County, The Dalles, Sherars Bridge; Columbia River.

Washington: Chelan County, Meadow Creek; Okanogan County, Omak Lake;

Pierce County, Fort Steilacoom; Yakima County, Wenas Creek; Paget Sound.

British Columbia: Yale, Vernon.

The following additional records for the form have been published:

California: Alameda County, Hayward (Van Denburgh, 1897, p. 198; Van

Denburgh and Slevin, 1919, p. 212; Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 13; Van Den-

burgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 711); Butte County, between Live Oak and Gridley

(Van Denburgh and Slevin, 1919, p. 213; Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 16; Van

Denburgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 717) ; Fresno County, Pitman Creek (Van Denburgh

1897, p. 196); Marin County, Buddha Canyon (Van Denburgh and Slevin,

1919, p. 212; Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 13; Van Denburgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 711)

;

Sacramento County, 4 miles southeast of Folsom (Burt and Burt, 1929b, p.

456) ; San Joaquin County, Consumnes River [east of Stockton] (Hallowell,

1859, p. 15); Shasta County, McCloud River (Townsend, 1887, p. 239; Van

Denburgh, 1897, p. 198; Van Denburgh and Slevin, 1919, p. 213; Van Den-

burgh, 1920, p. 16; Van Denburgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 717) ; Siskiyou County,

Mount Shasta (Townsend, 1887, p. 239; Van Denburgh, 1897, p. 198; Van

Denburgh and Slevin, 1919, p. 213; Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 16; Van Den-

burgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 717); Tehama County, Tehama (Van Denburgh and

Slevin, 1919, p. 213; Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 16; Van Denburgh, 1922, vol.

2, p. 717).

Oregon: Klamath County, Klamath Falls (Van Denburgh and Slevin, 1919, p. 213;

Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 16; Van Denburgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 717); "Willmette

Valley" (Baird, 1859b, p. 11; probably properly Williamette Valley) ; "Foot of

the Galton Mts." (Lord, 1866, vol. 2, p. 307).

Washington: Stevens County, Colville (Lord, 1866, vol. 2, 307; Van Denburgh

and Slevin, 1919, p. 213; Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 16; Van Denburgh, 1922,

vol. 2, p. 717) ; Whatcom County, Sumas (Lord, 1866, vol. 2, p. 307) ; Yakima

County, Yakima VaUey (Cooper, 1860, p. 300).

Habits and habitat.—More has been recorded of the habits of this

snake than of those of most of the forms of Pituophis, but in consider-

ation of its great abimdance in California it is surprising that so little

is actually known.

Hallowell (1853, p. 236; 1859, p. 15) says the type specimen of

"heermanni" "came from the mines, in the vicinity of the Consumnes

river; one specimen was found under a log, and Dr. Heermann found

several basking in the sun, during the middle of the day, on the banks

of streams, in sandy and gravelly places."

Girard says of the genus (1858, p. 134), with special reference to

catenifer: "They are of terrestrial habits. Quite timid in spite of their

great size."
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Cooper (1860, p. 300) gives the following note: "This large snake. . .

is . . . quite harmless, and must destroy a great many mice, gophers,

and other vermin. ... It is . . . mostly confined to the open

country."

The following note is given by Lord (1866, vol. 2, p. 307): "In the

spring it keeps on the grassy prairie land, but in the hot weather

retires to the shores of lakes and ponds, or the margins of streams, and

spends much of its time in the water."

Van Denburgh gives several notes on this form. In an early paper

(1897, p. 198) he says: "Its food so far as known, consists of smaU
mammals, of which gophers are said to form a large part." A de-

scription is given elsewhere (1898, p. 139) of 19 eggs laid by a female in

captivity on July 14 and 15. In a later paper (1922, p. 712), the

following notes on feeding habits are given: "Young birds also are

sometimes eaten. On one occasion a half-grown snake of this kind

was found in an aviary where domestic canaries were breeding. . . .

When I opened it I found three nearly fledged young canaries,"

Ditmars (1907, p. 321) says of catenifer: "This snake is of a less

vicious disposition than the other species. When greatly disturbed it

hisses loudly and vibrates the tail."

Grinnell (1907, p. 46) stresses the value of this form to farmers in

destroying pocket gophers and squirrels, and advocates protecting

and encouraging it. Of its hibernation, he says: "The gopher snake

liides away during the \vinter months in rock-piles, and possibly in

holes in the ground." The same author (1908, p. 165) describes the

death of an individual from "sunstroke due to violent exercise in the

hot sun" where it was kept in an attempt to photograph it. The
specimen was found at 6,200 feet elevation. Another was seen at

"about 4,300 feet altitude" in Mountain Home Canyon "climbing

among the lower branches of a scrubby golden oak a yard or more
above the ground."

Storer (1916, p. 75) gives a detailed account of the molting process

in the albino specimen mentioned above.

Grinnell and Camp (1917, p. 193) give the range of catenifer in

California as "the whole length of the state west of the desert divides,

but chiefly east of the coast redwood belt. . . . Occupies Lower and

Upper Sonoran and Transition life-zones. Shows no particular re-

strictions as regarding habitat, though certainly not aquatic."

Fisher (1924, p. 108) gives an account of the breeding of catenifer

in captivity which may be briefly quoted as follows:

Copulation was first noted on the night of April 21. In the morning of April 22

it was again observed. ... It was noted to continue between 9:30 A. M. and

12:05 P. M. . . . On April 28 another female gopher snake was put in the cage,

and the following day copulation with the original male took place. . . . The
first female and male were brought to Berkeley June 21 and put in a large cage.
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.... While kept in the laboratory, copulation was attempted several times.

. . . Although there were two other gopher snakes of about the same size in the

cage with this pair, there were no signs of friendship toward them by either of

the mated pair in question. The male and the female stayed in the same part

of the cage and seldom mingled with the other snakes, though there were no

hostile actions. ... On August 7, five eggs were found in the cage in the corner

with the female, and the next day five more were laid. . . . They . . . were

found scattered about the corner of the cage occupied by the female. There was

no noticeable attempt on the part of the female to protect, or maintain contact

with, the eggs. On August 9, I opened one of the eggs and found an embryo

within, well started in development. Embryonic development had evidently

begun some time previous to the laying of the eggs. [An attempt to hatch the

eggs was unsuccessful.]

Affinities.—The closest aflBnities of catenijer catenifer arc undoubt-

edly with the forms c. deserticola and c. annedens. Although in the

number of dorsal spots there is a continuous increase from deserticola

to catenifer to annedens, most of the scale coimts show a decrease from

deserticola to catenifer but not to annedens. This seems to indicate

that both catenifer and annectens are derived directly from deserticola

and exhibit different evolutionary tendencies in scale variation, but a

similar tendency in pattern variation, which is, however, further

developed in annectens than in catenifer. The probable relationships

of these forms have been expressed by the diagram on page 133.

Table 12 lists the specimens of this form that have been examined.

136423—40 11
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PITUOPHIS CATEPaFER DESERTICOLA Stejneger

Pituophis catenifer deserticola Stejneger, North Amer. Fauna, No. 7, p. 206,

1893 (type, U.S.N.M. No. 18070; type locality, Beaverdam Mountains,

Utah).

—

Van Denburgh, Occ. Pap. California Acad. Sci., No. 5, p. 198,

1897.—RuTHVEN, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 23, p. 584, 1907 (part).—

Taylor, Univ. Cahfornia Publ. Zool., vol. 7, No. 10, p. 354, 1912.—Ruthven
and Gaige, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 8, p. 31, 1915.

—

Van
Denburgh and Slevin, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 5, p. 107,

1915.—Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 48, p. 427, 1915.—Grin-
nell and Camp, Univ. California Publ. Zool., vol. 17, No. 10, p. 193, 1917.

—

Stejneger and Barbour, Checklist of North American amphibians and
reptiles, p. 86, 1917.

—

Pack, Copeia, No. 68, p. 16, 1919.

—

Van Denburgh,
Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 10, p. 19, 1920.

—

Blanchard, Copeia,

No. 90, p. 5, 1921.

—

Stephens, Trans. San Diego Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 3,

No. 4, p. 64, 1921.

—

Van Denburgh and Slevin, Proc. California Acad.

Sci., ser. 4, vol. 11, p. 37, 1921.

—

Nelson, Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci., vol. 16,

No. 1, p. 115, 1922.

—

Van Denburgh, Occ. Pap. California Acad. Sci., No.

10, vol. 2, p. 725, 1922.

—

Stejneger and Barbour, Checklist of North

American amphibians and reptiles, ed. 2, p. 95, 1923.

—

Blanchard, Pap.

Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 17, fig. 28, 1924.

—

Tanner,
Copeia, No. 166, p. 27, 1928.—Klauber, Bull. San Diego Zool. Soc, No. 4,

p. 7, 1928.

—

Burt and Burt, Journ. Washington Acad. Sci., vol. 19, No. 20,

p. 456, 1929.—Klauber, Bull. San Diego Zool. Soc, No. 8, pp. 3, 9, 16, 17,

18, 23, 33, 35, 44, 45, 70, 77, 78, 79, 81, 81, fig. 2, 1931.—Stull, Occ. Pap.

Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 250, p. 5, 1932.

—

Ruthven, Occ. Pap.

Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 243, p. 4, 1932.

—

Klauber, Copeia, No. 3,

p. 125, 1932; Bull. San Diego Zool. Soc, No. 11, p. 17, 1934.—Mosauer,
Ecology, vol. 16, No. 1, p. 22, 1935.

Pituophis bellona Cooper, Proc. California Acad. Sci., vol. 4, p. 66, 1870.

—

Bo-

court, Mission scientifique au Mexique et dans I'Am^rique Centrale,

Rept., p. 666, pi. 47, figs. 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, 1888.

Pilyophis bellona Cope, Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr, for 1871, p. 468, 1872.

Pityophis sayi var. bellona Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 1, p. 39, 1875 (part).

Pilyophis sayi bellona Yarrow, Rep. Expl. Surv. West 100th Merid., vol. 5, p. 540,

1875 (part).

—

Yarrow and Henshaw, Rep. Chief Eng. for 1878, Surv.

West 100th Merid., pt. 3, app. N N, p. 1634, 1878 (part) .—Yarrow,
U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 24, pp. 16, 106, 1883 (part) .—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., vol. 14, p. 641, 1892 (part); Amer. Nat., vol. 30, p. 1015, 1896 (part);

Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 872, 1900 (part).

Pityophis catenifer bellona Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., vol. 16, p. 27, 1884.

—

Brown,
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1901, p. 54 (part).

Pityophis catenifer Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1883, p. 18.

—

Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., vol. 16, p. 27, 1884 (part).—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., vol. 14, p. 641, 1892 (part); Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 876, 1900

(part)

.

Pituophis catenifer Stejneger, North Amer. Fauna, No. 5, p. 110, 1891.

—

Van
Denburgh, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 3, p. 158, 1912 (part).

—

Pratt, Manual of the vertebrates of the United States, pp. 219-220, 1923

(part)

.

Coluber catenifer Boulenger, Catalogue of snakes in the British Museum, vol. 2,

p. 67, 1894 (part).

Pityophis sayi sayi Yarrow, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 24, pp. 16, 105, 1883 (part).

Pituophis catenifer sayi Ruthven, BuU. Amer. Geogr. Soc, vol. 47, pp. 950, 952,

1915.
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Pituophis catenifer stejnegeri Van Denburgh, Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4,

vol. 10, p. 21, 1920 (type, C.A.S. No. 14203; type locality. Fort Douglas,

Salt Lake County, Utah).

—

Van Denburgh and Slevin, Proc. California

Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 11, p. 45, 1921.—Van Denburgh, Occ. Pap. California

Acad. Sci., No. 10, vol. 2, p. 729, pi. 77, 1922.

—

Stejneger and Barbour,
Checklist of North American amphibians and reptiles, ed. 2, p. 95, 1923.

—

Blanchard, Pap. Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 17, 1924.

—

Tanner, Copeia, No. 163, p. 57, 1927.

—

Woodbury, Copeia, No. 166,

p. 20, 1928.

Original description.—This form is described by Stejneger (1893,

p. 206) as follows:

By this name I propose to designate the form usually called P. bellona or P.

sayi bellona, as there can be no doubt that Baird's and Girard's original Churchillia

bellona, which came from Presidio del Norte, Chihuahua, Mexico, was a typical

P. sayi. The type appears now to be lost, but I have before me a specimen from
the identical locality (U.S.N.M. No. 1543) with a most pronouncedly narrow

rostral and agreeing with P. sayi in all other respects also. Of all the later names
applied to various forms or individuals of the present species none seem to have
been based upon the richly colored form from the Great Basin and the south-

western deserts, which agrees with true P. catenifer in having a broad and low

rostral. That Baird and Girard later referred specimens of this form to P. bellona

can not, of course, justify the shifting of this name to another type.

As a general rule this form has a more pronounced carination of the scales, and
a less number of smooth scales on the sides, but this character can not be relied

upon at all, and whether a specimen shaU be referred to either typical P. catenifer

or to this desert form must be decided upon the totality of the characters, as a

reliance upon the carination leads to very erroneous results.

(This subspecies, according to Mr. Stejneger, is the form inhabiting the Great

Basin, while . . . typical P. catenifer is restricted to the coastal slope of California.

On the east side of Pahrump Valley, Nevada, one of these snakes, measuring

5 feet in length, was killed April 29, among the tree yuccas along the upper edge

of the Larrea belt, at an altitude of 1,340 meters (4,400 feet.). Another was
obtained on the east slope of the Beaverdam Mts., in southwestern Utah,' May 11.

In California, specimens were obtained at Lone Pine and Haway Meadows
in Owens Valley, and in the Panamint and Argus Mts.—C. Hart Merriam.)

Systematic notes.—Van Denburgh in 1920 (p. 21) separated the

Utah specimens of the desert subspecies of catenifer, c. deserticola,

from those of the rest of the range, calling the Utah specimens catenifer

stejnegeri. To distinguish the two forms he gives the sum of the scale

rows and of preoculars on both sides of the head rarely exceeding 33

in stejnegeri and usually exceeding 33 in deserticola. The examination

of larger series of specimens, however, shows that this character is

not valid, since a large number of Utah specimens have 31 or 33 scale

rows, and two preoculars on each side, while, on the other hand,

many specimens from other parts of the range have only 29 scale

rows and frequently a single preocular on each side. The name
stejnegeri must therefore be considered a synonym of deserticola.

> This specimen, U.S.N.M. No. 18070, was designated the type.
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Diagnosis.—From the forms of the deppei group deserticola may be

readily separated by the presence of four, rather than two, prefrontals

and the entrance mto the orbit of a single supraocular on either side,

instead of one. The shape of the rostral distinguishes it from all

the subspecies of melanoleucus, which have the rostral at least twice

as long as broad, and from the two species of sayi, s. sayi with the

rostral nearly twice as long as broad and s. affinis with the rostral

always slightly longer than broad. In deserticola the rostral is rarely

longer than broad and never more than slightly so. From affinis it

may be further distinguished by the coloration, since in the latter

form the dorsal spots are generally saddle-shaped and reddish in

color, at least posteriorly, while in deserticola the spots are never

saddle-shaped or reddish. In addition, in deserticola the light scales

of interspaces and sides frequently each bear a small central black

spot, at least on the anterior part of the body, while such markings

are generally absent in affinis. From vertebralis, deserticola may be

separated by the pattern. Thus in vertebralis the dorsal spots are

black or reddish anteriorly, reddish in the middle of the body, and

black on the posterior part of the body and on the tail, and are more

or less saddle-shaped throughout, and the interspaces between the

spots are frequently orange. In deserticola the spots are more or less

uniform in color throughout, are never reddish or saddle-shaped, and

the interspaces are never orange. Furthermore the small black spots

on the light scales of interspaces and sides, which are usually charac-

teristic of deserticola, are lacking in vertebralis. These same markings

generally serve to distinguish deserticola from catenifer and annectens.

From catenijer, deserticola may be separated also by the higher num-
ber of ventral scutes. In deserticola the number varies from 214 to

259 but is generally more than 228, and the average number is 236; in

catenifer, although the number varies from 206 to 234, it is generally

less than 228, and the average number is 220. From annectens,

deserticola may be distinguished also by the lower number of spots,

which is rarely more than 90 in deserticola and rarely less than 90

in annectens. Furthermore, the sum of ventrals and caudals is

generally less than 300 in deserticola and rarely so in annectens.

Description.—The body is rather slender, and the snout is moder-

ately blunt. The tail length varies from 0.115 to 0.166 (average

0.140) of the total length. The longest specimen examined measured

1,750 mm. in length.

The dorsal scale formula varies from 27-29-19 to 33-35-23. The
number of rows at the neck is 27 to 33, oftenest 29; the maximum
number in the middle of the body 29 to 35, most commonly 31; the

minimum number anterior to the vent 19 to 25, usually 21 or 23.

The remaining scutellation is as follows: Ventrals 214 to 259 (aver-

age 235.9); caudals 54 to 71 (average 62.5); supralabials 8 to 10,
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oftenest 8, with the fourth, fifth, or none entermg the eye; infralabials

9 to 15, most commonly 12 or 13; preoculars 1 or 2; postoculars 2 to

6, usually 3 or 4; loreal usually present, occasionally spHt to form

two or even three small scales; one or more azygos plates present

between the prefrontal and preocular in about 25 percent of the speci-

mens examined and occasionally one present between the prefrontal

and preocular on either side, or between prefrontals and intemasal on

each side; rostral plate generally as broad as long but occasionally

very slightly longer than broad, penetrating from one-third to all the

distance between the internasals; frontal usually undivided but

rarely split for as much as one-third of its length.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 16 to 22, decreasing

slightly in size posteriorly ; maxillary teeth 14 to 17, decreasing slightly

in size posteriorly; palatines 9 to 11, sHghtly smaller than the man-

dibular and maxillary teeth; pterygoids 7 to 13, shghtly smaller than

the palatines, and decreasing slightly in size posteriorly.

The dorsum bears a series of median quadrangular spots, which are

black, dark brown, or grey-brown and number 43 to 74 (average 56.6)

on the body and 11 to 22 (average 16.2) on the tail. These spots are 2

to 6 scales each in length and 8 to 12 scales in width and are separated

by interspaces of 1 to 4 scales. There are two or three rows of smaller

spots on each side, of which the uppermost are the most distinct and

the largest. The lightest spots of both dorsal and lateral series are

more or less outlined in black. The Ught scales of the sides and inter-

spaces frequently bear each a small central black spot, at least on

the anterior part of the body. The ground color of both dorsum and

belly is a yellowish white. The belly bears a series of lateral spots

on each side, which are each 1 or 2 scutes in length and are separated

by 1 to 3 scutes. The middle of the belly may be immaculate or

irregularly spotted with small dark spots throughout or on the posterior

half only. The top of the head is grey or pale brown, more or less

mottled with black or dark brown. Dark streaks are commonly

present from the eye to the posterior angle of the jaw on either side,

and transversely across the top of the head, including the posterior

halves of the prefrontals, the anterior halves of frontal and supra-

oculars, the upper part of the preocular, and the supralabials lying

just below the eye. Dark streaks often mark the sutures between

the supralabials and the infralabials. The throat is white. (Fig. 64, a.)

Variation.—In the study of geographic variation the range of the

form has been divided into regions from south to north, which are

numbered along the abscissas of the accompanying graphs as follows:

Region 1. Imperial, Riverside, and San Bernardino Counties, Calif., and the

southern part of Clark County, Nev.

2. Kern, Fresno, Tulare, Inyo, and Mono Counties, Calif.; the northern

part of Clark County, Nev., and Washington County, Utah.
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3. Beaver, Millard, Juab, Uinta, and Grand Counties, Utah; Montrose
and Mesa Counties, Colo., and Esmeralda, Ormsby. Nve and
Washoe Counties, Nev.

4. Humboldt, Elko, and White Pine Counties, Nev.; and Salt Lake
Utah, and Weber Counties, Utah.

40 32 59 15 24

33-35-23

31-35-25

31-35-23

31-33-23

31-33-22

31-33-21

29-33-24
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Region No.

Figure 73.—Geographic variation in number of scale rows
in Pituophis catenifer deserticota.
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In both the extremes of variation and the average, the number of

ventrals shows a rather marked decrease from south to north (fig.

74). while the tail length shows a decided tendency to increase over
the same territory (fig. 77). The labials and oculars (fig. 76) remain ex-

tremely constant throughout the range of the form, exhibiting in each
case a very slight tendency toward decrease in number from south to

north. No evidence of geographic variation in the number of dorsal

spots seems to exist (fig. 78), and the averages for the different regions

considered lie between 54 and 59 for the body spots, and between 69
and 76 for the total number.

The observable sexual variation may be summarized as follows:

The scale rows average slightly higher in females than in males; ven-
trals vary from 217 to 249 (average 233.0) in males from 214 to 259
(average 238.3) in females; caudals 57 to 71 (average 65.4) in males,

54 to 67 (average 59.2) in females; supralabials, infralabials, and
preoculars average slightly higher in females than in males, while

postoculars are slightly higher on the average in males; body spots

average 57.7 in males, 55.4 in females; tail spots average 17.3 in males,

15.2 in females; tail length forms 0.129 to 0.166 (average 0.145) of the

total length in males, 0.115 to 0.159 (average 0.135) in females.

One specimen from Salt Lake City, Utah (A.N.S.P. No. 10387), is

abnormal m the presence of two frontals.

Range.—This snake ranges from the eastern desert regions of Cali-

fornia throughout the States of Utah and Nevada to western Colorado,

and north to Idaho and the western parts of Oregon and Washington.
Specimens have been examined from the following localities:

California: Fresno County, Dunlap, Mercey Hot Springs, Fresno; Imperial
County, Brawley; Inyo County, Coso Valley, Shoshone, Owens Valley, Lone
Pine, 10 miles south of Owens lake, Shepard Canyon in Argus Range, Sur-
prise Canyon in Panamint Mountains, Jackass Spring in Panamint Moun-
tains; Kern County, Wheeler Ridge, Isabella, Edison Station, 8 miles north-

east of Bakersfield, Walker Pass; Mono County, Benton; Riverside County,

Mecca, Palm Springs; San Bernardino County, Victorville, between Hinchley
and Barstow; San Luis Obispo County, Palo Prieta Canyon. Other California

specimens bore the labels "Lone WiUow Springs" and "Wild Rose Springs,"

localities that could not be found, and the indefinite record "Colorado River."
Nevada: Clark County, Virgin Valley, opposite Fort Mohave in southeast Nevada;

Elko County, Carlin; Esmeralda County, Palmetto Mountains; Humboldt
County; Big Creek in Pine Forest Mountains, Thousand Creek, south fork of

the Humboldt River, Winnemucca; Nye County, Round Mountain; Ormsby
County, Carson City; Washoe County, Pyramid Lake; White Pine County,

Piermont (or Pyrmont, 75 miles east of Eureka). Other specimens had the
indefinite records "Peavine Creek in Toyabe Range" and "Truckee River."

Utah: Beaver County, Beaver Creek Hills; Grand County, Thompson, Moab;
Juab County; Millard County, 20 miles northwest of Delta, 30 miles north of

Delta, 8 miles northeast of Delta, Fillmore, Kauosh; Salt Lake County, Salt

Lake City, Fort Douglas; Uinta County, near Jensen, White River, Ouray
136423—40 12
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Agency, west of Dragon; Utah County, Provo; Washington County, St. George,

Leeds, Rockville, Beaverdam Mountains; Weber County, Ogden. Other
Utah localities are the indefinite references Provo Canyon in Wasatch Moun-
tains; near 38°; and Salt Lake.

Colorado: Mesa County, Grand Junction; Montrose County, Naturita.

Wyoming.
Idaho: Ada County, Boise; Adams County, Indian Valley; Bear Lake County,

east side of Bear Lake; Blaine County, Arco, Big Butte; Elmore County,

Indian Creek, 5 miles south of Cleft; Nez Perce County, Lewiston; Owyhee
County, Snake River west of Bruneau River; Twin Falls County, Blue Lakes.
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of El Centro, Meloland (all Klauber, 1931, pp. 77-81); Riverside County, 4

miles northwest of Indian Wells in Coachella Valley (Mosauer, 1935, p. 20),

4 miles south of Coachella (Klauber, 1931, p. 77); San Bernardino Counly,

Bryman, Wild, Yermo, Halloran Spring, Mountain Pass (Klauber, 1932b,

p, 125); San Diego County, Carrizo (Klauber, 1931, p. 49).

Nevada: Clark County, Glendale, State Line Wells (Klauber, 1932b, p. 125);

Lander County, Austin (Van Denburgh and Slevin, 1919, p. 217; Van Den-

burgh, 1920, p. 20; Van Denburgh and Slevin, 1921a, p. 37; Van Denburgh

1922, vol. 2, p. 728); 10 miles northeast of Battle Mountain (Burt

41 32 52 15 28
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Figure 76.—Geographic variation in number of infralabials in Pituophis catenifer desertkola.

and Burt, 1929b, p. 457; Nye County, east side of Pahrump Valley

(Merriam, in Stejneger, 1893, p. 207); Washoe County, Nixon (Van Den-

burgh and Slevin, 1919, p. 217; Van Denburgh, 1920, p. 20; Van Denburgh,

1922, vol. 2, p. 728); Sutchflfe (Van Denburgh and Slevin, 1921a, p. 37), 3

miles east of Reno (Burt and Burt, 1929b, p. 456); Snake Creek (Yarrow,

1875, p. 541), an indefinite locality that could not be found.

Utah: Beaver County, Beaver (Yarrow, 1875, p. 541); Iron County, Rush Lake

(Yarrow, 1875, p. 541; Van Denburgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 732); Juab County,

Silver City (Tanner, 1927, p. 27) ; near Eureka (Tanner, 1928, p. 67) ; Millard

County, 7 miles south of Kanosh (Van Denburgh, 1922, vol. 2, p. 732) ; Fill-

more Canyon; flats in vicinity of Fillmore (Ruthven, 1932, p. 4); Salt Lake

County, Dry Canyon; flats in vicinity of Salt Lake City (Ruthven, 1932,

p. 4); Tooele County, Orrs Ranch in Skull Valley (Ruthven, 1932, p. 4);
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Zion National Park (Woodbury, 1928, p. 20); Green River (Ruthven,

1932, p. 4).

Colorado: Mesa County, Fruita (Ellis and Henderson, 1913, p. 94); Moffat

County, Douglas Spring (Ellis and Henderson, 1915, p. 262).

Idaho: Oneida County, Preston (Pack, 1919, p. 16).

Habits and habitat.—The habits of this form are undoubtedly

similar to those of the allied forms, catenifer and annectens, except that

deserticola is typically a desert inhabitant, though found elsewhere.

Merriam, in Stejneger (1893, p. 207), reports finding one of these
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Figure 77.—Geographic variation in ratio of tail length to total length in Pituophis catenifer deserticola.

snakes "among the tree yuccas along the edge of the Larrea belt, at

an altitude of 1,340 meters (4,400 feet)."

Meek (1906, p. 15) took one specimen "from the nest of a Neotoma"

and another "from the burrow of Spermophilus leucurus."

Taylor (1912, p. 354) says: "The gopher snake undoubtedly occurs

generally in small numbers over the deserts of northern Nevada, and

to some extent on the broad flats of the mountains" and reports

finding one example "in sagebrush on the ground not far from the

creek near the Dugout Camp, Big Creek Canyon."

Richardson (1915, p. 427) records finding one specimen "on top of

a rat's nest {Neotoma sp.) where it lay coiled. Its stomach contained

8
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a ground squirrel, Citellus mollis." Another was taken "under a

small sagebrush not far from a river bank. It contained large eggs

(July 9)."
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Ruthven and Gaige (1915, p. 31) give the following note:

It was found in the Chrysothamnus zone along the streams, in the sagebrush

on the hills and flats on the basin floor, and on the slopes and rock sUdes and in

the canyons of all of the mountains (except the Pinyon Range) to the summit of

the Carlin Peaks. It is apparently common everywhere, and we could not

discover any habitat preference. A large female taken on July 30 contains

large eggs. The specimens examined had aU eaten small mammals, and to

judge by the extent to which the alimentary duct was filled with remains the

number consumed must be enormous.

Dice (1916, pp. 303, 307, 308, 310) includes this form (under the

name c. catenifer) in lists of species from the following regions in

southeastern Washington: The wiUow habitat and association of the

Columbia Basin sagebrush faunal area; the bunchgrass, the rocky

slope, and the cottonwood-willow habitats and associations of the

Prairie area.

Grinnell and Camp (1917, p. 194) say that deserticola "occupies the

Lower and Upper Sonoran Life zone" and "inhabits nearly aU types

of arid environment."

Klauber (1931, pp. 77-81) found specimens both in the desert and

in cultivated fields in the Imperial Valley. He lists this form as

crepuscular (1931, p. 18) and reports (1931, p. 70) finding a specimen

"crossing the road just before seven P. M., it being quite dark at

the time." The same author reports (1932b, p. 125) collecting speci-

mens in "sparse brush," "desert," "rocks," "brush, sand," "light

brush," "sparse brush and rocks," and "rocky desert, light brush."

One of these was found (1932b, p. 126) "crossing the highway at

8:30 on a cold, windy night."

Mosauer (1935, p. 20), in a study of desert reptUes, says of deserticola:

Several specimens, dead and alive, were found on the highway quite close to

the dune region; others were found under boards of the ruins of homesteads in

the sand hiUs and at the margin of a date palm plantation in the neighborhood

of the dunes. No specimens were collected in the dunes proper. The gopher

snake seems to be largely nocturnal or crepuscular, to conclude from the number
of specimens found on the road at night.

Pack (1919, p. 16) gives an account of a 5-foot specimen of this

form that contained 35 small mice. It was killed in an alfalfa field

at haying time.

Van Denburgh and Slevin (1921a, p. 37) report finding an example

"on a shelf in a kitchen closet."

Nelson (1922, p. 126) lists deserticola from the Lower Sonoran Zone

of Lower California.

The following note is given by Woodbury (1928, p. 20): "One

medium-sized snake three and one-half to four feet in length had

nine mice in its stomach. ... I have seen these snakes eat both

mice and gophers in captivity. They are constrictors and kill their

prey before eating it."
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Dr. H. S. Brode (in litt., 1928) mentions specimens taken in the

Blue Mountains at an elevation of 2,500 feet where the rainfall was
between 20 and 25 inches, at Walla Walla in the arid Transition

Zone, and near the Columbia River where the rainfall is only 5 inches

and the elevation 300 feet. One in the latter locality was seen

imitating a rattlesnake.

The writer kept several snakes of this form in captivity for some
time. They could be handled freely. Mice were eaten whenever

offered, and sometimes several would be taken in rapid succession.

The food is usually, although not always, swallowed head first.

The method of swallowing seems to be dependent upon which end

the snake grasps before constricting, and this is generally the head.

On one occasion two snakes of about the same size were observed

attempting to swallow the same mouse. One had a hold upon the

head, the other upon the back. First one and then the other was
forced to loosen its hold but would return for another try immedi-

ately, until one of the two finally gave up in despair and retired to a

corner of the cage to sulk.

Affinities.—The derivation of catenij'er deseriicola from sayi affinis

is indicated by the pattern and scale characters as well as by the

ranges of the two forms (fig. 63). The pattern of deseriicola may be

derived readily from that of qffinis by a slight increase in number and

decrease in the size of the dorsal spots, accompanied by an intensi-

fication of color in the spots from reddish to dark brown, grayish

brown, or black. In the ranges of variation in most of the scale

characters affinis and deseriicola are almost identical, and the aver-

age proportionate tail length is only slightly higher in deseriicola

than in affinis. Occasional specimens of deseriicola also have the

rostral slightly longer than broad, as is typical in affinis, but is never

found in c. caienifer or c. annectens.

The separate derivation of annectens and caienifer from deseriicola

is indicated by the fact that, although in the number of dorsal spots

there is a continuous increase from deseriicola to caienifer to anneciens,

most of the scale counts show a decrease from deseriicola to caienifer,

but not from deseriicola to annectens.

The probable relationships of deseriicola and the adjacent forms

have been expressed by the diagram on page 133.

Table 13 lists the specimens of this form that have been examined.
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PITUOPHIS CATENIFER ANNECTENS Baird and Girard

Pituophis annectens Baird and Girard, Catalogue of North American reptiles,

pt. 1 (Serpentes), p. 72, 1853 (type, U. S. N. M. No. 1839 (3 specimens) ; type

locality, San Diego, Calif.).

Pityophis annectens Baird, U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. and Surv., vol. 10, pt. 3, pi. 29,

fig. 48, 1859.

Pituophis catenifer annectens Van Denburgh and Slevin, Proc. California Acad.

Sci., ser. 4, vol. 9, p. 216, pi. 9, fig. 2, 1919.

—

Van Denburgh, Proc. Cali-

fornia Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 10, p. 17, 1920.

—

Van Denburgh and Slevin,

Proc. California Acad. Sci., ser. 4, vol. 11, p. 67, 1921.

—

Van Denburgh,

Occ. Pap. California Acad. Sci., No. 10, vol. 2, p. 719, pi. 76, 1922.—Nelson,

Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci., vol. 16, No. 1, pp. 115, 130, 1922.—Schmidt, Bull.

Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 46, p. 688, 1922.

—

Stejneger and Barbour,

Checklist of North American amphibians and reptiles, ed. 2, p. 94, 1923.

—

Klauber, Bull. San Diego Zool. Soc, No. 1, pp. 12, 21, 1924.

—

Blanchard,

Pap. Michigan Acad. Sci. Arts Lett., vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 16, 1924.

—

Klauber,

Copeia, No. 155, p. 144, 1926; BuU. San Diego Zool. Soc, No. 4, p. 5, 1928;

No. 5, p. 5, 1930; No. 8, pp. 3, 9, 16, 17, 18, 20, 26, 33, 44, 58, 59, 63, 70,

74r-81, fig. 2, 1931.—Stull, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 250,

p. 5, 1932.—Klauber, Copeia, No. 3, p. 125, 1932; Bull. San Diego Zool.

Soc, 11, p. 17, 1934.

Elaphis reticulatus Dum£ril, Mem. Acad. Inst. France, vol. 23, p. 453, 1853.—

•

DuMERiL and Bibron, Erp6tologie g6n6rale, vol. 7, p. 246, 1854 (type in

Paris Museum; type locality unknown).

Pituophis reticulatus Jan, Elenco sistematico degli Ofidi, p. 59, 1863.

—

Bocourt,

Mission scientifique au Mexique et dans I'Am^rique Centrale, Reptiles, p.

666, note 1, pi. 47, figs. 3, 3a, 3b, 3c, 1888.

Pityophis catenifer Cope, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull 1, p. 39, 1875 (part).

—

Garman,

Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 8, No. 3, p. 52, 1883 (part); Bull. Essex Inst.,

vol. 16, p. 27, 1884 (part).—Cope, Proc U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 14, p. 641,

1892 (part) ; Amer. Nat., vol. 30, p. 1018, 1896 (part) ; Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus.

for 1898, p. 876, 1900 (part).—Meek, Field Mus. Nat. Hist. Publ. Zool.,

vol. 7, No. 1, p. 15, 1906.

Coluber catenifer Boulenger, Catalogue of snakes in the British Museum, vol.

2, p. 67, 1894 (part).

Pituophis catenifer Van Denburgh, Occ. Pap. California Acad. Sci., No. 5, p. 195,

1897 (part).

—

Ditmars, The reptile book, p. 320, 1907 (part) .—Atsatt,
Univ. California Publ. Zool., vol. 12, No. 3, p. 43, 1913.—Stephens, Trans.

San Diego Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 3, No. 4, p. 64, 1921.

—

Pratt, Manual of the

vetebrates of the United States, pp. 219-220, 1923 (part).

Pityophis catenifer catenifer Brown, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1901,

p. 53 (part)

.

Pituophis catenifer catenifer Grinnell and Camp, Univ. Cahfornia Publ. Zool.,

vol. 17, No. 10, p. 193, 1917 (part).

—

-Stejneger and Barbour, Checklist of

North American amphibians and reptiles, p. 85, 1917 (part).

Pityophis sayi bellona Streets, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 7, p. 40, 1877.

—

Yarrow
and Henshaw, Rep. Chief Eng. for 1878, Surv. West 100th Merid., vol. 3,

app. NN, p. 1634, 1878 (part) .—Yarrow, U. S. Nat. Mus. BuU. 24, pp. 16,

106, 1883 (part).—Cope, Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1898, p. 872, 1900 (part).

Pituophis catenifer deserticola Van Denburgh, Proc Cahfornia Acad. Sci., ser 2,

vol. 5, p. 149, 1895.

—

Van Denburgh and Slevin, Proc. California Acad.

Sci., ser. 4, vol. 4, pp. 133, 142, 1914.
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Original description.—Baird and Girard (1853, p. 72) describe this

form as follows:

Head elongated, elliptical. Vertical plate subpentagonal, elongated, posteri-

orly obtuse, with sides concave. Anteorbitals 2; postorbitals 2. Dorsal rows of

scales 33, 5 outer rows smooth. Triple series of dorsal blotches confluent for

nearly the whole length of the body.

Differs from P. catenifer in having much smaller dorsal blotches, and more

interspaces. The fifteen anterior blotches of the three dorsal series almost united

in a transverse or oblique band, anteriorly and posteriorly irregular. The

blotches on the flanks are also proportionally smaller than in P. catenifer. From

P. Wilkesii, which it resembles in the small size of the blotches, it differs by a more

conical head, a narrower and longer vertical plate, and a rostral reaching higher

up on the snout. The loral and superior anteorbutal are quite large and the lower

anteorbital very small. In one specimen we have noticed 5 postorbitals, the 5th

contiguous to the lower anteorbital, thus constituting a continuous chain beneath

the eye. Dorsal scales in 33 rows, the 5 outermost perfectly smooth. San Diego,

Cal. 243.71.33. 28 5/8.4 13/16. Dr. J. L. Leconte.

Diagnosis.—From the forms of the deppei group annedens may be

separated at a glance by the presence of four, rather than two, pre-

frontals, and the entrance into the eye of a single supralabial on either

side, instead of one. From the melanoleucus gronp it may be dis-

tinguished by the low rostral, which' in annedens is always at least as

as broad as long, while in the subspecies of melanoleucus it is at least

twice as long as broad. The same character distinguishes annedens

from s. sayi and s. affinis, since the former has the rostral nearly twice

as long as broad, and the latter has it always slightly longer than

broad. In addition, annedens may be distinguished from affinis by

the pattern, since in the former the spots are never reddish in color

and are rarely less than 90 in number on body and taU, whUe in the

latter the spots are generally reddish, at least on the posterior part of

the body, and are always less than 90 in number. From vertebralis,

annedens may be separated readily by the pattern and coloration.

Thus in annedens the spots are never saddle-shaped, are usually black

and never reddish, and are rarely less than 90 in number; in vertebralis

the spots are always more or less saddle-shaped, are reddish or black

anteriorly, reddish in the midregion of the body, and black on the

posterior part of the body and on the taU, and are 48 to 81 in number.

From c. catenijer, annedens may be distinguished by the larger

number of ventrals and caudals, and the larger number of spots.

Thus in annedens the sum of the ventrals and caudals is generally

greater than 300, and the total number of dorsal spots is rarely less

than 90, and usually more than 100; in catenifer the sum of ventrals

and caudals is rarely greater than 300, and the total number of spots

is usually less than 90 and rarely more than 100. The same characters

serve to distinguish annedens from deserticola, and in addition the

latter frequently has the light scales of the interspaces and sides on
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the anterior part of the body each with a small central black spot,

while such markings are generally lacking in annectens.

Description.—The body is rather slender, and the snout is rather

blunt. The tail varies from 0.135 to 0.182 (average 0.161) of the total

length and is thus proportionately longer than that of any other

form of the genus. The longest specimen examined measured 1,620

mm. in length, but Klauber (1931, p. 70) reports one measuring 1,739

mm. (5 ft. 8K in.) long.

The dorsal scale formula varies from 29-29-21 to 33-37-25. The

number of scale rows at the neck is 27 to 33, usually 29 or 31; the

maximum number in the middle of the body 29 to 35, oftenest 33;

the minimum number anterior to the vent 21 to 25, usually 23 or 25.

The remaining scutellation is as follows: Ventrals 210 to 253 (average

229.4); caudals 60 to 84 (average 74.1);supralabials 7 to 10, usually 8

or 9; the fourth, fifth, or none entering the eye; infralabials 11 to 15,

usually 12 or 13; preoculars 1 to 3, usually 2; postoculars 3 to 5;

loreal present, frequently divided to form two or even three small

scales; azygos present between frontal and prefrontals in about 10 per-

cent of the specimens examined, occasionally present between pre-

frontal and preocular on either side, between the two pairs of pre-

frontals, or behind the rostral; rostral low and as broad as long,

penetrating usually from one-third to all the distance between the

internasals ; frontal usually undivided but rarely split for a very small

fraction of its length.

The dentition is as follows: Mandibular teeth 18 to 20, decreasing

slightly in size posteriorly; maxillary teeth 14 to 18, decreasing slightly

in size posteriorly; palatines 9 to 10, slightly smaller than the mandib-

ular and maxillary teeth; pterygoids 8 to 14, sUghtly smaller than the

palatines and decreasing slightly in size posteriorly.

The dorsum bears a series of dark brown, dark gray, or black spots,

each 1 to 4 scales long and 4 to 8 scales wide, separated by interspaces

of 1 to 3 scales each and numbering 55 to 92 (average 75.5) on the

body and 14 to 36 (average 24.0) on the tail. On each side there

are four or five lateral series of dark spots. The uppermost of these

series is composed of spots nearly as large as those of the dorsal series,

with which they fuse at the corners to form a more or less continuous

network, presenting the appearance of a complete or broken chain.

On the neck and for a short distance posterior one or more of the

lateral series have the spots fused to form one or more continuous

or broken longitudinal streaks. The lower rows of lateral spots are

more or less irregular and indistinct in many specimens and are always

paler than the dorsal and uppermost lateral series. The ground color

of both dorsum and belly is a yellowish white, with pale brown often

shading the interspaces between the dorsal spots and forming a more

136423—40 13
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or less distinct longitudinal stripe at the level of the second and third

and fourth lateral series of spots. The belly bears a series of small

dark spots at each side, which are rarely more than one-half to one

scale in length and are separated by 1 to 4 scutes. On some speci-

mens these spots are rather pale and indistinct. In addition to the

lateral series of spots the belly may have numerous brownish or black

spots scattered irregularly over the posterior part, or even throughout

the entire length, but is more often merely dotted with minute dark

specks, or is immaculate. The top of the head is pale brown, occa-

sionally somewhat dappled with darker brown, and frequently with

the suggestion of a dark transverse band crossing the top of the head

from the supralabials underlying the eyes, over the anterior part ol

the supraoculars and frontal, and the posterior part of the prefrontals.

On each side a dark band from the eye to the posterior angle of the

jaw also is frequently apparent. The tliroat is white. (Fig. 64, c.)

Variation.—In the accompanying graphs representing geographic

variation in the form, the range has been divided into regions that

are numbered from south to north along the abscissas of the graphs

as follows:

Region 1. San Jose del Cabo, Lower California.

2. Northern part of Lower California.

3. San Diego County, Calif.

4. Riverside, Los Angeles, and San Bernardino Counties. Calif.

5. Ventura, San Luis Obispo, and Santa Barbara Counties, Calif.

6. Monterey and Santa Cruz Counties, Calif.

7. San Martin Island, Lower California.

8. South Coronado Island, Lower California.

The island specimens have been graphed as separate units, since

they cannot logically be inserted at any point in such a geographic

series. Although the small numbers of specimens from the southern

and northern extremes of the range and from the islands of San Martin

and South Coronado render the conclusions drawn in regard to those

regions of slight value, nevertheless certain general variational tend-

encies appear to exist in correlation with the geographic distribution

of the form. In regard to the island specimens, it will be noted that

the scale rows of the South Coronado specimens are markedly high

(fig. 79), although well within the range of variation for the group

as a whole, and thus perhaps the specimens under consideration

represent an extreme of variation for that region. The numbers of

both body and tail spots appear to be low in both the San Martin

and the South Coronado specimens (fig. 84), but here again the small

number of specimens necessitates extreme caution in the interpreta-

tion of the data. In the numbers of scale rows (fig. 79), ventrals

(fig. 80), and infralabials (fig. 82) there seems to be a general tendency

toward a slight decrease from south to north, which is most marked

in the case of the ventrals. The remaining scale characters (fig. 81),
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as well as the proportionate tail length (fig. 83), are so constant

throughout the range that no significant variations can be discovered.

A slight tendency toward a general increase in the number of both

body and tail spots from north to south appears to exist (fig. 84).

The sexual variation evident from a study of the form may be

summarized as follows: Dorsal scale formula varies from 29-29-21 to

5 77 55 11
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22.8 in females; proportionate tail length varies from 0.145 to 0.182

(average 0.165) in males, from 0.135 to 0.166 (average 0.155) in

females.

An albino specimen is described by Klauber (1924, p. 21) as follows:

"A small albino Pituophis catenifer annectens was taken January 14,

1923, at La Mesa (San Diego County, Calif.). It was said to have

been ploughed out. The spots normally brown were faint straw

color, while those normally black were translucent and hence pink.

5 79 54 11
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Figure 80.—Geographic variation in number of ventrals in Pituophis catenifer anneden$.

as were the eyes also. The remaining areas were white. The eyes

jerked involuntarily in strong light."

In 1931 (p. 70) Klauber reports having seen another albino specimen

3 feet long "in Schubach's collection. . . . The normal yellow was

straw, the normal black, brown, and red were white. The parietals

were distorted."

Eange.—The range of this form extends from the southernmost tip

of Lower California north to Santa Cruz and Contra Costa Counties,

in the coastal strip of California, and the Mojave Desert farther
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inland, and includes San Martin and South Coronado Islands, Lower

California, and Catalina Island, Calif. The form is most abundant

in San Diego, Riverside, San Bernardino, and Los Angeles Counties,

Calif., and the specimens from the most northern and most southern

5 80 51 10
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California: Contra Costa County, Clayton; Los Angeles County, Claremont, San

Pedro, Sierra Madre, Sierra Madre Mountains, Irvine, La Crescenta, Pasa-

dena, San Gabriel Mountains near Sierra Madre, Los Angeles, Glendale, Azusa,

old Mount Wilson Trail, Placerita Canyon (35 miles north of Los Angeles),

Catalina Island; Monterey County, Chalk Peak, Soledad; Riverside County,

Moreno, San Jacinto, Banning, Strawberry Valley in San Jacinto Mountains,

Ranger's Cabin in San Jacinto Mountains, Shain's Ranch in San Jacinto

Mountains, Riverside; San Bernardino County, Ontario, near Colton, Santa

Ana in San Bernardino Mountains, Seeley Flats in San Bernardino Moun-

tains, Hesperia, San Bernardino; San Diego County, La Mesa, San Diego,

Vista, Campo, El Cajon, Rainona, San Onofre, Lakeside, La Posta, Deer-

horn Flat, Santa Ysabel, Pacific Beach, Flynn Springs, Cottonwood, Cuya-

niaca Mountains, Warner Pass, Julian, Aqua Caliente, Cahuilla Valley,

Witch Creek, west of the mountains, Oceanside, San Dieguito Valley, Boule-

5 77 50
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Mountains (Van Denburgh, 1912b, p. 149); San Diego County, near Orcutt

(Grantville) (Cope, 1900, p. 879), Rancho Santa Fe, Del Mar, Torrey Piness

Linda Vista, La JoUa, Encanto, North Island, National City, Chula Vista,

Nestor, Pine Hills, Cuyamaca, Fallbrook, Pala, San Marcos, Richland,
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Figure 84.—Geographic variation in total number of dorsal spots in PituophU cantenifer annedens.

Bernardo, Poway, Mussey, Miramar, Dehesa, Lemongrove, Otay Dam, La

Puerta, Pauma, Rincon, Warners, Valley Center, Mesa Grande, Boulder

Creek, Oakzanita, Japatul, Lyons Valley, Jamul, Barrett Dam, Potrero (all

Klauber, 1924, p. 12; Klauber, 1928, in litL), Ocean Beach, La Costa, Merle,

San Pasqual, Murray Dam, Cardiff, Encenitas, Bonita, Otay, Paradise
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Valley, Monument, Sweetwater Dam, Spring Valley, Helix, Jamacha, Bos-

tonia. Mission Gorge, Lakeview, Twin Brooks, El Monte, Foster, Shady

Dell, Wildwood, Bear Valley Dam, Palomar, Amago, Henshaw Dam, Mon-
tezuma, Sutherland, Stewart Well, San Felipe Valley, Ballena, El Capitan,

Hipass, Banner (all Klauber, 1928, in lilt.), San Luis Rey, Rose Canyon,

Alpine, Grossmont, Viejas, Guatay, Las Flores (Klauber, 1928, in litl.;

Klauber, 1931, pp. 74-81), ChoUas Heights, Dulzura, Descanso, Santee,

Rosedale (Klauber, 1924, p. 12; Klauber, 1928, in litt.; Klauber, 1931, pp.

74-81), Bonsall (Klauber, 1924, p. 12; Klauber, 1928, in Hit.; Klauber, 1932b,

p. 125), Escondido (Klauber, 1932b, p. 125), northwest of El Cajon, Wynola,

Riverview, Terrinitos (Klauber, 1931, pp. 74-80), Mission Valley (Klauber,

1924, p. 12; Klauber, 1928, in litt.; Klauber, 1931, p. 75; Klauber, 1932b,

p. 125); Rainbow (Klauber, 1928, in litt.; Klauber, 1931, p. 75; Klauber,

1932b, p. 125).

Habits and habitat.—^Van Denburgh (1897, p. 198) says of the

species, including this form: "Its food . . . consists of small mammals,

of which gophers are said to form a large part."

Stephens (1921, p. 64) says, "They feed on gophers, mice, rats, and

squirrels."

Klauber (1934, p. 17) calls this the most beneficial snake of the re-

gion, "as it lives exclusively on mice, rats, gophers, and other rodents."

In regard to the hibernation of this form Riithling says (1915b,

p. 10): "Now and then a Pacific BuU Snake . . . will wander in search

of food and may be found abroad even in winter. Only exceptional

warm days will cause this, however." Of its feeding habits he says

(1916a, p. 91): "Its food consists chiefly of rodent pests, such as

gophers, mice, ground squirrels, and small rabbits. Although he pre-

fers these animals for food, the Pacific Bull Snake has a rather accom-

modating appetite, which must under the force of necessity adapt

itself to circumstances and include in his ophiological menu, birds, an

occasional rat, bats, and sometimes a lizard or two. Sometimes an

egg (or several) is commandeered, but I have never known of a Pacific

Bull Snake's having eaten any egg as large as a chicken's." One

64-inch snake, he reports, vomited four full-grow^n pocket gophers, and

another ate more than a dozen mice at one meal. The same author

reports (1916b, p. 6) finding a specimen among stones at the foot of a

group of oak trees "far out in the open grape field" at the mouth of a

canyon.

Nelson (1922, p. 129) lists annedens from the Upper Sonoran Zone,

San Diegan district, of Lower California-

EQauber (1931, opp. p. 8) lists annedens from the following zones of

San Diego County: Coast, inland vaUeys and mesas, foothills, moun-

tains, and desert foothills. The same author gives many interesting

notes on this form, some as follows (1931, p. 70): The greatest activity

is during the day, but one specimen "was observed coming out of a

gopher hole at seven P. M.," and another "was caught crossing the

road at 5:50 P. M." Specimens were collected "in a manzanita bush
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one foot above ground," "on the margin of the San Luis Rey River,"

"on a concrete highway making almost no progress despite violent

efforts" [mortality from automobiles was found to be particularly

high in this form, especially among juveniles], "under a piece of tin in

a field," and also (1932b, p. 125) in "brush," "orchard," "creek and

fields," "fields," and "orange groves." Specimens collected were

found to have eaten "a fuU grown mouse," "two small rabbits," "a

large mouse." "A buzzard was observed eating a large freshly killed

specimen by the roadside." Specimens in captivity laid eggs on

July 19, July 21, and August 29 (1931, p. 70).

Affinities.—The closest aflBnities evidently exist between this form

and the other subspecies of catenifer, catenijer and deseriicola. Al-

though there is a continuous increase in the number of dorsal spots

from deseriicola to catenijer to annectens, nevertheless the direct deriva-

tion of annectens from deserticola rather than from catenijer would

seem to be indicated by the fact that in most of the scale characters

there is a decrease from deserticola to catenijer, but not to annectens.

The observations of Klauber (1931, p. 49) on annectens and deserticola

would suggest the derivation of annectens from deserticola elsewhere

than in southeastern California. In this connection EQauber says:

From the first I have naturally been desirous of determining the area of inter-

gradation of these two forms, if such an area exists. Therefore, all border speci-

mens coming into my hands have been examined with care, and I have been sur-

prised to find that there is apparently no intergradation. I do not know, as yet,

whether the ranges of the two subspecies overlap, but at least it is evident that they

closely approach each other. I have had specimens of annectens from a number of

desert foothill localities. . . . Strange as it may seem, these specimens appear to

average rather darker and with a higher number of dorsal blotches than is usual

in annectens, thus showing a tendency away from, rather than toward, deserticola.

It is true that an occasional specimen light in color and with few spots will come

to hand, which will fall between deserticola and annectens according to the key,

but these are quite as likely to be found in the coastal zone as elsewhere and seem

to be conspicuous by their absence in the desert foothill area. A single typical

deserticola has been taken within San Diego County at Carrizo and further east-

ward the subspecies becomes relatively common. Here it is quite uniform in

coloration and distinct from annectens. Thus we have in the place of a single

changing form, two separate subspecies which have not been shown to intergrade

in this region, although they may elsewhere, or through a third member of the

species.

The probable relationships of annectens and the adjacent forms have

been expressed by the diagram on page 133.

Table 14 lists the specimens of this form that have been examined.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Six species and thirteen forms may be recognized in the genus

Pituophis. Three of these, d. deppei, d. jani, and lineaticollis, form a

natural group characterized by the presence of two prefrontals, a

broad low rostral, and the entrance of two supralabials into the orbit

on each side. The other forms all have four prefrontals and a single

supralabial entering the eye on either side, but differ widely in the

shape of the rostral plate. The four subspecies of melanoleucus

form a natural group in the common possession of a very long and

narrow rostral, the two subspecies of sayi have a moderately long

rostral, longer in s. sayi than in s. ajffinis, and the other three forms,

vertebralis and the three subspecies of catenifer, are characterized by

a low broad rostral. P. vertehralis, however, must be considered

separately from the forms of catenifer since it obviously represents a

distinct evolutionary line with an independent origin.

Thus, two major groups are distinguishable, the latter of which

may be further subdivided into four minor groups, as follows:

(deppei deppei.

deppei jani.

lineaticollis.

melanoleucus melanoleucus.

melanoleucus mugiius.

melanoleucus lodingi.

melanoleucus ruthveni.

sayi group.
sayi sayi.

sayi affinis.

catenifer catenifer.

catenifer deserticola.

catenifer annectens.

vertehralis.

The variation found to occur in the genus has been discussed in

detail, in the description of the genus as a whole, as well as in the

discussions of the various forms. The main conclusions in regard to

variational tendencies in the genus may be summarized here as follows:

1. Three types of variation are found to exist—individual, sexual,

and geographic.

2. The most striking variation is individual, and most of the charac-

ters show an extremely wide range of variation not only for the

genus as a whole, but in each separate form as well.

3. Sexual variation is marked in several characters. Scale rows

and ventrals are consistently higher in females throughout the genus,

while caudals, the proportionate tail length, and the number of tail

spots are universally higher in males. No other tendencies in sexual

variation are consistent for the genus.
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4. When an evident geographic variation is present it is in general

continuous from the probable center of distribution for the form to

the periphery of its range.

5. In every form represented by a sufficient series of specimens the

variational tendency in scale rows, ventrals, and caudals is similar;

and in labials and oculars, as well, when these show a recognizable

geographic variation. When an evident geographic variation occurs

in the proportionate tail length, it is the reverse of that observable

in the scale characters. The number of tail spots varies in correla-

tion with the number of caudals, but the body spots show a con-

tinuous variation only in exceptional and contradictory cases.

6. In all forms of the genus a general decrease in scale characters

from the probable center of dispersal to the periphery of the range

of the form is evident, and is accompanied by an increase in pro-

portionate tail length.

7. Within a given form a general tendency to decrease the scale

characters is indicative of and correlated with a general dwarfing of

the form. Between forms, however, a general decrease in the scale

characters may be correlated with a general dwarfing, but is not

necessarily so, as is shown by the decrease from sayi to the subspecies

of melanoleucus, wliich latter forms are on the average the largest of

the genus.

In the foregoing generalizations a knowledge of the center of origin

for the various forms is assumed. The first step in the task of attain-

ing this knowledge is the determination of the probable center of

dispersal for the genus as a whole. Various rules for the determina-

tion of the center of dispersal for a group of related forms have been

proposed by different authors.

The ten criteria of Adams (1902, p. 115) have been given a wide

appUcation, and tbe repetition of them here seems unnecessary.

Only three of them can be considered to be of value in this study,

since of the others one applies only to the migration of birds, and of

the other six "none of them would necessarily hold true for the place

of origin after the time of origm" (Dunn, 1926, p. 8). These three

tests are:

1. Continuity and convergence of lines of dispersal.

2. Continuity and directness of individual variations or modifications

radiating from the center of origin along the highways of dispersal.

3. Direction indicated by biogeographical affinities.

A brief discussion of each of these in relation to this genus may be of

value.

1. Continuity and convergence of lines of dispersal.—The several

evolutionary lines leading to s. sayi and the forms of melanoleucus

in the east, to the deppei group in the south, to vertebralis in Lower

California, and to the three subspecies of catenifer in the west and
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northwest obviously converge in the southwest in the range of sayi

affinis. The series of forms in each of these lines is not linear, how-

ever, and in each case except that of vertebralis a subsidiary center

of dispersal for the group may be determined. Thus, in the deppei

group, d. deppei is clearly ancestral to d. jani and lineaticollis, in the

eastern line s. sayi leads to m. ruthveni, from wliich the other three

subspecies of melanoleucus obviously have been derived independently

of one another, and c. catenifer and c. annectens undoubtedly have

arisen separately from c. deserticola.

2. Continuity and directness of individual variations or modifications

radiating from the center of origin along the highways of dispersal.—As

has been stated above, the characters showing any pronounced geo-

graphic variations vary in general along the lines of radiation from

the center of origin for the form, if affinis is accepted as the central

form of the genus, to the periphery of its range. A complete con-

tinuity of variation from form to form is impossible in a genus in which

the evolutionary series are not strictly linear, and where the lines of

dispersal fork on the periphery of the range into two or more diverging

branches. In such a case, if the variational trend is continuous into

one of the diverging lines of each branching, as in each of the evolu-

tionary series of Pituophis, the requirement may be considered to be

fulfilled.

3. Direction indicated by biogeographical affinities.—The geographic

probability that affinis is the form nearest the evolutionary center of

the genus is clearly indicated by a consideration of the distribution

of the included forms. Thus affinis is near the geographic center of

the genus, and has a range contiguous with or overlapping that of the

form of each radiating evolutionary line which is nearest to it in scale

and pattern characters, and thus obviously most closely related.

It is evident that in accordance with these three criteria affinis must

be accepted as located at the probable center of origin for the genus.

The main principle of dispersal propounded by Matthew (1915,

p; 180) is as follows:

Whatever agencies may be assigned as the principal cause of evolution of a race,

it should be at first most progressive at its point of original dispersal, and it will

continue this progress at that point in response to whatever stimulus origmally

caused it, and spread out in successive waves of migration, each wave a stage

higher than the previous one. At any one time, therefore, the most advanced

stages should be nearest the center of dispersal, the most conservative farthest

from it.

Since every animal is dependent for its existence upon a favorable

environment, this factor must be accepted as of the utmost importance

in its relation to evolutionary change. Whether a changed environ-

ment affects the animal directly, or only indirectly as the agent of

natural selection, is immaterial in this connection. In either case, it
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is obvious that however variations may arise they cannot become

established in one or the other of two groups unless they are separated

by an environmental difference, however slight. Such an environ-

mental difference may be due either to an actual change in the environ-

ment in the original habitat, or by the migration of the animals to a

different habitat. In the latter case the animals affected will be those

that have migrated and are found on the periphery of the range, since

the animals in the center would be in the original habitat and already

adapted to the environment, and whatever variations arose would be

unlikely to persist; while in the periphery of the range such variations

as proved favorable, whether induced by the changed environment

according to the Lamarckian idea, or selected by it according to the

Darwinian theory, could become established. If the change were in

the environment itself, it seems probable that such animals as migrated

m order to retain their association with the original environment

woiUd remain little changed, while those which remained in the area

of environmental change would evolve in correlation with the changing

conditions. In such a case, the "most advanced stages," as Matthew

says, "should be nearest the center of dispersal, the most conservative

stages farthest from it." In its application to this group, where

several distinct evolutionaiy lines radiate from a common center, this

principle is of questionable value, since it is evident that in this genus

environmental change has not advanced in concentric circles from a

central point, but has rather been encountered along several different

lines of dispersal or migration routes, which are represented by the

four evolutionary series radiating from the range of affinis in the south-

western United States and northern Mexico.

There remains for consideration the other possibility, that the

animals migrate to a different environment, with the result that the

most conservative and generalized forms occur at the center of the

range in the original habitat, while the more specialized forms are

found at the periphery. This is undoubtedly the case in Pituophis,

where the most generalized form, affinis, is in the geographic center of

the genus, where the various evolutionary trends and lines of dispersal

originate, and the most specialized forms, such as lineaticollis and the

three most eastern subspecies of melanoleucus, are found on the

periphery of the range of the genus.

We may conclude, therefore, that the genus arose in or near the

range of affinis, presumably in northern Mexico, where affinis inter-

grades with s. sayi and overlaps d. deppei in range. From this central

point the genus spread over every possible migration route, and as a

result, the melanoleucus group was developed in the east, with m.

ruthveni ancestral to the three eastern subspecies, and 6?. sa.yi phylo-

genetically as well as geographically intermediate between ruthveni
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and affinis; d. deppei became separated from affinis in the south and

in turn gave rise to d. jani and lineaticollis ; vertebralis was separated

from the southern group of affinis by the invasion of the Gulf of Cali-

fornia, and spread north through Lower California and southern

California; and the subspecies of catenifer, with c. deserticola as the

stem form, appeared to the north and west of affinis.

The probable affinities and lines of dispersal of the various forms

of the genus, in accordance with this explanation of the evolutionary

development of the genus, may be illustrated by the following diagram:

catenifer

\
\

deserticola/•
>/

annectans melanoleucus
affinis /"

(northern) /

vertebralis sayi »ruthvcni »lodingi

affinis \
(southern) \

mugitus

deppei
\
jani

lineaticollis
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